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The Basic Idea of the 2nd NATO 
Mountain Warfare Congress01
Author: COL Boštjan Blaznik

Congress Book 2nd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress

Summary

Colonel Boštjan Blaznik, Director of the NATO Mountain Warfare Centre of Excellence

(NATO MW COE) officially opened the Congress with a welcome address and gave a state-

ment on the idea of the 2nd Mountain Warfare Congress. He mentioned the intention to

run this year´s annual congress with selected topics concerning Risk Management in

Mountain Warfare in order to enhance the participants´ competence in acting on the basis

of knowledge based on science or/and practitioners real-life proven experience.

The congress began with a wider perspective on Risk Management by addressing Risk

Management Theories, and later focused on avalanche Risk Management. Furthermore,

also failed Risk Management in the sense of handling a local crisis was highlighted from

the point of view of morale and psychological help which enables persons involved to

come back to business.

We can face a risk through:

- Preventing or minimizing by behavior or-/and

- Preventing or minimizing by decision.

A mix of scientists, persons who develop knowledge or improve it, and practitioners, per-

sons who use the knowledge, highlighted the topics from the civilian point of view as well

as from the military one, thus providing a broad set of verified knowledge and experience. 

Also, the technical approach to avalanche Risk Management was stressed in terms of two

different approaches from the technological perspective at current state of the art, thus

COL Boštjan Blaznik (SVN)

Director of NATO Mountain Warfare Centre 
of Excellence
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enabling military leaders and deciders

to draw conclusions for their own area

of responsibility.

It was not the intention to present

“one-fit-all” solutions, but to provide

knowledge which enables individuals

to develop or enhance competence for

acting in real- life situations. The real

life of Mountain Warfare is always

risky, and the risks in the morning can

be different to those in the afternoon.

Military leaders have the responsibil-

ity for their soldiers, but also for ac-

complishing the job, respectively

mission. One part of this responsibility

is the commitment for lifelong learn-

ing. This congress offered an opportunity of lifelong learning. Every participant will have

the chance to grow if there is the willingness to hear, evaluate or even accept other ap-

proaches.  

The lectures as well as the field presentations provided knowledge and proven experience

with the intention to enhance the individual level of competence to judge.

The Congress intended to enable the participants to act based on knowledge from the

current state of the art instead of going with a gut feeling, as knowledge allows contextual

understanding rather than relying on unreflected opinions.

“Act out of knowledge”
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The Congress offered the opportu-

nity to evolve and develop individ-

uals, but it was up to each

individual to be open and ready to

integrate new aspects and points

of view into the current personal

truism, and then to assimilate and

accommodate own knowledge.

With this congress book, we invite

you to follow us on a journey dur-

ing which you will learn about dif-

ferent approaches to the topics

linked to Risk Management and

discussed at the congress. It is everybody´s personal decision whether he/she thinks that

some of the contents could be applied to his/her area of responsibility. It is a military

truism that many people help to provide information that serves as a basis for a decision,
BUT ONE PERSON IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DECISION, and particularly in Mountain Warfare
the accident and the tactical risk(s) have to be dealt with. 

The lectures as well as the practical presentations should inspire individuals to think

about the offered within their own area of responsibility -, that was hoped for by all the

speakers, the presenters as well as the NATO MWCOE. 

The audience of the congress
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Risk Management Theories
Framework and Overview02
Author: Franz Fischer, PhD, (AUT)

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

Summary

The lecture addressed the historical development of Risk Management standards in dif-

ferent domains. In addition, it focused on some of the most popular Risk Management

theories and highlighted the variety of steps inside these theories.

Theoretical Background in Risk Management

Risk Theory originates in the insurance industry

- In actuarial science and applied probability ruin theory, mathematical models are

used to describe an insurer´s vulnerability to

insolvency/ruin. In such models key quanti-

ties of interest are the probability of ruin,

distribution of surplus immediately prior to

ruin and deficit at time of the ruin.

- The Cramér–Lundberg model was intro-
duced in 1903 by the Swedish actuary

Filip Lundberg.

- The model describes an insurance com-

pany who experiences two opposing cash

flows: incoming cash premiums and out-

going claims. Premiums arrive a constant

Franz Fischer, PhD, (AUT)

Teacher and trainer at the University of Vienna

Risk Manager at Raiffeisen Computer Science

Certifications as Risk Manager: 
Risk Manager CRMA
Risk Manager ONR 49 000 & PRINCE 2
Project Manager IPMA -C

PhD in Project Management
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rate c > 0 from customers and claims arrive according to the Poisson Process  with in-

tensity λ and are independent and identically distributed non-negative random vari-

ables with distribution F and mean μ (they form a compound Poisson Process). 

Risk in the military industry

- “A German fleet does not necessarily have to be

strong enough to defeat the Royal Navy to push

the UK towards a German-friendly naval - and

overall Policy. It is already enough to build a

fleet strong enough to make its destruction by

Britain a “Pyrrhic Victory”.

- “Britain cannot afford to engage in a belligerent

confrontation with another Naval Power if, de-

spite the numerical and qualitative inferiority

of its fleet, it was strong enough to be destroyed

by The Royal Navy, for its part, to destroy large

parts of it.”

- From 1900 onward, when the so-called

Risikoflotte (“risk fleet”–i.e., a deterrent for po-

tential attackers) was established under the second navy law, it became obvious that

the navy was intended not only for actual defense but also as an alliance asset in time

of peace. The emperor and Tirpitz hoped to be able, through mounting financial and

military pressure, to force Britain to loosen its alliances. 

History of standardization in Risk Management

Admiral von Tirpitz, 1906
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Definition of a Risk according to ISO 31000:

Risk is an effect of uncertainty on objectives
NOTE 1 An effect is a deviation from the expected – positive and/or negative.

NOTE 2 Objectives can have different aspects (such as financial, health and safety, and

environmental goals) and can apply at different levels (such as strategic, or-

ganization-wide, project, product and process).

NOTE 3 Risk is often characterized by reference to potential events and consequences,

or a combination of these.

NOTE 4 Risk is often expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences of an event

(including changes in circumstances) and the associated likelihood of occurrence.

NOTE 5 Uncertainty is the state, – even partial –, of deficiency of information related

to, understanding or knowledge of an event, its consequence, or likelihood.

Standards in Risk Management

a/ Management of Risk (UK Gvt)

The M_o_R framework is based on four core concepts:
- M_o_R Principles. These are essential for the development of good Risk Management

practice. All are derived from corporate governance principles in the recognition that

Risk Management is a subset of any organization´s internal controls.

- M_o_R Approach. These

principles need to be adapted

to suit each individual organ-

ization. Accordingly, an or-

ganization´s approach to

these principles need to be

agreed and defined within a

Risk Management policy,

process guide and plans, and

supported by the use of risk

registers and issue logs.

www.gov.uk/government/publications
/management-of-risk-in-government-
framework
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- M_o_R Processes. These six process steps describe the inputs, outputs and activities

involved in ensuring that risk are identified, assessed and controlled.

- Embedding and Reviewing M_o_R. Having put in place these principles, approaches

and processes, for them to be effective, an organization needs to ensure that they are

consistently applied across the organization and that their application undergoes con-

tinual improvement.

b/ RAMP-Risk Analysis and Management for Projects

- RAMP (Risk Analysis and Management for Projects) is a well-established framework

for analyzing and managing the risks involved in projects, whether large or small.

With an emphasis on the strategic and financial aspects, this practical working guide

will assist planners, engineers, accountants, actuaries, lawyers, project managers,

public administrators and anyone else who is involved with a project´s success.

- Businesses increasingly need to manage their projects in a turbulent environment,

where change is often unexpected and continuous. RAMP´s systematic approach helps

to ensure that risks are effectively identified, analyzed and controlled, and that newly

emerging risks can be spotted while there is still time to do something about them.

www.ice.org.uk/knowledge-and-resources/best-practice/risk-analysis-and-management-for-projects

Overview of the RAMP process

Activity A: Process launch
A1 Organize and define RAMP strategy
A2 Establish baseline

Activity B: Risk review
B1 Plan and initiate risk review
B2 Identify risks
B3 Evaluate risks
B4 Respond to risks
B5 Asses residual risks
B6 Plan responses to residual risks
B7 Communikate strategy and plans

Activity C: Risk management
C1 Implement strategy and plans
C2 Control risks

Activity D: Process close-down
D1 Assess investment outturn
D2 Review RAMP process

Activity A: Process launch
(see Chapter 2)

A1 Organise and define RAMP strategy
A1.1 Confirm the perspective from which the risk analysis
and management is beeing carried out and the principal
stakeholders interested in the outcome.
This version of the RAMP process assumes that risk is
beeing considered from the viewpoint of the sponsor
(i.e. the party that makes and owns the investment).

The process can be adapted to suit other ineterests.

A1.2 Appoint the ´risk process manager´ who will plan,
lead and coordinate the risk analysis and management
process, and report on its results. Define the reporting
line.

A1.3 Prepare a preliminary brief on the objectives, scope
and timing of the investment, including an assessment
of its value and importance to the sponsoring organisa-
tion, and its compexity.

A1.4 Define and agree the provisional overall strategy
for risk reviews and mangement throughout the invest-
ment life-cycle, including each of the following
- purpose of RAMP
- level of risk analysis to be carried out
- scope of review
- timing of risk reviews
- budget for RAMP

A1.5 Ensure that this strategy for RAMP is fully provided
for in the baseline plan and communicated to all parties
involved.

A1.6 Form a RAMP process team by identifying and as-
signing those who will act as ´risk analysts´ to identify
risks, help to evaluate them and devise suitable re-
sponses.

A1.7 Introduce a ´risk diary´ and maintain it throughout
the RAMP process
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c/ PRINCE2-Projects in Controlled Environments (UK)

- PRINCE2 (an acronym for PRojects IN Controlled Environments) is a de facto process-

based method for effective project Management. 

- PRINCE was originally based on PROMPT, a project Management method created by

Simpact Systems Ltd in 1975, and adopted by CCTA in 1979 as the standard to be used

for all Government information system projects. 

- When PRINCE was launched in 1989, it effectively superseded PROMPT within Gov-

ernment projects. PRINCE remains in the public domain and copyright is retained by

the Crown. 

- PRINCE2 was published in 1996, having been contributed to by a consortium of some

150 European organizations.

d/ PMI – Project Management Institute (US)

- In the 1960s project Management as such began to be used in the US aerospace, con-

struction and defense industries. 

- The Project Management Institute was founded by Ned Engman (McDonnel Douglas

Automation), James Snyder and Susan Gallagher (SmithKline & French Laboratories),

Eric Jenett (Brown & Root) and J Gordon Davis (Georgia Institute of Technology) at

the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1969 as a nonprofit organization. 

- “Risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect
on one or more project objectives.”  

- This definition in “real life” is usually an

event that has a potential negative ef-

fect, but the risk definition in PMI is

wider: it includes positive effects as

well, called an “opportunity”.

www.pmi.org/certifications/types/risk-management-
rmp
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK® Guide )— 6th Edition (PMI, 2017)
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e/ IPMA Int. Project Mgmt Association (EU, Pac Asia)

f/ COBIT 5

- As an independent, nonprofit, global association, ISACA engages in the development,

adoption and use of globally accepted, industry-leading knowledge and practices for

information systems.

- Previously known as the Information Systems Audit and Control Association, ISACA

now goes by its acronym only, to reflect the broad range of IT governance profession-

als it serves.

- ISACA got its start in 1967, when a small group of individuals with similar jobs sat

down to discuss the need for a centralized source of information and guidance in the

field. 

4.5.11. Risk and opportunity 

Definition 
Risk and opportunity includes the identification, assessment, response planning and implemen-
tation and control of risks and opportunities around projects. Risk and opportunity management
helps decision-makers to make informed choices, prioritise actions and distinguish among alter-
native courses of action. Risk and opportunity management is an ongoing processtaking place
throughout the lifecycle of the project.

Purpose 
The purpose of this competence element is to enable the individual to understand and effectively
handle risks and opportunities, including responses and overall strategies.

Description 
Risk (negative effects) and opportunity (positive effects) are always viewed in their relation to
and consequences for realising the objectives of the project. It is advisable as a first step to con-
sider which overall strategies would best serve the handling of risks and opportunities relative
to the corporate strategies and the project in question. After that, the risk and opportunity man-
age-ment process is characterised by first identifying and assessing risks and opportunities,
followed by the development and implementation of a response plan covering the intended and
planned actions for dealing with identified risks and opportunities. The response plan should
be developed and implemented in line with the chosen overall risk and opportunity strategies.
The individual is responsible for involving team members and keeping the team committed to
the risk and opportunity management process: for making the team alert to risks and opportu-
nities; for involving other stakeholders in the process and for involving the appropriate subject
matter experts whenever necessary.

www.ipma.world/individuals/standard/Individual Competence Baseline (ICB4), 2016
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- In 1969, the group formalized, incorporating as the EDP Auditors Association. In 1976

the association formed an education foundation to undertake large-scale research ef-

forts to expand the knowledge and value of the IT governance and control field. 

www.isaca.org/Knowledge-Center/Academia/Pages/risk-management.aspx

g/ COSO II ERM Framework

- COSO was formed in 1985 to sponsor the National Commission on Fraudulent Finan-

cial Reporting (Treadway Commission).

- The Treadway Commission was originally jointly sponsored and funded by five main

professional accounting associations and institutes headquartered in the United States

- These five organizations formed what is now called the Committee of Sponsoring Or-

ganizations of the Treadway Commission. (COSO)

- COSO II - Enterprise Risk Management Integrated Framework (2004), defines essen-

tial components, suggests a common language, and provides direction and guidance

for ERM. 

- Notably, ERM requires an entity to take a view of risk that examines the entire organ-

ization, from the enterprise level, to a division or subsidiary, to the level of a single

business units processes. 

- As shown in Figure 1, ERM consists of eight interrelated components, which are inte-

gral to the way management runs the enterprise. The components are linked and

serve as criteria for determining whether ERM is effective.

- Internal control is encompassed

within, and is an integral part of,

ERM. 

- ERM is broader than internal

control, expanding and elaborat-

ing on internal control to form a

more robust conceptualization

focusing more fully on risk.

Source: COSO ERM Integrated Framework, 
dated September 2017

www.coso.org/Pages/erm-integratedframe-
work.aspx
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h/ ONR 4900x:2014

By issuing the ONR series 4900x:2014 “Risk management for organizations and systems”,

Austrian Standards publishes a body of rules supporting the implementation of the In-

ternational Standard ISO 31000 “Risk Management – Principles and guidelines”

The standard consists of 6 parts:

- ONR 49000: Terms and Basics

- ONR 49001: Risk Management

- ONR 49002-1: Guidelines 

- ONR 49002-2: Guidelines 

- ONR 49002-3: Guidelines 

- ONR 49003: Qualification of a Risk Manager

https://shop.austrian-standards.at/action/de/public/details/514131/ONR_49000_2014_01_01

Figure 1 − Risk management for organizations and systems

Figure 2 − Risk management system
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Figure 3 − Risk management in existing process flows

Figure 4 − Developement of the rism management system

Figure 5 − Interdependencies of risks (example)

Figure 5a Figure 5b
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Figure 6 − The three-step approach to risk treatement

Figure 7 − The three-step approach to risk treatement

Figure 8 − The three-step approach to risk treatement
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Risk management process

Method Identification Assessment Treatment

Consequences Likelihood Level of risk

Brainstorming +++ + + +

Delphi method ++ ++ ++ ++

World Café +++ + +

Citizens Conference +++ ++ + +

Root Cause analyses ++ + + +++

London Protocol +++ + +++

Fault tree and event tree analysis ++ +++ + +

Scenario analysis +++ +++ ++ ++ +++

CIRS (critical incident reporting 
system) +++ + ++

CBRM (change-based risk 
management) +++ + ++

FMEA (failure mode and effects
analysis) +++ ++ ++ + +++

Hazard analysis ++ +++ ++ ++ +++

HAZOP (hazard and operability
study) +++ +++ ++ + +++

HACCP (hazard analysis and critical
control points) ++ ++ +++

Standard deviation ++ +++ ++

Confidence interval ++ +++ ++

Monte Carlo simulation + ++ +++ ++

Explanation: + good; ++ very good; +++ excellent

Table 1 − Overview of methods used in the risk management process

Figure 14 − Confidence interval and value at risk as a measure of risk
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Table A.1 — General risk criteria for consequences

Table A.2 − General risk criteria for the probability of 
occurrence or frequency (low)

Table A.3 − General risk criteria for the probability of 
occurrence or frequency (high)

Stage General. Performance Injuries to persons Loss of reputation 
and assets Finances

Negligible

In view of the organi-
zation´s size, the risk is
negligible customers
are barely affected.

Minor injuries to per-
sons not resulting in
any absence from
work.

It causes sporadic
complaints and criti-
cism

The financial loss is
barely perceptible in
the budget

Marginal

The risk causing dis-
turbances and addi-
tional costs, individual
customers are dissat-
isfed.

Curable injuries to per-
sons resulting in ab-
sence from work.

Media coverage with
criticism lead to public
emotions against the
activities, products,
services.

The financial loss
leads to budget devia-
tions.

Significant

The risk affects pro-
duction of goods and
services. Individual
operating functions
are affected and
caused serious deliv-
ery delays.

Injuries with mild per-
manent health dam-
age the quality of life
is only affected to a
minor extent (bodily
injury).

Criminal investigations
have been initiated
prosecutions for fail-
ure, gross negligence
or violations of laws
and values.

The financial result is
perceptibly affected
profit and liquidity are
noticeably affected.

Critical

Organization´s capa-
bilities are affected,
and customer losses
increase.

Severe permanent
health damage quality
of life is heavily re-
duced.

Criminal investigations
lead to long-term and
regional loss of cont-
dence, which is repa-
rable only with great
effort.

The financial result is
adversely affected the
damage rises to the
level of annual profit
The liquidity is tight.

Catastrophic

The whole organiza-
tion is affected by the
risk the market posi-
tion is lost. The contin-
uation of the
organization is called
into question.

Personal injury result-
ing in death or severe
disability with long
tell, effects
Serious violations of

safety regulations and
public perception force
the resignation of
those responsible. The
damage causes amost
irreparable.

The financial conse
quences of the risk ex-
ceed the amount of
one annual profit and
lead to loss of equity.
Threat of insolvency.

Stage Frequency

Frequent Once a year, or more frequently

Possible Once in three years

Remote Once in ten years

Occational Once in thirty years

Improbable Less than once in thirty years

Stage Frequency

Frequent > 30 % up to 100 °/0

Possible > 10 % up to 30 %

Remote > 3 % up to 10 %

Occational >1 %up to 3 °/0

Improbable 1 % or less

Stage Frequency

Frequent Once a month, or more frequently

Possible Once per quarter

Remote Once per years

Occational Once in three years

Improbable Less than once in three years

Table A.4 − General risk criteria for probability
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i/ ISO 3100x:2018

- ISO 31000:2018, Risk Management – Guidelines, provides principles, framework and a

process for managing risk. It can be used by any organization regardless of its size,

activity or sector.

- Using ISO 31000 can help organizations increase the likelihood of achieving objec-

tives, improve the identification of opportunities and threats and effectively allocate

and use resources for risk treatment.

- However, ISO 31000 cannot be used for certification purposes, but does provide guid-

ance for internal or external audit programmes. 

- Organizations using it can compare their Risk Management practices with an inter-

nationally recognised benchmark, providing sound principles for effective Manage-

ment and corporate governance.
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- An emphasis is placed on continual improvement in Risk Management through the

setting of organizational performance goals, measurement, review and the subse-

quent modification of processes, systems, resources, capability and skills.

- This can be indicated by the existence of explicit performance goals against which the

organization´s and individual manager´s performance is measured.

- The organization´s performance can be published and communicated.

- Normally, there will be at least an annual review of performance and then a revision of

processes, and the setting of revised performance objectives for the following period.

- This Risk Management performance assessment is an integral part of the overall or-

ganization´s performance assessment and measurement system for departments and

individuals.

Checking any Risk Management System

The Certification in Risk Management Assurance® (CRMA®) focuses on the key elements

to unlocking internal audit´s full potential, and validates one´s ability to provide advice

and assurance on Risk Management to audit committees and executive Management.

Earning the CRMA helps address the impact of risk and demonstrates you have the ability to:

- Provide assurance on core business processes in Risk Management and governance.

- Educate management and the audit committee on risk and Risk Management concepts.

- Offer quality assurance and control self-assessment.

- Focus on strategic organizational risks.
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Risk Management for Adults

- What am I trying to achieve?

- What is affecting my objectives?

- Which causes and effects exist?

- Which are the big ones?

- What can I do about it?

- What are the costs of the implementation vs the benefit of
the risk reduction?

- What has changed?

- Who is the target group of my risk report?

Setting of objectives

Identification of risks

Analysis of risks

Assessment of risks

Risk Response

Action Management

Risk Review

Risk Reporting

Copyright & Picture credits

Slide: ©Lihua Peng
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Congress Book 2nd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress

Summary

The lecture addressed the doctrinal findings concerning the NATO STANAGS dealing with

Risk Management. Likewise, some of the national manuals of NATO Nations were men-

tioned, thus highlighting how Risk Management is dealt with in military publications.

Starting from these insights, a 4-Step-Risk-Management was shown as a practical ap-

proach to face Risk Management in Mountain Warfare in order to handle the accident

risk as well as the tactical risk. 

Introduction

Risk Management is both a civilian and a military leadership task, and is particularly im-

portant in a NATO-led mission. 

A serious approach, in a multinational environment and mountain terrain with environ-

mental (accident) and tactical risks can only succeed through a methodical approach. A

methodical procedure towards Risk Management and assessment is, therefore, always

preferable to a good gut feeling.

It is the task of military leaders, within their area of responsibility to get a comprehensive

overview of the risk factors and influencing variables, and to make suitable decisions for

action or no action.

Risk can also be viewed as a measure of uncertainty, and it is only one of several attributes

that must be considered when making complex decisions. In multinational NATO-led op-

erations, this is made more difficult by the fact that there are different national opinions,

LTC Reinhold Ramesberger 
(DEU, NATO MWCOE)

Branch Head Doctrine & Standardization 

Military Mountain Guide

Teacher of Tactics and Logistics
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regulations and requirements. It is therefore important to point out which statements by

NATO STANAGS1 exist and to create a general road map for Risk Management in Mountain

Warfare.

Definitions and Statements

ISO2 14971 defines Risk Management as follows: “The systematic application of Manage-

ment policies, procedures and measures for the analysis, assessment and control of risk”.

Implemented in the military area of Mountain Warfare, this means assessing risks (tac-

tical and environmental (accident)) and using strategies to manage, minimize or avoid

the identified risks.

a/ NATO Definition and doctrinal statements

A NATO definition of Risk Management can be found in the AAP-06 (NATO GLOSSARY of

terms and definitions):

“Risk Management: The process of identifying, assessing, and controlling risk arising from op-
erational factors, and making informed decisions that balance risk cost with mission benefits.”
(AAP-06, 2012.08.31; NATO Terminology database, 2019). 

AJP-3 (THE ALLIED JOINT DOCTRINE FOR THE CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS, STANAG

2490) says: Commanders should identify, assess and manage the risks involved in their

military operations, and provide guidance to their staff and subordinates on risk reduc-

tion, mitigation and exploitation. This should include delegating appropriate risk own-

ership to subordinates or transferring intolerable and unmanageable risk to superiors.

The commander is ultimately responsible for accepting risk. 

“Force Protection should be based on Risk Management, not risk elimination. Casualties, de-
liberate or accidental, are a reality of military operations, and the desire to avoid them totally
may well impact adversely on the achievement of the mission. A balance of risk is required.”
(AJP-3, Ed C V1 ; 2019).

The NATO STANDARD ARAMP-1 (NATO RISK MANAGEMENT GUIDE FOR ACQISITION

PROGRAMMES, Ed 1 Version 1, FEB 2012), deals with Risk Management related to project

Management, and shows elements close to the ISO.

The AJP 3.14 (ALLIED JOINT DOCTRINE FOR FORCE PROTECTION) sees Risk Management

as one of the Force Protection Principles. It is a claim to have a balance between risk tak-

ing and mission accomplishment. But it is also clearly stated that risk needs to be handled

because risk elimination will be unrealistic. 

1 STANAG = Standardization Agreement: A NATO standardization document that specifies the agreement of member
nations to implement a standard, in whole or in part, with or without reservation, in order to meet an interoperabil-
ity requirement. 

2 ISO = International Organization for Standardization, which develops and publishes International Standards.
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This STANAG highlights 3 steps:

1/ Threat identification

2/ Risk analysis and 

3/ Risk Management.

ATP-3.9.2 (ALLIED TACTICAL DOCTRINE FOR LAND TARGETING; STANAG 2285, Edition

A, V1, 2018) deals with Risk Management in correlation with collateral damage. It claims

that a commander should have an understanding of the risk of collateral damage.

AJP-5 states: “The commander will decide on Risk Management”. [...] During mission analysis,
the commander identifies, analyzes and evaluates any risks to the accomplishment of the re-
quired objectives [...].” 

The APP-28 (Allied Planning Process) states that Risk Management is to be included in

the tactical planning. 

The ATrainP-6, (Allied Training Publication Mountain Warfare Education and Training)

proposes a systematical approach of fact finding to evaluate and validate the environ-

mental accident risk and to visualize the result in the “the mountain situation plan”. This

plan shows, indicated by the colours of a typical risk matrix, the environmental accident

risks of using mountainous terrain and gives consultancy on how to minimize or avoid

this risk. This enables the tactical decision maker/ leader to make an information-based

decision about the best course of action.

b/ National manual statements

United States of America
ATP 5.19 RISK MANAGEMENT, USA, 2014 and ATP 3-21.21 SBCT Infantry Battalion, USA, 2016.

The US Publications are intended to help all leaders develop a framework to make Risk

Management a routine part of all tasks. It defines Risk Management as:

“[…] the process of identifying, assessing, and controlling risks arising from operational fac-
tors and making decisions that balance risk costs with mission benefits”.

It states: Leaders and soldiers at all levels use Risk Management. 

- It applies to all missions and environments across the wide range of Army operations.

- Integrating Risk Management into mission planning, preparation, and execution.

- Making risk decisions at the appropriate level in the chain of command.

- Accepting no unnecessary risk.

ATP 3-90.97 (Mountain Warfare and cold weather operations) states:

“Risk Management integration is critical at each level of command in all phases of mountain
operations to identify and mitigate hazards to enhance mission success. […] At a minimum,
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mountain leaders should possess the following additional knowledge and skills: Preparing the
route, movement, bivouac, and Risk Management assessments”. (ATP 3-90.97). 

The US Army´s Composite Risk Management initiative is intended to help soldiers avoid

hazards both while they are on duty and during their free time.

United Kingdom
The British Army´s Joint Doctrine Publication (JDP) as well as the UK Ministry of Defence

has established a joint Risk Management policy which stresses that commanders must

develop operational estimates that take into account the hazards to their own forces [...]. 

“Risks should be taken when they are justified by the potential rewards or when a unit can
stand the potential consequences”.

Germany
Risk Management is mentioned in connection with “The Mountain Cell” in Field manual

C 227/0–0–1501 (Mountain Warfare at Battalion Level) and the approach is close to

ATrainP-6.

France
The “Doctrine for employment of land forces in mountainous area” does not mention Risk

Management as a term, but stresses very often the risks in mountainous terrain. Some

examples are:

“ [...] there are objective risks (freezing, avalanches, rock falls, mudslides, etc.) “. 

“the [...] risk of inhibiting own forces, especially in mountainous areas [...]“.

“[…] the vulnerability [of troops] to weather conditions, natural risks, and enemy fire [...]“.

This doctrine also mentions the mapping of risk areas in the decision process.

Spain
The Spanish manual (DP4-102 (Vol. II) for mountain infantry companies mentions that

there is a need to deal with risks that will arise in the sense of risk reduction.

Interim-Summary

Most Nations have proposed to practice Risk Management as a means of helping person-

nel to anticipate the hazards and to handle the risk that they face while carrying-out a

mission/ task. However, there is no common Risk Management procedure or Masterplan

in Mountain Warfare.

There is a consensus that Risk Management is the basis – for making an information – based

decision to implement a suitable COA (Course of Action), and (military) Risk Management

does not aim to remove risk altogether or to support a zero defects mindset. Risks contain

not only dangers – they also contain chances. The military has a mission or a task to 
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accomplish – so a zero-risk mindset is rarely possible and no action seldom guarantees

a favourable outcome.

In general, in the military, there are two types of risks:

1. Tactical Risk: this is the risk concerned with hazards that exist because of the presence

of either the enemy or an adversary. It applies to all levels of warfare and across the

spectrum of operations.

2. Accident risk (= environmental risk): This involves all operational risk considerations

other than tactical risk. It includes risks to friendly forces. Furthermore, it includes

risks posed to civilians by an operation, as well as the operation´s impact on the envi-

ronment. It can incorporate activities associated with hazards concerning friendly per-

sonnel, civilians, equipment readiness, and environmental conditions. Especially in

mountain warfare, the impact of the environment – in other words, the threats/ haz-

ards of the environment such as avalanches, rock fall etc. must be taken into account.

Risk management in mountain warfare

General Findings

There is always hazard and risk in Mountain Warfare activities, but leaders in a NATO-

led mission must decide between the positive loss of inactivity and the risk of action.

They have to practice Risk Management.

In the field of Mountain Warfare it is necessary to deal equally with both accident (envi-

ronmental) and tactical risks through a common understanding. This contribution and

Figure 1
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the practical format of the Congress should contribute to this common understanding of

Risk Management in the area of Mountain Warfare.

There is a variety of different the-

ories and methods of carrying out

Risk Management. What they all

have in common is, first, a holistic

overview of all the risk factors

has to be gained. As much as

Mountain Warfare is concerned,

this signifies the dangers (envi-

ronmental and tactical) need to

be recognized first and then

should the risks be assessed.

Since the military usually has a

clear mission, decisions and

measures must be taken to fulfil

this mission.

Human factors and Risk Management in mountainous terrain 

Along with the two general types of risks in Mountain Warfare, there are also human fac-

tors which have to be considered.

The HUMAN FACTOR “Decider/Decision maker”:
Generally, there are 2 types of deciders / leaders:

1/ Risk aversive

2/ Risk taking (high tolerance of risk)

Individuals adapt differently to fear, regret and uncertainty. Consequently, they will per-

ceive hazards and risks in different ways.

The HUMAN FACTOR “Perception”
The process of human perception is often an unconsciously constructive process that

separates relevant from non-relevant information and stimuli, since no human being is

able to absorb all available stimuli (Pflügl, 2015; Streicher 2008). On the one hand, this

selection allows a rapid evaluation and options for action. On the other hand, it is also a

problem (Onnen, 2008), because it raises the question of whether the respective actor

or decision-maker has recognized the danger at all. Danger cognition is always a subjec-

tive evaluation of the received stimuli (Muhsal, 1997; Hoyos, 1980).

Danger/ hazard cognition therefore requires more than danger perception. Hazard cog-

nition is the level of education and depth combined with the agent´s horizon of experience

Figure 2
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(Muhsahl, 1997). The model developed by Deery (1999) states that the overall context

runs sequentially, i.e.

1/ Perceive danger situation

2/ Assess the risk

3/ Behaviour

First, the perception of danger or risks depends on the education, knowledge and expe-

rience of the designated actor. For instance it is obvious that a decision maker who has

real life experience as an accused person by civil- , criminal or public law will for sure

have a very distinct perception of this side of risks, while others may only have heard

about this. 

Secondly, the perception of danger and/or risks depends on the skills of the decision

maker or his/her adviser. For example, while a perfect skilled skier will have fun on a

steep slope, the same slope can contain an unacceptable risk for a beginner. Furthermore,

this will affect the way of how to handle the risk by decision and/or behavior.   

The HUMAN FACTOR ‘Group Phenomena’:
In groups there are some phenomena that also impact the perception of risk and which

are captured by the term ‘group risk polarization’. Group polarization implies that the

group has a position, and the norms and procedures/systems of Risk Management are

ignored based on this illusory consensus. The following phenomena are most frequently

found in group polarization related to activities in mountainous terrain. 

The “risky shift phenomenon”
This refers to the willingness of the group to take on higher risks, and is the result of peer

pressure and the group dynamics within the group, as well as the competition between

groups.

The “high phenomenon”
This term describes the exhilaration which follows the experience of a (summit) success.

As a consequence of this phenomenon, the perception of danger is minimized. In princi-

Figure 3
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ple, this group only descends without being aware of possible risks, since the main ob-

jective or mission has been already accomplished.

The “finish syndrome”
This represents the most common descent syndrome. In the mind the descending group

members are already in the accommodation or back in their vehicle. As a consequence,

they becoming faster and more undisciplined and, unfortunately, more careless about

possible dangers and risks.

Four-Step-Risk-Management in Mountain Warfare (MW)

As an acceptable tangible solution to the problem of Risk Management in Mountain War-

fare the following procedure or masterplan is proposed.

Identify the hazards

For clarifying in a systematic approach what a hazard is it is stated that a hazard is any

real or potential condition that can cause:

- Mission degradation.

- Injury.

- Illness or death of personnel.

- Damage to/loss of equipment or property.

The factors that determine hazards especially in MW are:

- Weather.

- Time/season.

- Terrain.

- Equipment.

- Military training and proficiency level of personnel.

As a result of these factors involved, identifying hazards in MW requires:

- Situational awareness.

- Involvement of SMEs.

- Subject Matter Knowledge from the designated SMEs.

- Multiple People.

The leading question of identifying the risk(s) is, “What can happen in the field of”

- Nature (avalanches, rockfall, severe icing, mudslides etc.),

- Action tactical activity or no activity (own and opponent),

- Human/Soldiers (death, injury, illness, etc.),

- Material (damage, loss, usability, etc.). 
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Assess the risk

According to ISO 14971, risk assessment must distinguish between three risk areas,

which are usually displayed in different systems by ´risk graphs´.

To assess the risk systematically all of the identified risks should be analyzed by examining:

- The effect on personnel/equipment. 

- Severity/impact.

- Probability/likelihood.

This may be:

- Catastrophic – death, serious injury.

- Critical – serious injury, damaged equipment.

- Moderate – mission accomplished, adverse effects.

- Negligible – no adverse effects, mission accomplished.

Figure 4

Colour code Interpretation

Broadly 
acceptable Acceptable range, i.e. probability and/or extent are low.

ALARP
The risk is in the ALARP range (As Low As Reasonably Practicable); risks
must be weighed in terms of the impact and effort required for risk reduc-
tion measures, and the appropriate measures must be taken.

Intolerable Intolerable risk, serious hazard – a risk in this area must be reduced by 
reducing the extent of the damage and/or the probability of occurrence.

Avalanches, Rockfall,

Mudslides, Floods, ...

Every Activity or Non-Activity (tactical/

non-taktical (own - opponent)) 

Death, Injury, Damage, Illness

Damages, Loss, Usability
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The probability of risk during a NATO-led mission may be:

- Frequent – continuous or often.

- Likely – may be encountered several times.

- Occasional – may be encountered sporadically.

- Seldom.

- Unlikely – rare, possible, but improbable.

How to determine the risk (severity, probability and exposure)?

Objective risk assessments

use a system, such as the one

shown above, and is recom-

mended as a priority for mi-

litary risk assessment in MW.

Subjective risk assessments

deal with individual and

group perceptions of hazards

and risks. These can be im-

pacted by previous experi-

ences, by political pressure,

by the media, and by phe-

nomena like the risky shift ef-

fect and others3, but also on

diffusion of responsibility4.

The complex nature of many

military operations in moun-

tainous terrain underlines

the utility and need for objec-

tive risk assessments.

The risks of identified hazards are assessed and determined using the colour coding of a

risk matrix. This assessment must take into account the probability of the risk and the pos-

sible damage, which should be divided into extent, duration, effect on others, and harm to

image. After the evaluation the risk can be placed virtually or physically on the risk matrix.

In many situations, military leaders are forced to make complex decisions under extreme

time pressure. This implies that there is a need for “FRAMING” which considers the ques-

tion of “WHO, WHY, WHAT, and WHERE”.

A successful risk assessment always requires a team of knowledge professionals and ex-

perts. The risk assessment should provide answers to the formal questions: what can go

3 Group Phenomena: = Compare chapter 2.2. as examples
4 Diffusion of responsibility = is a sociopsychological phenomenon whereby a person is less likely to take responsibil-

ity for action or inaction when others are present.

Figure 5
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wrong; what is the likelihood that it will go wrong; and what are the consequences. An-

swers to these questions help decision-makers to quantify and evaluate the risks and

their consequences and impact, and to identify the best course of action with suitable

risk mitigation measures (Haimes, 2002; Kaplan & Garrick, 1981).

Handle the risk

In this step, the possibilities of action are weighed, a decision made and the measures to

be taken defined. While in the civil sector there is the possibility of ceding the risk to–in-

surances, this option is usually not available or is only very limited for military personnel.

It is therefore necessary to take measures that reduce the risk to an acceptable limit.

Intolerable risks (= red zone) must be avoided. If the importance of the mission precludes

avoidance, risk reduction measures must be taken. These can be carried out in two pos-

sible ways: minimizing the probability and/or minimizing the impact. An Emergency Plan

is strongly recommended, and you should have the approval or a clear order from your

superior to take the risk.

Risk reduction measures must be taken for risks in the ALARP field (As Low As Reason-

able Practicable = yellow zone), and an emergency plan is recommended.  

Acceptable risks (= green zone) can be taken, but bear in mind that there is a risk. 

This is a clear leader task and should always be part of decision-making in Mountain War-

fare. For the responsible military leaders, this means that they should:

1/ Assess the environment (mountainous objective and subjective) risk and, if necessary,

order measures to reduce it.

2/ Evaluate the tactical risk and either,

- remain passive and carry the risk that an adversary conduct actions in a particular

section of the terrain, or

- adopt an active stance by taking action to gain an advantage (including the risk of

failure).

The assessment of both risk areas is a special feature of Mountain Warfare and represents

a task of the staff, experts as well as subordinate military leaders. They all need to seek

risks within their area of responsibility and competence, assess the risks, and propose

appropriate measures (possibilities of action) for risk reduction and carrying out of or-

ders/missions).

Some risk decision guidelines are:

1/ Weigh the risk against the benefits of performing a mission – make risk decisions

where the benefit outweighs the harm.
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2/ Involve personnel, especially those impacted by the risk decision.

3/ Apply redundant risk controls.

In Mountain Warfare within the OODA-Loop (observe, orientate, decide, act) knowledge

and understanding of the terrain and natural environment is crucial. In the military one

person may be responsible for the decision; however, many people help to provide infor-

mation for that decision. 

Command & control

This step is any type of action that is ordered and taken to mitigate the risks which have

been identified. This ranges from a short safety briefing to the special use of action plans. 

In command and controlling, use the following guidelines:

- Ensure personnel know what to do.

- Check whether people are doing what is expected.

- Update and continually evaluate the plan. 

- Adjust the plan and order if necessary (that means starting again with Step 1).

- Debrief after mission.

- Incorporate the Lessons Learned for future use.

Conclusion:

The purpose of Risk Management in NATO or the military in general is to increase the

security of the force during a mission or action. Basically, the military must carry out an

order, hence a zero risk scenario is usually not possible. Fundamentally, in Mountain War-

fare two risk areas need to be considered:

Tactical risk and environmental (accident) risk.
In general risk theories often state what not to do, but not what to do! In the military con-

text, there is normally a mission to accomplish as well as the legal expectation “to get the

job done”. Hence, the Leader/Decider must decide what must be done –, as well as by

whom and when. When making such a decision in Mountain Warfare there is an inherent

risk from the tactical side as well as from the environment. In any case a system such as

a Master Plan of how to manage risk is preferred over a simple gut feeling. 

As a proposal for a common understanding of Risk Management in the field of Mountain

Warfare, the following procedure according to a risk card is proposed as the lowest com-

mon denominator.

In general, the following recommendations are made:

- Do not take unnecessary risks in MW.

- All actions must serve the mission.
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- Balance benefit and investment (time/soldiers/equipment/etc.).

- Follow (national/international) safety regulations.

- Obey the Rules of Engagement.

- Practice common sense and if you are in doubt, seek a second opinion.

Emergency planning in case of failed risk management

By taking a risk in the yellow or red zone it is highly recommended, as part of Risk Man-

agement, that there is an emergency plan in case of failed Risk Management. The emer-

gency plan must answer the question “What must be done in case of an unfortunate

scenario?”. This Emergency Plan should be considered as:

It must be clarified who knows what, who is trained in what and where are the necessary

tools such as the rescue-team, medic-team, helicopter, reserves and so on. The Risk Man-

agement then shifts to rescue organization or in worst case to crisis management. It must

be considered that in a crisis situation, psychological as well as physical help for the per-

sonnel involved is important. Here tools like crisis intervention teams, and in worst case

scenario chaplains, are extremely helpful. 

Figure 6
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Beside this help, communication must also be considered. Communication creates ac-

ceptance and there are some rules to be obeyed:

Do not give an opinion on who was to blame, -instead give information on what has been

done.

1. Provide information about the danger situation.

2. Make sure that the information you give as a military leader is verified and valid.

3. Give the medias valid information, but do not forget to provide the same information

to the persons who are directly concerned.

4. Give information about the current situation and say when the next official informa-

tion will be provided.

5. Do not forget documentation.
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Summary

Philipp Reiter was a participant in an international team of extraordinary mountaineers

which repeated the longest Ski tour traverse across the Alps in 2018. This team did the

so called “Long Way” – the world´s largest ski tour – comprising 50 peaks and covering a

cumulative elevation gain of 90,000 m in a time of 36 day, struggling with extreme

weather and terrain conditions. Based on tangible experience throughout this tour, the

speaker stressed some crucial findings related to Risk Management in extreme situations.

Almost 50 years ago a group of four Austrian ski mountaineers wrote alpine history: they

accepted the challenge to traverse the entire Alps along it´s highest majestic peaks. From

East to West. Vienna to Nice. Non-Stop. Only by foot. On 17th March 2018, an international

team of seven athletes started to repeat this incredible adventure. Very poor weather, dif-

ficult team dynamics, high avalanche risk, plenty of alpine challenges – extreme rough

conditions all way long. 36 days later they arrived in Nice. I have picked out 3 days where

the situation was pretty critical and I learnt a lot what to improve and to take care about.

The team

- Tamara Lunger (ITA, Expeditionsbergsteigerin bestieg u.a Lhotse & K2)

- David Wallmann (AT, Skimountaineer & Trailrunner))

- Bernhard Hug (CH, Extreme mountaineer))

- Mark Smiley (USA, Mountain Guide)

- Janelle Smiley (USA, US-Champion Ski mountaineering)

- Philipp Reiter (GER, Trailrunner, Skimountaineer, German ViceChampion in Skimoun-

taineering, 2018)

Philipp Reiter (GER)

Extraordinary mountaineer

Extreme trailrunner

Mountain photographer

Film maker
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- Nuria Picas (ESP, Sky and Trailrunner, won Skyrunner World Series in Sky running,

2012) 

Basic safety equipment

- everyone: full ARVA gear, rescue blanket, mobile phone, GPS, spare skins, warm gloves

- 3-x first aid kit

- 2-x repair kit (ski, binding, boot)

- (ice kit + rope + helmet)

Day 26 Zermatt – Bourg Saint Pierre (57 km & 4.800 m+)

What had happened?

Having left Chamonix in the dark, day 29 started with an amazing sunrise over the Mat-

terhorn. It´s one of those days when the morning sun dips the summits around in a golden

light and you just want to stand still and enjoy the beauty of nature. 

As it was the Patrouille des Glaciers week, the first climb of the ascent was already marked

and so navigation was pretty easy. But with the snowfall the days before and nobody

ahead of us, we had to make all the track. As on the classic Haute-Route you are always

at an altitude of between 3.000–4.000 m, that´s pretty exhausting. And as we were going

with the lightweight skimo equipment, feet became wet after a while. You always have to

keep moving to stay warm.

As the day went on, the clouds came in, winds became stronger and stronger, temperature

dropped. We decided to do a shortcut and left the originally planned route. But the short-

cut turned into an extension and after an unexpected 1.500 m+ extra climb the team fin-
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ished totally destroyed after 12 h+ and frozen on a mountain pass at around 3.500 m,

just below Grand Combin. Meanwhile the winds had turned into a proper storm with

around 100 km/h peaks with no visibility – a real whiteout. 

As there was no time for any long discussion, the storm literally moved us and we all

agreed we won´t be able to find the direct descent which the Swiss guy Bernhard had in

mind (a small colour through a 200 m high cliff), we decided to put the icy skins on again

and search for the bivi Bernhard remembered from his last visit 10 years ago. Luckily,

we found it another 200 m climb higher. Survived. Without the orange shelter box prob-

ably not.
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Lessons learnt

- the weather IS changing rapidly in the mountains

- plan ALL possible alternatives before

- check escapes BEFORE

- always take EXTRA warm clothes & food

- WEAKEST team member makes final decision

- everything is way harder in ALTITUDE

- keep calm & start thinking! (mountain guide attitude & behavior)

Day 29: Mont Blanc

What had happened?

As Mont Blanc is the highest summit of the Alps and we were traversing the entire Alps,

it´s a “have-to”. The weather prediction was not very good but as we had no time to wait,

we decided to go for it. Bernhard and me had already climbed it from Chamonix in one

go but in summer. So we hired a local guide to be sure to find the ideal route. But the

mountain guide did not have his best day or wasn´t ready to keep up with us, we had to

wait for him and I finally pulled him up to the Vallot bivi. 

Left the skis there and continued by foot. Too much fresh snow, ice-cold winds and zero vis-

ibility forced us to turn around just 100m + below the summit. But after Bernhard had almost

fallen down the ridge, a small avalanche started just above Mark and David got frostbites, it

was too dangerous. Back down in the valley, the mountain guide still asked for money …
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Lessons learnt

- don´t RELY on someone who you don´t know

- make OTHERS turning around early enough

- calculate wind chill effect à skin/face protection

- turn around EARLY enough not when it´s already too late

- use and practice GPS track-back function

- rope up & stay TOGETHER

Day 11: Dreiherrenspitze

What had happened?

The day started with a 20 km walk from Matrei in Austria before the team finally got back

on the snow. After having left the mountain hut “Essener-Rostocker Hütte” behind we

continued towards the Italian border. On this day Tamara from South Tyrol had the nav-

igation lead and told us that from the last peak of the day, Dreiherrenspitze, it´s pretty

easy to ski down and really “only down” to the “Ahrntal”. Traversing a glacier, making once

again the track in the knee-deep snow and cold temperatures made it a challenge. Having

finally arrived at the base of the mountain we had aimed for, we realized that from the

side we were staying, you would need proper winter climbing gear to make it. Checking

the alternatives, we decided to try the ridge that connects up to the summit. 

But it turned out to be too steep and a lot of loose rocks. Going back to the “Essener-Ros-

tocker Hütte”? Trying to climb? Finally we rappelled Marc down a cliff, you couldn´t see the

bottom, to get into the “Ahrental” as quickly as possible. Everyone was cold and exhausted,

it took a lot of time to rope up. At this point Nuria became crazy, shouted loudly that she

does not want to die today and needs to take care about her kids. It was almost impossible

to help her, make her feeling safe and calm again. Luckily there was no big cliff and so we

followed Marc easily. The powder downhill in the last light of the day was just awesome…
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Lessons learnt

- double-check the obvious

- follow the map and not an idea 

- take extra gear even if you might not need it

- TRAIN technical skills so that they become a reflex

- don´t discuss too much – act!

- safe energy for a possibly TURN AROUND

- DON´T PANIC!
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Summary

Major Jaques Chevallier presented the military approach to Risk Management in extreme

situations. His lecture centred on the question of how to take difficult decisions under

pressure, which is a clear superior military task in combat. He pointed out the two-speed-

brain-system which influences decision making as well as fear and stress. As a viable ap-

proach for rational decision making, he explained the “decision making 3 x 3 system” and

the significance of team work.

How would we react under fire?

Are we going to behave as a Great soldier or as a follower – as a master fighter or as in-

hibited person paralyzed by fear?

Are we going to be galvanized into

action by adrenaline or merely

going to imitate the crowd? Are

we going to belong to the 20 % of

soldiers who accomplish 80 % of

the efficient achievements on the

battle field (Pareto Law).

MAJ Jaques-Olivier Chevallier (FRA)

Deputy Chief Groupe de Haute Montagne

(Idea developed by: Michel GOYA)
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Hence, war has to be experienced personally so as to know how one is going to react

under fire. Yet, is doing war the only training school of war? Does one have to go to war

to be able to fight?

As a matter of fact, the war experience cannot be conveyed. Under the fire of the enemy,

how should one be aware of the difference between the whistling sounds of the bullets

very close to us, and the clapping ones ... However, the knowledge of those who experi-

enced the fight can and even must be transferred.

Therefore, this knowledge can help to improve one´s ability to fight. But, when engaged

in our first combat operation, do we really know how we will be able to make an efficient

decision? There is a general consensus that stress and fear reduce the intellectual, moral

and physical ability. That is why, added to the knowledge transmitted, pressure must be

experienced personally in one´s decision making. In this regard, the mountains appear

to be a perfect area to experience this uncertain and dangerous pressure. Pressure in-

volves the following risks:

Objective risk -> uncertainty.

Subjective risk -> related to our own weaknesses (risk on our own inhibited forces).

What do the mountains and combat have actually in common?

Death as a possible work situation

“There are 3 types of people, the living, the dead, and those who commit themselves to

the mountains” (Alain Ghersen).

We could, maybe replace “to the mountains” with “to combat”.

Between the living and the dead, we may definitely find the hardest risk management

situation. Especially because the death hypothesis produces fear in action.

Fear and stress vs. decision making abilities
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All of the three sharp-eyed gazes imply surely a different meaning (worry, anxiety, con-

cern, fear, calm, serenity etc.). However, we know that the stake is huge for all of them!

Definitely, the idea is to manage this fear and to use it. When dealing with fear and being

under pressure, we all react in a different manner and do not function in the same way

(The ´Pareto´ law proves this). Accordingly, the idea is to manage this fear and stress and

to use it to our advantage in our decision making. Fear can be used to deeply focus on the

crucial movement we are doing: focus on the here and now.

Emotions need to be accepted and used

to make a decision, even though we are

aware that it is very difficult to do.

First, in order to manage it, we have to

accept that our two-speed brain sys-

tem is always impacted by our own

deep beliefs: we are only able to watch

out for these beliefs. (Idea and study devel-
oped and written by Daniel Kahneman)

Then, to lessen again our reasoning

ability, our decision-making process is

polluted by traps of the unconscious

mind: cognitive ambushes, uncon-

scious but ubiquitous in our decisions

(Idea developed by ENSA and Eric DECAMP).

Thus, the balance between cognitive

and emotional intelligence needs to be

examined, even if we know that both of

them are impaired under pressure.

Moreover, we actually have to get used to risk-taking, as well as to dangers and hazards

—> but should never reach the breaking point: psychological collapsing, nervousness,

anger, overwhelming stress etc. We have to stop before getting carried away.

Tools to improve decision-making ability and structure one´s thinking

The following tools to help us to identify and mitigate the risk.

Tool 1 − The “Methods of Vigilance” (from Alain DUCLOS)

At the same time, you use the MDMP (Military Decision Making Process) for combat, we

can take advantage of a reasoning method based on the “Methods of Vigilance” developed

by the avalanche expert Alain DUCLOS.

The idea is to adapt and to never get surprised!



One should bear in mind that we can be trapped, yet, should never be taken by surprise,

which means: not to be surprised if you get caught.

But, no mistake, these modes do not mean that there exists some situation you can climb

and walk without being vigilant. These are required in all the situations. Yet, some circum-

stances are more dangerous, some are less. And only some of them can put life at stake.

Relaxed mode

There is no sign of danger. This requires normal vigilance.

This mode could be compared with a foreign operation in Senegal, Djibouti, or Gabon: a fa-

vorable area to conduct some tactical training, in intense, warm and tough conditions, without

any real hazards. Training in safety conditions. It is the first step for training. The environment

is used as a physical revealer. This mode allows to train without any accurate information

concerning the updated conditions of the mountains (snow conditions for example).

However, this mode is quite limited since it does not allow the leader to train his decision

making ability under pressure, which is necessary for soldiers in action. Risk manage-

ment definitely deals with risk mitigation, not with risk elimination. In this phase there

is no real Risk Management.

Vigilant mode

The sign of a danger is identified “over there” (not on my location). The idea is to avoid

the danger. This mode could be compared with the foreign operation in TCHAD: a favor-

able area to conduct tactical training in intense, warm and tough conditions, and with an

existing real danger that the leader will avoid (depending obviously on the nature of the

mission), for example, carrying out a tactical patrol in calm districts and not in the

Salafists one. It also allows the leader to choose his training area (for example no slope
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Requires normal Vigilance. No sign of danger.



with a steepness above 30°). So, it is paramount to understand the basics of the environ-

ment to avoid an uncertain area. To know how to read the environment, identify stable

and instable routes and way. Also, identify a safe zone to train. In the vigilant mode it is

risk avoidance for the moment, but it is not Risk Management by lowering/mitigating

risk within the action. It is a first step towards Risk Management.

Alerted mode

The sign of danger is identified on my location. Risk reducing process is: it is certainly

the beginning for Risk Management. This mode could be compared with the foreign ope-

ration in AFGHANISTAN or MALIA: trained,

experienced and disciplined troops. Hazards

and dangers are actually existing in the area.

Therefore, mutual knowledge, tactical pro-

gression, and no step without any support

are required. How to manage it?

Congress Book 2nd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress

Vigilant mode. The idea is avois the danger.
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Sign of danger identifies on my location.
Risk reducing process: it´s really the beginning of risk 
management.



Requested are experience, knowledge on the environment and a great deal of drill: it is

necessary to continuously maintain and improve the safety margin in the decision making

key, so that the leader is able to adapt the tactical move of the troops continuously and to

control all the safety procedures. Decision making and risk lowering should be automized.

This is the most uncertain and dangerous mode for a leader committed in the mountains,

but at the same time, the most constructive one to enhance the decision-making process.

It requires a fine environment understanding, ability to deal with objective and subjective

danger, and perfect management of the troops.

Hazardous mode

The sign of danger is identified on my location. It is impossible to reduce the risk. The

question is related to Risk-taking and Responsibility: This mode is unacceptable for a

leader in charge of people during the training. 

There is a red line to not cross between alerted and hazardous mode. To avoid the haz-

ardous mode the following is recommended: mental preparation of the climb, change to

less ambitious climb, accept either to succeed or to fail before going on a mountain tour,

the U-turn is option of the decision making and not a failure. The idea of the U-Turn relies

on the balance between the positive loss of inaction and the risk of action. It depends on

the training in order to rise above the comfort zone and on the individual commitment.

In addition, it depends on individual and common motivation: each member of a team

needs to know and to agree in advance on the potential point of no return. 

Furthermore, there must be a common understanding which are the performance limits

of the individuals in the team. And above all, a valuable and meaningful objective is oblig-

atory.
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Sign of danger identified on my location. And it´s impossible to lower
the risk. This model could correspondto a foreign operation in Rusia!
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Tool 2 – 3 X 3

Decision-making: 3 X 3 —> 3 phases x 3 features

To adapt the decision continuously it is required to identify the key moment when to decide.

“No plan survives as soon as the first canon is shot.” (Moltke).

A plan, a strategy, has to be set, but one has to accept that reality is going to put our plan

in question and to require an adaptation of it, continuously, in order to reach the common

objective.

The decision will have to be adapted all the time. Although there is no perfect decision, a

decision has to be taken. In this regard, the “least worst” decision has to be made and the

consequences are to be faced (idea developed by Vincent Desportes).

GMHM (Groupe Militaire Haute Montagne): breaking stereotypes in every area to adapt, 
experience it and transferring the knowledge

The idea is to break stereotypes and to keep an open mind on the way of making deci-

sions, even within the army... And it is one of the mission of the GMHM.

The question occurs: From its own daily working experience (in Chamonix, during expe-

ditions etc.), here are several experienced ideas, which make sense for us and which con-

tribute in some situations to improve the joint decision making in our group.
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GMHM experiments adaptation conditions in the decision making process. Following

below, a few ideas which make sense for us. (Some of the ideas has been developed by 

V. Desportes).

From GMHM experience gained in expeditions, exercises etc. 
the following is recommended:

In line of command:

1/ “Formal discipline is a form of indiscipline” (Foch).

2/ The leader has to rely on human beings and to create an atmosphere of trust enhanc-

ing continuous adaptability.

3/ The leader is in the service of his subordinates. The idea is to gain from one´s subor-

dinates and not to force.

4/ Key for the leader is to draw an area and to set up a direction for the team, in order to

give precedence to the subordinates´ autonomy and to encourage their initiative. That

way, the whole team is going to mature/develop. For the GMHM leader, the idea is to

do everything possible to allow the climbers to achieve their objective – to make it

possible for them to solely remain focused on their exposed and difficult aim.

5/ The decision making process is based on autonomy, initiative and freedom of action.

To always keep open-minded.

Leader/co-leader —> this idea is particularly developed within the GMHM.

It should be understood that in terms of commanding, it is easier if there is only one

leader for the team. The other way could have disastrous consequences. Yet, for the

GMHM, this concept could be counterproductive and could lessen the strength of the

joint making decision ability. In fact, it could question the capacity of the team to reach

a specific objective. As a result, we learn, especially in the ´Darwin traverse’, that one

has to be able to position oneself inside the making decision process as a leader and

as a co-leader, as well.

6/ Depending on the situation, the strength of the team members is that they are able to

apply the following idea: never give up with decision making, and always play the role

of co-leader to enhance the decision. It has to be understood that the border between

co-leader and follower is a very thin one.

It is difficult because when under pressure it is quite easy for a group to establish only

one leader to solve the issue. Yet, on the contrary, it could be a real disaster if a group

of experts has no designated leader.
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Work in the team to achieve a common goal:

(Some of the ideas have been developed by V. Desportes and other by Christian Morel)

How to turn an individuals´ motivation for a climb into a common objective in which the

team members will share the same motivation?

The leader has to agree to delegate power to one´s subordinates. You are in charge but,

at the same time, you are neither the most experienced climber, nor the most skilled

mountaineer. Therefore, you have to focus on what you can contribute to make the team

grow. Increase the power of your men in what you cannot do by yourself but in what they

can do. There should be no jealousy, and no doubt about your ability to command. The

more performant subordinates are, the more challenging it is for the leader, and if he suc-

ceeds in leading, the more improved and efficient the team will be.

The leader as well as each individual team member have to accept mistakes in the deci-

sion-making process, as there is no perfect decision. The more able you are to accept mis-

takes and to take them into account in your joint debriefing (no head-in-the-sand policy),

the more efficient you will be in your joint decision making and in your common achieve-

ments.

Each climber has to accept the strengths and the weaknesses of a collective decision mak-

ing, even if we are aware that sometimes it is easier and less tiring to take a decision

alone. This is a rule of play at the GMHM.

One idea with regard to this is to accept that the relationship changes among the team

members (depending on age, experience, credibility etc.): the idea is to develop depend-

ence into independence or even autonomy among the members. This evolution is manda-

tory and takes time. The final state for a group is to be able to make a joint decision, taking

into account the whole range of the issue and not only that part of the issue which corre-

spond to our own responsibility area in the group. It leads to the idea of 'co-leading'.
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How to learn/experience how to communicate: 

An essential key for the GMHM —>listening ability —> and the never-ending ability to

improve.

Communication involves the following requirements: to dare to say, to dare to hear, to

listen, to respect each other – even if it is difficult. In order to initiate a contradictory de-

bate the following should be considered: so as to find the right decision, we have to aban-

don mediocre consensus. Yet, this is too easy as we prefer when it is simple and it is

simple when everybody agrees � we prefer to preserve a good atmosphere between each

other rather than to provoke bad mood. Therefore, abandon silent communication and

impose a systematic final round table.

To identify the devil´s advocate: this depends on the situation, but it is necessary to accept

that a team member could have a veto power in the climb because motivation cannot be

enforced, and in certain cases unanimity has to be reached (e.g. when life is at stake).

There are two solutions: either the team succeeds in convincing him… or the team fails

and makes a U-turn (Darwin example).

At the end, in any case, make a decision and following it, even if one does not agree with
this solution.

In Innovation:

To continue with breaking stereotypes, by experiencing the whole range of Alpinism: e.g.

kite, base jump etc. Creativity and innovation cannot exist without any risk-taking. Un-

leashing the mind and going off the beaten track is one of the keys to success. For 40

years, the GMHM expeditions and aims have attempted to find an answer to this idea. At

the end, the objective is a meaningful one, namely risk taking to improve the ability/ca-

pability of oneself, the whole team, and the Army. As a leader, you have to be able to accept
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this risk taking, yet you must know why you accept it. Why do you believe that the risk

could make your team better? Adrenaline and behavioral addiction are certainly not suf-

ficient. Your goal has to be useful for someone, for a greater cause or for an operational

perspective. Then, in the end, such knowledge must be transferred.

Experience cannot be transferred, only the knowledge can be. 

Joint expedition GMHM/GCM since 2012: What does this kind of extreme expedition and

mission abroad of a commando have in common? It is certainly individual and collective

decision making in an isolated and hostile environment.

Extreme expeditions and missions abroad have the following in common: 

- Being out of the comfort zone.

- Making the experience of the strength and difficulties in a group when making a de-

cision.

- Communicating the required technical expertise. 

- Adapting to extreme conditions IOT live (and not only survive) being able to conduct

a combat operation.

Reinforcing crucial decision-making ability within an extreme and isolated environment: as
in combat operation.

By doing this, the GMHM is in the service of French combat operations in the global en-

vironment.

“For the strength of the pack is the wolf, 
and the strength of the wolf is the pack”.

(R. Kipling)
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Summary

The author gave an in-depth overview on how Avalanche Risk Management is faced and

handled in Switzerland, and presented the topic as a best practice in one of the world

best developed Avalanche Warning Systems. In his lecture about the Swiss avalanche

forecast, he showed how an avalanche bulletin in Switzerland is produced, and the key

factors of avalanche danger. Deriving from this knowledge, he pointed out potential fac-

tors helping specialist to evaluate the avalanche situation in a remote area without any

data available.

How are avalanche bulletins produced?

The avalanche bulletin and a whole series of supporting products are published by the

avalanche warning service, which, as part of the SLF, is always in a position to implement

the latest research findings.

To ensure that users can rely on these bulletins, measurements as well as observations

and assessments from the field are analysed and interpreted. The weather outlook is

mainly determined with the aid of weather models. 

The avalanche forecast involves assessing avalanches´ impact on the development of both

the snowpack and the avalanche danger. This requires not only rules, an understanding

of the relevant processes and a lot of experience, but also wide-ranging programs, for ex-

ample to create visualisations of the measured values and to model the snowpack as well

as for the creation and publication of the respective products.

Benjamin ZWEIFEL, PhD (CHE)

Avalanche forecaster & scientist at WSL
Institute of Snow and Avalanche Research SLF

Scientist in the field of avalanches and 
prevention
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Work process

There is a rota ensuring that three of the seven avalanche forecasters are on avalanche

watch duty at all times. Between seasons and when not on duty, they draw up winter and

weekly reports, handle the observer network and accidents, are involved in training, de-

velop new products and perform a variety of research and project work.

How a typical day unfolds

Assessing the avalanche danger is an ongoing process. Producing the next day´s forecast

already starts before midday the previous day with a detailed analysis of the data. This

involves the avalanche forecasters analysing all the information available with programs

developed specifically for this purpose. They focus on the factors that have a determining

effect on avalanches forming and their likely development in the days ahead. A briefing

takes place at 3 pm. 

At this meeting, the staff from the main shift presents the results of their analysis, and

then the various avalanche forecasters´ assessments are compared and discussed. At the

end of the briefing there will be clarity about the snow layering, the most likely weather

conditions and, based on this, the expected avalanche situation, including danger levels,

particularly affected locations and avalanche problems.

Scheme how are avalanche bulletins produced
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The avalanche forecasters then write up the bulletin and produce the hazard map. Before

being sent out, everything is carefully read through and corrected again. At 5 pm every

day, the products must be published, so just before this the radio station SRF 1 broadcasts

a live interview with the main shift. In the meantime, a translation agency will have trans-

lated the German original of the "Snowpack and weather" text into French, Italian and

English. The translations are checked by the avalanche forecasters and published by 6

pm at the latest.

The text of the avalanche bulletin concerning „Snowpack and weather“, which has already

been written before the briefing by the forecaster on duty, is proofread and edited if nec-

essary. The avalanche forecasters then compose the danger description for each individ-

ual danger region and produce the avalanche danger map. Before being sent out,

everything is carefully read through and corrected again. At 5 pm every day, the products

must be published, so just before this the radio station SRF 1 broadcasts a live interview

with the main shift. In the meantime, a translation agency will have translated the German

original of the "Snowpack and weather" text into French, Italian and English. The trans-

lations are checked by the avalanche forecasters and published by 6 pm at the latest.

At 5.30 am the next day, the staff from the main shift start working on the next analysis.

The focus of their attention here is on unexpected developments during the night, infor-

mation from observers that does not fit in with the existing picture, and changing weather

forecasts that could call for a revision of the previous assessment. The relevant briefing

is held at 7 am, and then the adjustments are made and checked. The automatic transla-

tion of the danger description means that final changes can be made until just a few min-

utes before the publication time of 8 am.

Quality assurance: Before each avalanche bulletin is compiled, the on-duty avalanche
forecasters discuss the situation. In addition, each warning text is reviewed before being
published. Image: Mallaun Photography
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Technical systems

A lot more than expert avalanche knowledge and information about developments in terms

of snow and the weather is needed to produce the avalanche bulletin twice a day. The SLF´s

Warning and Information Systems team develops for avalanche warning services tailor-

made software solutions that are not available through commercial channels. These include

data recording and analysis tools as well as editors required to produce the bulletin, and

dispatch programs providing access to the bulletin from the internet and smartphones. 

a/ Analysis and visualisation

Screenshot of ´aktuell++´:  This, for example, provides a spatial visualisation of the avalanche observations.

Depth of fresh-fallen snow as shown on ´aktuell ++´: quantitative data can also be spatially interpolated.
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With around 180 IMIS stations, as well as other MeteoSwiss automated stations, 200 ob-

servers, snowpack models, meteorological forecasting models and weather reports, there

is a huge volume of data which can only be handled appropriately if the values are processed

and visualised properly. Global Information System (GIS) technology is used as a basis for

the interactive spatial data visualisation. In this context both measurements and observa-

tions or assessments can be presented and statistical values can be calculate.

b/ Bulletin editor
The avalanche bulletin is produced using the bulletin editor specially developed for this

purpose at the SLF.

This is a text editor used to compile a description of the snowpack and weather informa-

tion as well as the outlook for the two days following the forecast period. Like all warning

products, this part is also checked by a second avalanche forecaster and then immediately

sent to the translation agency. This text is translated into Italian, French and English lan-

guage by a translation agency.

For the danger assessment and the danger description, the avalanche forecasters assign

a danger level with the click of a mouse to each of Switzerland´s more than 120 warning

regions and supplement these by inputting the areas particularly affected. Warning re-

gions with a similar avalanche situation are grouped together as ´danger regions´ de-

pending on the conditions prevailing at the time. No assessment is made for largely

snow-free warning regions.

c/ Catalogue of standard phrases for automatic translation
The avalanche forecasters compile a specific danger description for each danger region.

Especially in the mornings, the time frame between the arrival of the observations from

the field and the publication time is too limited to produce a manual translation. 

Screenshot from MeteoViewer, showing the meteorological forecasting models COSMO and ECMWF,
radar images and various satellite data.
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Bulletin editor for “Snowpack and weather”

Screenshot of the bulletin editor. 
In each bulletin the more than 120 warning regions with similar avalanche situations are grouped 

together as various ´danger regions´ depending on the avalanche conditions prevailing at the time.

Schematic representation of a sentence compiled from the catalogue of standard phrases: At the top is
German, the source language. At the bottom is English, as one of the target languages. To produce the

correct word order, the segments can be rearranged and also split in two (Segment 3a, 3b).
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In this light, a fully automatic translation system was developed at the SLF. It is based on

a catalogue of predefined phrases which have already been translated into all the required

languages and saved in the database. When producing the bulletin, the danger descrip-

tions are not written freely but made up of these phrases, meaning that they are imme-

diately available in all the relevant languages. To cover every possible situation, the

individual phrases do not have a fixed structure. They consist of individual segments,

which are selected from various predefined options. 

Generating the products and publication

When the danger assessment and the danger description have been finalised, the pub-

lishing application is used. This application reads the recorded information from the data-

base, using this to compile and publish the various products. In total, up to 200 different

products are compiled for each edition of the bulletin, with not only the interactive ava-

lanche bulletin but also print versions and various special products.

How is avalanche danger defined?

The SLF uses the five-level European avalanche danger scale to indicate the avalanche

danger. The danger level is worked out on the basis of a range of variables, in particular

the avalanche triggering probability, the prevalence of avalanche prone locations and the

avalanche size. A danger level always applies to a region and not to one particular slope.

The danger level given in the avalanche bulletin is always a forecast and should be

checked on-site.

Avalanche danger
scale
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Typical avalanche problems

The five typical avalanche problems as defined by the European Avalanche Warning Serv-

ices EAWS aim to describe typical situations as they occur in avalanche terrain and to

support avalanche professionals and recreationists in their evaluation of the avalanche

hazard. They complement the danger level and the danger locations (slope aspect and

elevation) and represent the third level in the information pyramid. The following defi-

nitions include a general characterization of the problem including expected avalanche

types, a description of the typical spatial distribution and of the position of the weak layer

in the snowpack, a characterization of the release mechanism, a description of typical

durations and time periods of the problem, and finally some travel advises for recreation-

ists. The main focus thereby is on recreationists traveling in avalanche terrain. However,

the typical avalanche problems may also be useful for avalanche safety services.

New snow

What?

Characteristics

The avalanche problem is related to current or most recent
snowfall. The amount of additional loading by new snow
onto the existing snowpack is the crucial factor of the new
snow problem. How critical the loading is depends on vari-
ous factors such as temperature or characteristics of the
old snow surface.

Expected avalanche types
- Dry-snow slab avalanches
- Dry loose snow avalanches
- Natural and human triggered avalanches

Where?

Spatial distribution Generally widely present and often in all aspects.

Position of weak layers in
the snowpack

Usually at the transition to the old snow surface, but some-
times in the new snow layers and sometimes also deeper in
the old snowpack.

Why? Release characteristics 

Dry-snow slab avalanches:
- Additional load due to

snowfall on existing or
newly created weak layers

Dry loose snow avalanches:
- Lack of cohesion between

the new snow particles

When? Duration Typically during snowfall and up to a few days after. 

How to 
manage?

Identification of the 
problem in the field 

The new snow problem is fairly easy to recognize. Watch
out for new snow amounts and recent avalanche activity.
Be aware of slight weather changes (e.g., changes in air hu-
midity) affecting new snow conditions.

Travel advice

Dry-snow slab avalanches:
Wait until the snowpack sta-
bilizes. 

Dry loose snow avalanches:
Danger of falling is more im-
portant than danger of bur-
ial. Consider consequences
in steep terrain.
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Wind-drifted snow

What?

Characteristics
The avalanche problem is related to wind-drifted snow.
Snow can be transported by wind with or without a concur-
rent snowfall.

Expected avalanche types - Dry-snow slab avalanches
- Natural and human triggered avalanches

Where?

Spatial distribution

Highly variable but typically on leeward sides in gullies,
bowls, near distinct changes in slope angle, behind ridge-
lines or other wind-sheltered locations. More common
above treeline.

Position of weak layers in
the snowpack

Usually at the transition to the old snow surface or within
the windslab layer due to variation in wind speed and varia-
tion during storm cycle, but occasionally also deeper in the
old snow cover.

Why? Release characteristics 
Wind-drifted snow is an additional load on a weak layer and
builds a slab which is particularly prone to support crack
propagation.

When? Duration 
Wind-drifted snow can evolve very quickly. The problem
lasts typically during the snowdrift event, up to a few days
at most, depending on snowpack evolution. 

How to 
manage?

Identification of the 
problem in the field 

If not hidden by new snow the wind-drifted snow problem
can be recognized with training and good visibility. Consider
wind signs and locate deposits. Typical clues: snowdrift de-
posits, recent avalanche activity and sometimes shooting
cracks or whumps. However, it is often hard to determine
the age of wind signs and wind signs do not necessarily
imply an avalanche problem (e.g., in absence of a weak
layer). 

Travel advice
Avoid snowdrift deposits in steep terrain, in particular in
areas where the snow cover changes from thin to thick or
from hard to soft.
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Persistent weak layers

What?

Characteristics

The avalanche problem is related to the presence of per-
sistent weak layers in the old snowpack. These weak layers
typically include buried surface hoar, depth hoar or faceted
crystals. 

Expected avalanche types

- Dry-snow slab avalanches
- Mostly human triggered avalanches; natural avalanches

are rare, mainly in combination with other avalanche
problems

Where?

Spatial distribution
The avalanche problem can be widespread or quite iso-
lated. It can exist in all aspects, but is more frequent on
shady, wind sheltered slopes.

Position of weak layers in
the snowpack

Anywhere in the old snowpack, often deep in the snow-
pack. However, when deeply buried triggering becomes in-
creasingly hard.

Why? Release characteristics Release of avalanche when loading exceeds the strength of
the weak layer.

When? Duration Weak layers can persist for weeks to months; possibly most
of the winter season.

How to 
manage?

Identification of the 
problem in the field 

Persistent weak layers are very challenging to recognize.
Signs of instability such as whumps are typical but not nec-
essarily present. Stability tests can be helpful to detect the
persistent weak layers. Information on snowpack history is
critical and reference to the published avalanche report is
important. Crack propagation over long distances is com-
mon and remote triggering is possible. 

Travel advice

Travel conservatively and avoid large steep slopes. Con-
sider the history of weather and snow cover processes in
the area. Be extra cautious in areas with a thin snowpack
and at the transition from thin to deep snowpack.
This problem is a major cause of recreational avalanche fa-
talities.
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Wet snow

What?

Characteristics
The avalanche problem is related to weakening of the
snowpack due to the presence of liquid water. Water infil-
trates the snowpack due to melt or rain.

Expected avalanche types
- Wet-snow slab avalanches
- Wet loose snow avalanches
- Mainly natural avalanches

Where?

Spatial distribution
When sun is the main cause, distribution of the problem is
mostly depending on aspect and elevation. All aspects are
affected in the event of rain on snow.

Position of weak layers in
the snowpack Anywhere in the snowpack

Why? Release characteristics 

Wet-snow slab avalanches:
- Weakening of pre-existing

weak layers in the snow-
pack or ponding at layer
interfaces

- If rain, there is also addi-
tional loading on weak lay-
ers

Wet loose snow avalanches:
- Loss of cohesion between

snow crystals

When? Duration 

- Hours to days
- Rapid loss of stability possible
- Especially critical as water infiltrates for the first time

deeper down, once the snowpack has warmed up to 0 °C.
- Natural avalanches might be more likely at certain times

of the day, in particular in the afternoon (unless rain is
the dominating factor).

How to 
manage?

Identification of the 
problem in the field 

The wet snow problem is usually easy to recognize. Onset
of rain, snowballing, pin wheeling and small wet slabs or
loose wet avalanches are often precursors of natural wet-
snow slab avalanche activity. Deep foot-penetration is an-
other sign of increased wetting.

Travel advice

In the presence of a sun crust the conditions after cold
nights with clear skies are usually favourable in the morn-
ing due to freezing. After warm nights with overcast skies
the problem often exists already in the morning. Normally
rain on fresh snow creates this problem almost immedi-
ately. Good timing and trip planning are important. Con-
sider avalanche runout zones.
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What can you do without any data?

When traveling in remote areas without avalanche forecasts or any snow and avalanche

data, I proposed in my talk to use the highly proven 3 by 3 matrix. This matrix structures

the decision making process into three stages – trip planning at home, assessment of the

conditions in the terrain and final decisions before entering an individual slope, and into

three factors – conditions, terrain and human factors.

Gliding snow

What?

Characteristics

The entire snowpack is gliding on the ground, typically on
smooth ground such as grassy slopes or smooth rock
zones. High activity of glide-snow avalanches are typically
related to a thick snowpack with no or only few layers. Glide
snow avalanches can occur both with a cold dry snowpack
and with a warm wet snowpack. The release of a glide-
snow avalanche is difficult to predict, although glide cracks
open usually before a release.

Expected avalanche types

- Glide snow avalanches; cold dry or 0°C-isothermal wet
snowpack

- Any avalanche release is usually natural. Human and ar-
tificial triggering is unlikely.

Where?

Spatial distribution Predominant on smooth ground and on every aspect, but
more often on south-facing slopes.

Position of weak layers in
the snowpack Interface between the ground and overlaying snowpack

Why? Release characteristics Glide-snow avalanches are caused by a loss of friction at
the snow-ground interface.

When? Duration 
Days to months; possibly entire winter-season. The release
can occur at any time during the day. In the spring, gliding
avalanches occur mostly in the later part of the day.

How to 
manage?

Identification of the 
problem in the field 

With the presence of glide cracks the problem can often be
localized, however, the presence of glide cracks does not
indicate imminent avalanche release, as this is nearly im-
possible to predict. Avalanche release without pre-existing
glide cracks is also common.

Travel advice Avoid areas close to glide cracks.
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Trip planning

Local evaluation

Trip planing

Summary

- To build a sound avalanche forecast a lot of observations, meteo data and expertise is

needed.

- If you are on your own in a remote area: watch out for the strongest indicators of av-

alanche danger like: fresh avalanches, a lot of new snow, wind-drifted snow or rapid

warming.

- Carefully plan your trip, try to get as much information as possible in advance, espe-

cially good topographical maps to avoid navigating in a terrain trap.

Conditions Terrain Human factors

- Gather any snow cover informa-
tion, e.g., satellite images

- Inform about weather models
available for a specific region

- Contact meteo services to clar-
ify meteo data possibilities

- Get topographical maps and
digital elevations models

- Identify steep slopes (above 30
degrees)

- Who joins the mission?
- Are any avalanche experts par-

ticipating?

Conditions Terrain Human factors

- From air: fresh avalanches, wind
signs, new snow?

- In the field: watch for fresh ava-
lanches, wind signs, new snow?

- Is the route endangered?
- Are there any terrain traps such

as cliffs or bowls?

- Check: snow and avalanche
equipment

- Time schedule?
- Organization
- Are any avalanche experts par-

ticipating?

Conditions Terrain Human factors

- Information from the snowpack:
profiles, whoompfing, cracking

- Check the use of explosives for
prevention

- Check slope size and slope
angel

- Check slope exposition
- Again check for terrain traps

- Group dynamics
- Skills
- Use risk reduction strategies

such as keeping distances be-
tween skiers
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Summary

The author, a professional trainer and instructor in the Norwegian Army, explained the

Norwegian approach to Avalanche Risk Management. He distinguished between the sys-

tem of rule-based method for regular forces and the knowledge-based method for ex-

perts. 

The Norwegian Defence have two principally different approaches to operating in ava-

lanche terrain, namely the Rule-Based vs Knowledge-Based approaches.

These are distinct and separate approaches:

1/ Rule Based

- Regular Forces. Units with no

mountain warfare or steep terrain

capacity. 

2/ Knowledge Based

- Specialized patrol units.

- Rescue-personnel

- All Mountain Capacity. 

CAPT Aanon A. Clausen, (NORWAY)

Training specialist at the Norwegian School 
of Winter Warfare, Centre of Excellence

Cold Weather Operations (NOR)

Instructor in Mountain Safety
Member in ISSW (International Snow Science

Workshop)
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Rule Based Method

As a basis for the Rule-Based Method, avalanche maps have been produced over the years.

The avalanche maps outline avalanche zones:

- Release zones

- Run-out zones

In addition to the avalanche maps, the units are issued Avalanche Forecasts during oper-

ations. The Avalanche Forecast serves the units with Avalanche Hazard level, Avalanche

problems and other relevant information.

The regulations – or rules – governing travel advice are closely linked to the different

hazard levels. 

Units are, as an example, not allowed to enter Avalanche release zones (> 30°) on hazard

level 2–5.

The General Military Safety Regulations, “UD 2-1 Safety Regulations”, regulate which units

must adhere to the different approaches. “Conventional” units adhere to the rule-based

method. Units with “operational” needs, higher risk acceptance and specific training are

trained to use the competency based approach. 

Norwegian Military Avalanche Maps

The Military Avalanche maps are printed with pink colours covering the avalanche areas. 
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- Dark Pink colour outlines the Release zones

- Bright Pink colour outlines the calculated Runout zones

- The size of the avalanches and the lenght of the Runout zones are based on a 100 year

return period

- The calculations are completed based on the NGI´s (Norwegian Geotechnical Institute)

Alpha-beta model, or the NGI topographical method as it is often called. 

- Every map sheet has been manually reconnoitred (cost approx. € 20–30,000)

The NGI topographical model has the following origin (see figure): 

- The model is based on the formulae

α = 0,96β – (1,4°+SD)

where SD =2,3°, R=0,92. 

- Angle β is the line of sight from the

10° point in the avalanche path to

the avalanche crown. 

- Angle α, the runout angle, is then

calculated from the formulae. 

- Enables calculation of run-out lenght L.

- Can be simplified: α= β-5°

Avalanche Risk Mapping – Other Computer Based Models. 

- Also available for areas not reconnoitered

- Colouring is then slightly different:

- New Computer Based Models developing as we speak….

Avalanche Hazard Scale – Military Edition

The following chart shows the Norwegian Military Avalanche Hazard scale. The hazard scale

is based on the internationally recognized European Avalanche Hazard scale. The last column

describes the travel advice and Military regulations closely linked to each hazard levels.

RGB-values:
- Release — 255,100,0
- Run-out — 255,200,0
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Knowledge Based Approach

The knowledge based approach is based on threshold values derived from modern research.

The training takes place in a course involving 2 intense weeks of training:

- 1 week snow science/avalanche practi-

tioner training.

- 1 week single slope evaluation training.

- During the latter part of the course the stu-

dents work mostly in 30–45° terrain.

- All training on skis/crampons. There is no

focus on winter climbing during the course

to avoid deviating focus from avalanche

safety and snowpack stability.

- The operators are required to participate

in a bi-annual brush-up in order to achieve

re-certification.

The Military Avalanche Hazard Scale (updated 2018)

Hazard level
and icon

Snowpack stability Probably of avalanche release Millitary regulations

5
Very High

The snowpack is
poorly bonded and
largely unstable in
general.

Numerous very large, and often extremely large
natural avalanches can be expected, even in
moderately steep terrain*.

Movement in zone 1 and 2 is
not allowed. Avalanches
may have longer run outs
than marked on the ava-
lanche map.

4
High

The snowpack is
poorly bonded on
most steep slopes*

Triggering is likely, even from low additional
loads **on many steep slopes*.
In some cases, numerous large and often very
large natural avalanches can be expecd.

Movement in zone 1 and 2 is
not allowed.

3
Considerable

The snowpack is
moderately to
poorly bonded on
many steep
slopes*.

Triggering is possible, even front low additional
loads**, particularly on the indicated steep
slopes*.
In certain situations some large, and in isolated
cases very large natural avalanches are possible.

Movement in zone 1 is not
allowed. Movement in zone
2 is allowed but only far out
in the run out zone.
Bivuacking or long stops is
not allowed in zone 2.

2
Moderate

The snowpack is
only moderately
well bonded on
some steep
slopes*, otherwise
well bonded in 
general.

Triggering is posible, primarily from high addi-
tional loads**, particularly on the indicated
steep slopes*. Very large natural avalanches are
unlikely.

Movement in zone 1 is not
allowed. Movement in zone
2 is allowed, but bivouack-
ing or long stops should be
done further out than half of
zone 2.

1
Low

The snowpack is
well bonded and
stable in general.

Triggering is generally possible only from high
additional loads** in isolated areas of very
steep, extreme terrain *. Only small and medium
natural avalanches are possible.

Movement in zone 1 is not
recommended. Zone 2 is
considered to be safe.
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Details Knowledge Based Approach

The following non-exhaustive list sums up focal points in the training:

- Weak Layers? Thickness?

- Snow Crystal Size weak layer?

Larger crystals?

- Depth of weak layer?

- Hardness of the overlaying

slab? Soft/Hard slab?

- Type of avalanche? Slab ava-

lanche?

- Shear quality of fracture?

Smooth break, energy?

- ECT values? Propagation?

- Avalanche Size? Can we manage it?

- Difference in hardness? 1–2 hardness differences?

- Additional load? Small/large additional load

- Terrain: release/runout zone?

Basis of Knowledge Based Approach

The threshold approach sums up various findings from modern avalanche literature. The

interpretation of testing and observations is combined with recognized practice and ex-

perience.

- Lemons – Ian McCammon

- Yellow Flags – Bruce Jamieson et al.

- Systematic Snowpack Analysis – Georg Kronthaler/Christoph Mitterer

- Studies of available literature

- Improvised pits and tests…

- Experience – thousands of Norwegian army snowpits….

In Addition to Single Slope Evaluation:

- Focus on understanding of

terrain inclination.

- Probability Assessment, and

the assessment of avalanche

size, runout and damage po-

tential.

- Active Consequence reduction.
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Summary

The author, a professional trainer and instructor in the US – Army explained the Alaskan

approach to Avalanche Risk Management and highlighted the training and education sys-

tem to reach the goal of “move safely in avalanche terrain”. 

Move Safely in Avalanche Terrain

Avalanches surprise more people in the winter than any other hazard. Many of these sur-

prises end in casualties. In addition to casualties, the military significance of an avalanche

can be lost/damaged equipment or blocked mobility corridors that require the commit-

ment of resources to clear. 

Avalanches have had a significant effect on military operations in snow covered terrain.

The Salang pass in Afghanistan is a main link between Kabul and the northern provinces.

In winter it is the only link with the north as other routes are closed by heavy snows.

Located at an altitude of over 11,000 feet, the Salang pass has been closed in winter as

the result of avalanches, creating significant logistical difficulties for ongoing military

operations. 

On the Austria-Italian front in World War I, over 60,000 soldiers were killed by ava-

lanches. 

In order to reach the goal to „move safely in avalanche terrain“ the Alaskan Education

and Training system on this topic will be shown: 

Mr. Karl Slingerland, (USA)

Training Specialist (Safety/Standards)
at the Northern Warfare Training Centre
Alaska (USA)
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Terminal Learning Objective 

Safety Requirements: 

Instructors that teach and lead this lesson will have attended a Level 1 avalanche course.

These same instructors will evaluate the terrain for the practical exercise to ensure that

avalanche danger is low and take steps to mitigate any existing avalanche danger by a

thorough terrain, weather, and snowpack analysis. 

Risk Assessment: 

Low for classroom training. For field training, risk level will be determined by the squad

instructor based upon the current conditions.

Environmental Considerations: None

Evaluation: 

You will be tested on your knowledge of avalanche hazards during a one hour written ex-

amination at the conclusion of the course (Refer to training schedule for date/time of

exam). You must score a 70 % on the written exam. If you fail the written exam, you will

be given a second exam after re-training has been conducted. If you fail this second ex-

amination, you will be dismissed from the course. In addition you will participate in two

practical exercises. You are expected to evaluate the potential for avalanche in a particular

area using knowledge presented in classroom and field instruction. You are also expected

to use special equipment to locate personnel and equipment buried in a mock avalanche

accident. 

ACTION Move Safely in Avalanche Terrain 

CONDITION

Under field conditions in avalanche terrain, given transceiver, probe, shovel, in-
clinometer, military snowshoes, ski poles, survival rucksack (packed IAW train-
ing schedule), while wearing cold weather clothing items appropriate to
weather conditions, ballistic helmet, fighting load carrier and weapon.

STANDARD

Squad-
Evaluate the avalanche potential in different areas
Choose safe routes in terrain with avalanche potential. 
Use special equipment to recover personnel and equipment from a mock ava-
lanche scenario. Casualty(s) are found within 15 minutes and recovered within
30 minutes.
Met all critical performance measures IAW the Individual Student Assessment
Plan.

REFERENCES www.alaskasnow.org/eastern-alaska-regional-avalanche-center/

MORE INFORMATION Avalanche Essentials by Bruce Tremper.
Snow Sense by Jill Fredston and Doug Fessler
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Instructional Lead-In: 

You may be expected to plan and or conduct a movement in terrain with avalanche po-

tential. Or you may decide to venture into the backcountry of Alaska on snow machine,

skis or snowshoes to hunt, trap or just enjoy one of the most beautiful places in the coun-

try. But do you know the risks? Avalanches can and have killed people in areas that you

probably would never think twice about going into. With the knowledge gained in this

lesson and some common sense, you should be able to mitigate the risk to reduce or elim-

inate the chances that you or your unit becomes caught in an avalanche.

Learning step/Activity 1 – Define avalanches.

a/ An avalanche is a mass of snow sliding down a mountainside. Avalanches are also

called snow slides. 

Learning Step/Activity 2 – Describe the two type of avalanches.

a/ There are two main types of avalanches – loose snow or point release avalanches and

slab avalanches. 

b/ The loose snow slide or point release usually occurs on steeper slopes from 35° and

up. Loose snow slides start small, at a point, and grow in width as descent occurs,

picking up more snow as it goes; typ-

ically this involves only the very top

layer of fresh snowfall. These types of

avalanches typically do not carry

much snow but can trigger slab ava-

lanches. In late spring, however, these

types of slides can carry become very

significant as they become wet snow

slides carrying large amounts of

heavy wet snow that can be quite de-

structive. They can also be the trigger

for a large slab to break.

ACTION Analyze Avalanche Potential

CONDITION In a classroom environment given a laptop computer, projector and slide deck.

STANDARD Understand the conditions that create the avalanche hazard, the forces neces-
sary to trigger an avalanche and safe travel protocols.

REFERENCES www.alaskasnow.org/eastern-alaska-regional-avalanche-center/

MORE INFORMATION
Avalanche Essentials by Bruce Tremper.

Snow Sense by Jill Fredston and Doug Fessler
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c/ Slab avalanches contain a more

cohesive mass of snow. The forma-

tion of a slab can occur at any

depth in the snowpack. A typical

winter snowpack could contain

many separate slabs varying from

an inch to ten feet or more in

thickness. Each new snowfall

eventually forms a definable layer

in the snowpack. The bonding of

these adjacent layers determines

the overall strength of the snowpack. Not all layers in a snow pack evolve into slabs.

Many detailed events occur over time that affects the bonding process of the snow

crystals within the snowpack. The lack of a strong bond between layers increases the

probability of avalanche. In addition to the strength of the various layers, other factors

affect avalanche probability.

d/ The crown is the “starting zone”. This is where the fracture occurred. The track is the

path the slide took. The run out is where the slide stopped.

Learning Step/Activity 3 – Describe the effects of avalanches. 

a/ One of the most obvious re-

sults of an avalanche is the bur-

ial of people. 

As this chart shows, as burial

depth increases, the probabil-

ity of survival decreases. Being

buried is not necessarily the

cause of death. Trauma from

impact with objects and as-

phyxiation are the leading

causes of fatalities. Asphyxia-

tion happens as a result of the

victims warm exhalations melting a fine layer of snow around the nose and mouth.

This creates an ice mask which prohibits fresh air from reaching the victim.

b/ The probability of surviving a

burial diminishes with each

passing moment. (Figure 4)

The chance of survival drops to

half after 15 minutes. As you

can see from this chart, com-

panion rescue is most effective.
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If you witness an avalanche that buries people, you are the best chance of getting those

persons out alive. If you go for the help of an organized rescue, the chances are that

you are going to get help for a body recovery.

c/ Many tons of debris moved down this slope. As a slide moves downhill, it may reach

speeds of 80 miles an hour given the right conditions. In addition to the snow blocks,

the surrounding terrain features also become hazards. The victim may impact trees

and rocks as well as debris being carried within the snow. When the snow comes to a

halt it sets up very hard, almost like concrete. As the snow moves downhill friction

and heat are generated. This action causes the snow to become a semi liquid. After

stopping the cold temperature of the air and snow causes it to refreeze immediately.

Learning Step/Activity 4 – Recognize the four elements that contribute to avalanches.

a/ There are four elements to consider –

Terrain, Snow pack, Weather and Peo-

ple. Without people there is no hazard. 

This is the famous data triangle created

by Doug Fesler and Jill Fredston two av-

alanche specialists who reside in

Alaska.

Learning Step/Activity 5 – Evaluate how terrain relates to the avalanche hazard.

a/ The first thing we will consider is the terrain itself. Is it capable of producing a slide?

What angle slopes will slide? How do I determine what this slope angle is? What other

terrain characteristics contribute to slope instability? These are the first questions

you need to ask. 

b/ When we look at terrain we look at the slope angle, slope shape, the terrain charac-

teristics and feature(s) you are dealing with, and anchors (trees, boulders, scree etc.).
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If you become competent at evaluating terrain you can manage it to your advantage

as you move over it and keep yourself out of harms way in most cases. 

c/ Slope Angle

Typically, as the slope angle in-

creases, the probability of an av-

alanche increases. Based on

statistics, without an angle

greater than 20°, the gravita-

tional force on the snowpack is

typically not great enough to pro-

duce a slide. While avalanches

usually occur on slope angles be-

tween 20° and 60°, a majority of

avalanches occur between 30°

and 45° and a disproportionately

large number occur between 35° and 40°. The “sweet spot” seems to be 38 degrees. Al-

though slope angles above 55° predominately produce loose snow slides, slab avalanches

can occur. Snow falling on the steeper slopes tends to “sluff” off upon falling.

d/ The reason we measure slope angle is to determine if the snow can move. A lot of ter-

rain can be eliminated as a hazard area just by measuring the angle. Bear in mind that

just because the angle is prime to move does not mean it will slide. There are other

parts of the triangle to consider. 

e/ Inclinometers 

There are several methods used to

measure slope angle. Some compasses

have an inclinometer built in, and there

are several stand-alone inclinometers

manufactured. These devices all cost

money and this prohibits their mass

issue. The issued Army Protractor, GTA

5-2-12, 1981, can be modified to read

slope angle easily.

1/ Hold the card so the text can be read.

2/ Punch a hole in the exact center of the de-

vice and thread a tiny string through and tie a securing knot on the backside of the card.

3/ Extend the string far beyond the farthest corner of the card; add 2–3 inches and cut

the string.

4/ Tie a weight, such as a small washer or nut, to the fresh cut end.
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f/ Measuring Slope Angle

1/ Hold the card vertically so the data is

legible and rotate until the weighted

string hangs on the zero mark. The cor-

ners containing the 2400 and 4000 mil

marks define the sighting edge of the

device, with the eye point being the

2400 mil corner. Hold the card vertically,

aligning the sighting edge with a slope

and allowing the string to hang freely

against the card. 

When the string is stable, pinch it on the outside edge of and against the card between

the thumb and a finger. Move the card from the sighting position and read the indi-

cated angle. 

2/ Dig into the snowpack deep enough to

align the site edge with the slope. Orient

the card to the slope as in the photo and

ensure the card faces are vertical as in

the photo. As the string is hanging

steady, pinch the string and the outer

edge of the card between the thumb and

a finger. Turn card so you can read the

indicated angle. If slope angle varies, use

the steepest angle for your assessment.

g/ Slope Shape 

1/ In broad general terms, a concave slope is safer than a convex slope. This generality

is true on smaller slopes as compression forces at the bottom of the concave slope

help prevent the snow from sliding. The reason is that a concave slope is under com-

pression, meaning it is being pushed together. On larger slopes this advantage disap-

pears.

2/ The majority of avalanche accidents

occur on convex slopes. The convex

slope is under tension, meaning it is

being pulled apart. This is quite evident

on “rollers” or small hills. The military

crest is the most likely point of fracture.
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h/ Anchors will hold snow under most conditions. Grass and smooth rock will not hold

snow for very long. Talus, and downed trees will hold the very bottom layers until the

snow depth covers the top of the rocks or trees. Standing trees will hold surrounding

snow, but a slide can still occur especially if the trees are widely spaced.

i/ Terrain traps are areas that offer no escape should an avalanche occur; snow is natu-

rally funnelled into these areas. Gullies, couloirs, creek beds and canyons are places

that people tend to go because the traveling is easier but an avalanche from above can

fill these areas. A cliff below a line of travel also presents the problem of going over

the edge if swept away.

Learning Step/Activity 6 – Evaluate how the snowpack relates to the avalanche hazard.

a/ Once we have determined that the terrain can produce an avalanche (i.e. the slope

angle is sufficient, there are few if any anchors, the slope is convex or too large to mat-

ter, etc.), we must look at the snowpack to determine if it is stable or unstable. An eval-

uation of snowpack can become very scientific and for avalanche forecasters it does.

For us a basic knowledge of the snowpack ingredients required for a slide to occur is

necessary. But before we look at these ingredients, lets look at why a slab slides. 

b/ The failure of the elastic energy in a slab of snow is the basis of an avalanche. Elastic

strength is defined as the strength within a slab cross section. An example of elastic

strength is the strength necessary to tear a pan cake apart with two hands. With

enough force, the slab will separate from itself, with one side remaining on the slope

while the other slides downward. In the example with the pancake, the outside force

was the strength of the hands. In the snowpack, the outside force could be a skier,

other travelers, cornice breaks, or other natural occurrences putting stress on the

snowpack. In simple terms, the proverbial “straw that broke the camels back” is all

that´s needed to start an avalanche. An outside force is anything that comes in contact

with the snow pack. An avalanche could be triggered from the valley floor away from

the slope. The slab structure will sometimes encompass all of a valley floor and a sur-

rounding slope.

c/ There are three ingredients that combine to form an unstable snowpack and the po-

tential for a  slab avalanche. Of course they must be in a particular configuration and

this slide depicts an unstable snowpack that could slide. The ingredients are:

1/ Slab: One or more layers of generally cohesive strongly bonded snow.

2/ Weak Layer: This is a layer of poorly bonded snow. It will often be loose and granular

and it is often called sugar snow, because it has the same consistency of loose, dry

sugar. 

3/ Bed Surface: This is another layer of consolidated snow, ice or the surface of the

ground. 
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d/ There are many layering

combinations; the three lay-

ers mentioned are only one

possibility. These various

combinations are dependent

upon a number of weather

factors which create layers

within the snowpack. There

are some simple tests to de-

termine snowpack stability

that we will discuss and

practice later. 

Learning Step/Activity 7 – Evaluate how weather relates to the avalanche hazard.

a/ The weather creates the conditions that can lead to a stable or unstable snowpack.

Wind action, precipitation, slope aspect and temperature are some of the important

factors that need to be considered. Avalanche forecasters record weather data to help

determine the stability of the snowpack. Again, this can become very scientific, but

for out purposes some simple observations can help us determine how weather has

effected and is effecting stability and ultimately where safe and unsafe routes exist. 

b/ Wind will transport snow from one area to another. This action can more than double

the snow on the lee side of a given slope. When this snow is deposited it forms a hard

slab of compacted snow. Because there is so much more snow, the weight alone can

trigger a very destructive slab avalanche. 

Snow can be top loaded, meaning it comes over the top of a feature, or side loaded

meaning it comes around. Either way the result is the same. If travel is necessary, the

windward side will often offer the safest route.

c/ A cornice is formed by wind action – wind moves snow and a “bridge” builds up that

gets bigger with time. These may reach out away from the slope 20–30 feet. 

In some areas with turbulent winds they

may be doubled on both sides of the

ridge. On glaciated peaks there may be a

crevasse present along the long axis of the

ridge. The safe area of travel is well down

hill on the windward side.

A cornice can break off and start an ava-

lanche.
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d/ The whole top of this peak is corniced, extending approximately 15 feet from the ridge.

A person would not know they are standing over the void until they were right on top

of it. Stay well back from the leeward edge of any ridge or peak.

e/ Precipitation: Recent heavy snow or rain is a contributing factor to avalanche dan-

ger. Both forms of precipitation add weight to the snowpack stressing the elastic

strength.

f/ Snow falling at a rate of one inch or more per hour for 6 hours or more and/or 12

inches within 24 hours. is cause for immediate concern. Most natural releases will

occur within 24 to 48 hours following a storm.

g/ The aspect of a slope, or the direction it faces, greatly affects the occurrence of ava-

lanches. North-facing slopes are usually more prone to avalanche in mid-winter while

south-facing slopes are more dangerous in spring and on sunny days. As the sun

moves to shine on a particular slope during the day, that slope usually becomes more

avalanche prone.

h/ In a perfect world snow forms a six sided crystal called a stellar crystal. This is the

same shape as what would be seen on a Christmas card. As these crystals fall through

the atmosphere, the sharp edges lock onto each other. Upon reaching the ground, they

continue to lock into each other forming a layer. Snow that forms as other crystals

such as dendrites, plates and columns will bond differently or not at all. Graupel is

similar to little beads that will generally not bond together at all.

i/ As time passes the crystalline structure deteriorates and the snow will look like bar-

bells joined together. This is the perfect snowpack.

j/ Changes in temperature affect the bonding process of the crystal structure of the

snowpack. This bonding is the cause of slab formation. Extreme drops in temperature

will make the snowpack more brittle and likely to fracture. As temperatures in the

snowpack increase, the bonding time of recent snow to old snow is decreased. In other

words, a warmer temperature increases the stability of the snowpack. 

However, when temperatures rise above freezing, rain and meltwater can rapidly

destabilize an otherwise safe snowpack. Increases in temperature can cause wet snow

slides. If a cold snap occurs after a warm spell, the snowpack can freeze solid and

bond very well. But this may form a layer of ice, resulting in a smooth surface layer

that may become a bed surface for a new slab later on.

k/ As temperatures increase, the bonding of the crystals happens more rapidly. This

process is called the freeze/thaw cycle. Temperature usually drops after a storm. Snow

covered terrain is usually most unsafe immediately after a storm due to the lower

temperatures delaying the freeze/thaw process and the added weight (stress) on the

old snowpack.
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Learning Step/Activity 8 – Evaluate how people relate to the avalanche hazard.

a/ If the terrain, weather and snowpack conditions add up to unsafe conditions, adding

people will often trigger an avalanche. Recreationally, people often have limited time

to play and will often ignore blatant avalanche warning signs. Ignorance of the hazard

can also contribute to accidents. Slabs as shallow as a few inches thick have slid and

killed people. For the military, focus on the mission can cause leaders to ignore the

warning signs. 

This was evident on a large scale in World War I on the Austro-Italian front where

over 60,000 soldiers focused on the mission lost their lives to avalanches (most of

them triggered by themselves). Overconfidence can also play a role. If you have trav-

eled to an area repeatedly with no consequences you may be conditioned to expect

that the area is always safe. You may also feel that you and your travel partners have

the necessary training and equipment so that even if there is an avalanche, you can

help yourselves. Look at the whole picture of what is happening and make an informed

decision about whether or not to travel. 

Learning Step/Activity 9 – Describe some of the common avalanche triggers.

a/ When terrain, weather and snowpack all combine to create prime conditions, all we

need is a trigger to set off an avalanche. When more than one inch of snow falls per

hour, a rapid load is being placed on the existing snow. This is also the case during a

wind event. A cornice break can impact the snow with significant force and people

moving on snow can also cause it to move. In all of these instances natural slides can

be triggered. Of course personnel and vehicles moving on unstable slopes can also tip

the balance and trigger a slide.

b/ Demolitions can be used to set off unstable snow. The use of decommissioned artillery

pieces, air cannons and demolitions at ski resorts and roads is widely practiced. It

must be noted though, the charge must hit the “sweet spot”, and some instability must

be present in order to be effective. Weapons such as Anti Tank rockets/missiles (AT4,

TOW etc.), hand grenades and M203 will most likely be ineffective.

Learning Step/Activity 10 – Describe general indicators of avalanche prone terrain.

a/ Evidence of previous avalanches- debris piles at the base of a slope, flagged trees, trees

all pointed away from the slope, known slide paths.

b/ Steep slopes between 30° and 45°.

c/ Heavy snowfall – added weight to the existing snowpack.

d/ Visible fracture lines in the snow – even on low angle terrain indicates possible weak-

nesses on surrounding steeper terrain.
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e/ Audible settling of the snowpack – a “whumpf” sound comes from collapse of an un-

derlying weaker layer of snow or hoar frost

f/ Severe changes in temperature – increasing temperature increases weight of surface

layer(s) through melting

g/ Lee slopes – usually are topped by a cornice; as the cornice is built the excess snow is

deposited downslope by the same wind and adds weight to the existing snowpack

h/ Snow plumes and high winds – build cornices and leeward deposits

i/ Slushy “spring” snow – very heavy and apt to slide at high angles

j/ An outside force to give the force to break the stability 

k/ Flagging – vegetation shows signs of destruction from up slope; clear swaths sur-

rounded by vegetation are previous avalanche paths; trees bent, broken trees, trees

with branches missing up to a certain height are indicators that an area is prone to

slides. Closer inspection reveals the size of the limbs and the force of the avalanche.

Learning Step/Activity 11 – Select the safest routes for travel in avalanche prone terrain.

a/ The most important part of military mountaineering is the ability to evaluate moun-

tain hazards and select a way to avoid them or mitigate the risk if it is impossible to

avoid the hazard. While traveling in snow covered, and potentially avalanche prone

terrain there are a number of considerations for proper route selection. The answer

to the question on the slide is almost always YES! Some of the considerations have al-

ready been discussed such as traveling on windward slopes as opposed to leeward

slopes and avoiding terrain traps suck as creek beds and travel below cliffs. 

b/ Travel in Valleys. Sometimes travel below snow covered slopes is unavoidable. A con-

sideration of the past weather and current snowpack conditions combined with com-

mon sense route selection (as far away from the potential slide path as possible) can

make for safe travel. Consider the run-out area of any potential slides. 

c/ Runout (Alpha) Angle) The measured

angle from your location to the poten-

tial avalanche start point. This is

based on elevation difference and po-

tential runout distance. 19° or less is

considered safe. Once a safe alpha

angle has been achieved, insure you

did not back into another hazardous

area. Consider all surrounding slopes.

The higher the start point upslope, the
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further you need to be from the base of the slope for safety. Slides on concave slopes

tend to run further than slides on convex slopes.

Learning Step/Activity 12 – Describe simple tests to evaluate the snowpack.

a/ Snow Pack Stability Tests - There are many tests that you can perform on the snow-

pack to determine stability. Many of the tests will tell you nothing unless you study

snowpack science and study snowpack frequently enough to remain proficient and

use the knowledge. For the average snow terrain traveler, there are a few tests that

produce practical results and are simple to perform. These tests will be demonstrated

in the field during the course of instruction.

Learning Step/Activity 13 – Assess the hazard level of a potential avalanche area.

a/ Chart 1 is a hazard evaluation

checklist designed by the Alaska

Mountain Safety Center (Doug

Fesler and Jill Fredston). It lists

all four elements required for an

avalanche and asks questions

designed to determine the haz-

ard level associated with the

current conditions and circum-

stances. It uses a Green (Safest),

Yellow (Caution Advised) and

Red (No Go) system to make the

evaluation. We will take this out

to the field and use this checklist

to conduct a thorough risk as-

sessment. USARAK PAM 385-4

APPENDIX F also has this check-

list. This checklist is used to sup-

plement the Risk Management

process. 
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Learning Step/Activity 14 – List the equipment required for back country travel in 
avalanche terrain.

a/ Avalanche Probe – at least eight feet long, ten is better; typical construction is many

shorter sections connected by a cable, similar to tent poles.

b/ Shovel – heavy duty, wide blade, short handle, packable. Plastic shovels are dubious.

c/ Transceiver – quickest device used to locate a victim; they are quite expensive, about

$200.00 each.

THEY WILL NOT KEEP YOU FROM GETTING IN TROUBLE AND SHOULD NOT BE A REA-

SON TO TAKE CHANCES! They must have at least two – one transmitting from the victim

and the other switched to receive and worn by the searcher. A significant amount of time

must be dedicated to gain proficiency.

d/ Slope angle device.

Learning Step/Activity 15 – Cross a questionable slope.

a/ If a questionable slope must be crossed the following actions must take place:

1/ Route must be the shortest possible. If possible use “islands of safety” such as trees,

exposed rocks etc.

2/ A watch is posted to note the person´s direction of travel and note where they go

should a slide occur.

3/ Disconnect ski pole and ski binding leashes so they can be discarded rapidly. A heavy

rucksack can drag you under, a light puffy rucksack can aid in flotation.

4/ Cross one at a time.

Learning Step/Activity 16 – React to an avalanche.

a/ Discard ski poles and skis if able. Also discard a heavy pack.

b/ A swimming motion can help to maintain a surface position. Fight hard to maintain

this surface position.

c/ Try to form an air space as soon as you stop.

d/ Watch the victim. Note where they went on the slide path and terrain traps that may

hold them.
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e/ After the area has been ascertained to be safe, begin looking for the victim.

f/ Go to the last point seen and mark it.

g/ Look downslope for surface clues, but do not remove them. Use them as you would

the sights on a rifle. They will usually point downhill to the area of burial.

h/ Begin a beacon search if your group has them. Ensure EVERYBODY is in receive mode.

Some of the party can begin in the deposition zone, others in terrain traps. There is

one person in charge and the effort must be organized. Utilization of beacons will be

covered in a practical exercise in the next block of instruction.

i/ If the party was not using beacons then probing will be necessary. Avalanche probes

are preferred, but ski poles with the baskets removed, long sticks, or any other long

rigid object will work.

j/ Don´ t go for help. You are the help.
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Summary 

The lecture addressed the avalanche Risk Management by means of probabilistic (strate-

gic) systems. Some rules of strategic systems were highlighted and based on the strategic

system “Snow Card” the author gave empiric evidence that this strategic system does

work. 

Introduction

Winter activities in non-controlled terrain expose us to the risk of avalanches. As predic-

tion of avalanches is complex and driven by probabilities, decision making is to be made

under uncertainty. As in other areas with similar complexities, it makes sense to apply

and use “Risk Management” – concepts in order to deal with the decision making issue.

What is Risk Management?

Risk is the deviation of a result of a future event from (our) expectations. Such a result is

usually seen as a potential harm that may arise from such an event. Whether it will ma-

terialize or not, is essentially uncertain, i.e. it cannot be predicted with certainty. A risk

can also simply mean that we fail to attain some benefit or reach a goal.

Risk is in contrast with dangers: dangers are always out there (for example a rock fall).

It only becomes a risk through our actions: for example if we cross under a rock with

loose stones. Therefore – other than fate – risk is essentially driven by our (human) de-

cisions. As bad as it sounds, this also means on the positive side, that with our decisions,

we can influence the risk.

Wolfgang Behr (DEU)

Risk Manager in financial business 

Specialist & Publisher in Avalanche Risk 
Management, e.g. in Probabilistic Methods

German Alpine Club (DAV) Instructor for Alpine
Ski Mountaineering
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To influence risk and act upon it, we might need: 

- Strategy (i.e. a high level plan).

- Planning (i.e. an action sequence in the future).

- Organization (i.e. an institution with a collective goal).

- Leadership (i.e. social influence).

- Control (i.e. take actions to correct deviations from expectations).

Together, they are often referred to as the main ingredients of management.

In essence, Risk Management is always acting in an area of conflict between risk and

safety. Try to watch out for good risk managers (e.g. amongst your peers, people you

know) and you will see, that – in order to deal with uncertainty and changing or unclear

information – they will rather use conditional language and words like “could be like this,

but”, “yes, but if … then…”, “if we assume … then … but”. Successful risk managers use to

a less extent affirmative words (“it is like this”, “fact is, that etc.”).

Which skills are required to manage risks (in general, not specific to avalanches)?

Risk Management requires skills. Such skills can be described for any Risk management

area. This means, whether you are managing a power plant, are responsible for the emer-

gency room in a hospital, are managing a securities portfolio, leading a group of moun-

taineers, playing chess, leading an orchestra or a military operation, you will always need

the following skills:

a/ Rules
If you follow rules for taking risk decisions, you will get more transparent and repro-

ducible decisions. Decision making is simpler and communication of decisions (towards

subordinates, bosses, or in extreme cases also a judge) is easier.

However, the more blurry and complex a situation is, the less helpful you might deem

rule based decision making. Rules might then be too generic or too conservative – some-

times also the other way round! Also, rules do rather not foster learning and skill devel-

opment of the decision maker, as they rather do not promote active reflective thinking.

Figure 1 – The fundamental tension between risk and safety in Risk Management
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b/ Knowledge
If you are more advanced, you can also apply subject matter knowledge, i.e. knowledge

about relationships, cause-and-effect connections etc. You might then be able to take more

differentiated decisions, which are better adapted to the situation. You can potentially

learn a lot by doing so. However, thinking through a situation without any rules requires

time. Results often tend to be ambiguous and you might expose yourself to expert traps.

Also, imagine you solely rely on a subject matter expert: Your decision might not be very

transparent which can end up in communication issues of the decision.

c/ Intuition
Intuitive decisions feel good, as they arrange to be in synch with our gut feelings. We

avoid inner conflicts and so called “cognitive dissonances”. Such decisions are also usually

fast or even they only way to get to a fast decision (example: you do not need to unfold a

map or switch on your GPS to find the right way if you have well developed intuitive ori-

entation capabilities or simply know the area). However, intuition is not simply there, it

requires usually years of well reflected past experience (something difficult to achieve

with respect to avalanches, as we cannot follow a “trial and error” principle with real av-

alanches). Intuitive decisions are even less transparent than knowledge based decisions

and are not reproducible. You should take them with carefully and only if you are sure,

you have sufficient experience. Listen to intuition in case of a bad gut feel is always a good

idea for a risk manager!

d/ Distance
Distance means to take a “helicopter view”. Put yourself out of your own shoes (or con-

sciously into the shoes of somebody else !) and think through the situation. Keep or get

calm and keep influences by the surrounding, your or other teams outside your inner de-

cision making. 

Figure 2 – Risk Management skills depending on experience level
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It enables a good risk manager to take reflected decisions. However, it requires time,

which is not always available.

Not everybody has all of these skills. We recommend to train rule based decisions to the

beginners, more knowledge based decision making to the more advanced (“masters”).

Intuition and distance can be observed mainly with somebody called “an expert”. Such

simple concept can be the basis for a training approach for your team.

When it comes to avalanche decision making, such skills can be mapped to common de-

cision paradigms in that area:

How did avalanche decision methods develop over time and where do we
stand today?

Avalanche decision making has been (and is still) changing both in literature and in prac-

tice. Whereas until the 80s it was based either on “experience” (whatever that has meant

in detail) or some snow analytics based on snow profiles, we have seen a paradigm shift

at the end of the 90s with Werner Munter introducing the reduction method, based on

statistical analyses of snow tests and avalanche accidents.

Several derivations like the SnowCard (Germany), Stop-or-Go (Austria) or the GRM

(Graphical Reduction Method, Switzerland) and others in North America have been de-

veloped and found their way into alpine institutions and avalanche training programs.

They were then (about 10–15 years ago) amended by more holistic Risk Management

approaches (e.g. 3 x 3). 

Over the past 5–10 years, we have seen what we call the “new snow analytics”. There has

been more emphasis again on analyzing the snow conditions in the field: new and stan-

dardized snow stability tests (ECT, PST) have been developed and systematically evalu-

ated, typical avalanche problems (new-fallen snow, snowdrifts, old snow, wet-snow,

gliding avalanches) have been defined. In science, fracture mechanical models have been

developed and been widely and intensely discussed in the snow expert community. 

We got a more unified wording regarding snow conditions (main avalanche problems)

and have extended our understanding of snow and its behaviour.

Risk Management skill Avalanche decision making paradigm

Rules Strategic/probabilistic approaches (reduction methods, SnowCard,
Stop-or-Go etc)

Knowledge Snow analytical approaches (e.g. snow stability tests)

Intuition Reliance on “experience”

Distance Focus on human factors in avalanche decision making
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However, notwithstanding all those valuable developments, we still see:

- About one hundred avalanche fatalities each year in the Alps.

- “Experts” caught in avalanches – with snow stability tests done directly before the ac-

cident.

- Many open questions in avalanche modeling and very significant model shortcomings

and further developments just very recently.

- No systematic evidence that snow analytical approaches can avoid avalanche acci-

dents.

- Strategic methods mainly used in avalanche training courses, yet very limited usage

in practice.

So, it makes sense to take a step back and remember strategic methods and their specific

strengths. And see again (recheck), whether they work – which has been become an eas-

ier task with many information available on the internet.

What are strategic approaches for avalanche decision making?

Strategic methods have five common features:

1/ A simple risk indication based on a ”traffic lights approach”.

2/ Slope angle as one parameter. 

3/ Avalanche danger rating (out of an avalanche report or bulletin) as the other parameter.

4/ They are mainly (but not necessarily only) suited best in planning situations – where

accidents and fatalities are ultimately already initiated in the vast majority of cases.

5/ They can all traced back to the Reduction Method (Werner Munter, Switzerland).

Looking into the details, there are also some differences:

1/ The Snowcard (Germany) differs in its slope angle limits depending on unfavourable

and favourable terrain. “Unfavourable” is terrain, which is mentioned in the local av-

alanche report (for example all slops in northern aspects above 2.200 m of altitude).

Such terrain gets lower limits than the remaining terrain, not mentioned in the ava-

lanche report.

Figure 3 – Strategic / probabilistic methods in Germany, Switzerland and Austria

Snowcard (GER) GRM, Graphical Reduction
Method (SUI)

Stop-or-Go (AUT)
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2/ The GRM (Graphical Reduction Method, Switzerland) works similar to the Snowcard,

yet has slightly less conservative limits, as the GRM sets the limits just above the 5°-

steps (30° or 35°). The Snowcard sets the limit just one degree lower. Although one

degree seems to be insignificant, in practice, we often take slope angle estimates in

5° steps (to simplify the estimation process). Therefore, the accident analysis (please

find the details in the next chapter) results in a lower avoidance rate for the GRM, than

for the Snowcard.

3/ Stop-or-Go requires expert knowledge for more conservative decisions in the “Check

2” – something which can be seen as counterintuitive. However, the basic limits are

similar to the ones applied by the Snowcard or the GRM.

Do strategic approaches work?

In order to find out, whether strategic methods work, we have concentrated on one method,

the Snowcard, which we deem to be the most differentiated method. To analyze its effec-

tiveness in avoiding avalanche fatalities, we have examined 149 avalanche accidents with

185 fatalities over five winter seasons (2013/14–2018/19) in Austria and Switzerland. The

analysis was based on publicly available information (avalanche warning centre winter re-

ports or alpine police reports). Pictures, accident descriptions, slope angle maps and the

local avalanche report have been analyzed in detail for every single accident.

Each accident has been classified into “avoidable” or “not avoidable” based on the ex-post

application of the Snowcard. 

Statistical error analysis has been done. The so called “null hypothesis”, that the avoid-

ability rates are lower than we found, can be excluded with a 97,5 % confidence interval.

Major results are: 84 % of all accidents could have been avoided under the assumption

that terrain labelled as orange or red by the Snowcard would not have been touched:

Assumption: avoidance of red and orange terrain according to the
snowcard; no additional safety measures we analyzed due to missing
information, i.e. real avoidabillity rate is even higher.

Figure 4 – Avoidability rate
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Avoidability rates are similar for all of the 3 main avalanche problem situations: 

This contradicts some expert opin-

ions, saying that strategic methods

do work less well in “old snow” con-

ditions. The accident analysis shows

very clearly, that they do! 

Finally, 95 % of all accidents hap-

pened in danger zones (unfavourable

terrain) as per the local avalanche re-

port of the accident day:

Conclusions

Strategic methods work: at least 85 % of fatalities could have been avoided. If additional

information would have been consistently (i.e. for every accident) available to us (for ex-

ample adherence or non-adherence to security measures like distances between skiers),

the avoidance rate would be even higher.

Strategic methods – although neglected by some experts – do also work in (more difficult

to assess analytically) “old-snow” conditions.

Avalanche reports have a quite decent quality. 95 % of all fatalities were in terrain, which

was clearly labelled by the report as potentially dangerous.

Figure 5 – Avoidable/unavoidable accidents depending on main
avalanche problem

Figure 6 – Accidents depending on terrain mentioned in the 
avalanche report (“unfavourable”) or not (“favourable”)
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However, an additional analytical snow assessment still makes sense, especially at danger

level 2 (moderate), where avoidability rates are lower (~60 %), than at danger levels 3

and 4. This is due to rather high limits of the Snowcard at danger level 2, especially in un-

favourable terrain.

People in winter alpine terrain - including “experts” as they are repeatedly involved as

well in avalanche accidents – should use strategic methods in practice, not only in training

courses. 100 fatalities each year in the Alps, almost all of them during leisure activities

(mainly ski touring, freeriding), we deem to be too many and not needed as our experi-

ence shows, that even though we get limits imposed to what we do, there is still plenty

of room to move in winter terrain !
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Summary

Whumpf sounds, remotely triggered avalanches and self-releasing avalanches: People

living and traveling in mountain regions during winter months know that these are the

signs for an unstable snowpack. Even though describing such phenomena mathematically

is exceptionally challenging, with recent advances in fracture mechanics it is now possible

to do so. The lecture gave an introduction to the fundamentals of fracture mechanics and

strategies for efficient mechanical modeling. It develops a new conceptual understanding

of crack initiation based on physical considerations. Using this new understanding in

combination with a mechanical model of the snowpack allows for predicting critical con-

ditions for slab avalanche release. Critical conditions may be caused by skier loading, ex-

plosive charges or the weight of the snowpack itself. The new model helps improving our

understanding of the physics of fracture processes in snowpacks preceding avalanche re-

lease. It aims at improving the safety and can be used as a technological tool for Risk Man-

agement.

Why do we need models?

The date of Easter Sunday is an example of how the statistical analysis of data points pro-

vides much less insight than a simple rule. Neither a timeline of the past 22 years nor the

histogram of 500 years of Easter dates provides much insight. Deriving the date of next

year´s Easter Sunday is not possible with this data. However, the simple rule that “Easter

Sunday must always follow the first full moon after the spring equinox.”, allows for com-

putation of the Easter date readily.

Ing., Philipp Weißgraeber, PhD, (DEU)

Scientist & researcher at 
Technical University Darmstadt

Presenter at ISSW
(International Snow Science Workshop)

Coordinator of Research Campus Arena 2036
University Stuttgart 
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This specific example shows that in cases of complex parameter dependencies a physical

model allows much more insight into the processes and their parameter dependencies.

This is of special importance for the problem of dry slab avalanche release. Here, many

dependent and independent parameters and observed properties or characteristics are

connected to avalanche release.

Hence, with good models, the understanding of physics can be improved. A good model

for slab avalanche release allows for computation of the size of avalanches as well as the

critical load required to trigger them. Physical phenomena like whumpf-sounds must be

explained. Hence, we envision models that run in real-time, work for experts as well as

practitioners and are physically sound, hence robust. 
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Modelling slab avalanche release

Models describing dry slab avalanche release have evolved in the last decades. The de-

veloped models can be summarized as:

Models of local stability indices. In these models the local overloading of the weak layer is

considered critical. Mechanically spoken, the local stress in the weak layer may not exceed

the weak layer´s strength. Such models can explain certain parameter effects but since

only local overloading of the weak layer is sufficient for avalanche release the predictions

are very limited. Paradoxically, local stability indices would predict avalanche release

when the weak layer is locally overloaded and destroyed by a probe.

Shear crack models. Considering dry-snow slab avalanche release not only as sliding of

the slab on the base, but also considering cracks in the weak layer is the basis of shear

crack models. Here, the principles of fracture mechanics are applied to shear-loaded

cracks in the weak layer. Since the shear crack can only grow on inclined slopes where

shear stresses are present, these models fail to explain remote triggering in flat terrain.

The whumpf-sounds observed in critical conditions are only explained as a consequence

and not as part of the initiation process. 

Anticrack models. Understanding the failure of weak layer as its collapse comparable to

the collapse of a one-storied house of cards, significantly improved the physical under-

standing of slab avalanche release. With this observation of normal sag, whumpfing snow-

packs can be explained. The concept allows for direct application of fracture mechanics

to the collapse failure. Cracks are loaded in compression instead of tension and, hence,

these models are referred to as anticracks. Anticrack models explain whumpf sounds and

the mechanism behind the remote-triggering of slab avalanches. However, their original

mechanical formulation has two drawbacks. i) The weak layer is modelled collapsible

but at the same time rigid. ii) The model requires an assumption on the size of initial de-

fects within the weak layer. These initial defects are sometimes referred to as “super weak

zones” and also need to be assumed in shear crack models.

Finite anticrack nucleation model. The above shear crack and anticrack models describe

the stability of existing cracks within the weak layer. In order to capture crack nucleation,

the concepts of stability indices and fracture mechanics must be combined. For this pur-

pose, we follow the above idea of anticracks and extend this physical understanding by

the interaction of shear and normal loading in the weak layer as well as by the interaction

of stress loading and an energy condition. 

We presented this combined model for finite anticrack nucleation for the first time at the

International Snow Science Workshop Innsbruck in October 2018. It will be derived and

discussed in detail in the following. The model considers failure of the weak layer as a

nucleation of an anticrack under shear and normal loading. The initiated crack can then

propagate in the weak layer and lead to remote-triggering of a slab avalanche. The

whumpf sound results of this initial crack nucleation and the consequential propagation.
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Importantly, not only the critical load but also the size of the initiating crack is an outcome

of the model. No initial defect or “super weak zones” must be assumed.

Finding a suitable failure model

We study the problem of slab avalanche release which can be subdivided into several stages: 

1/ Loading of the snowpack with undamaged weak layer,

2/ Nucleation of a crack of finite size below the local loading of a skier,

3/ The potential propagation of the crack and

4/ The eventual fracture of the slab followed by

5/ The sliding of the snow slab forming an avalanche.

To assess this with a model an appropriate failure model is required.

From an engineering point of view, a comprehensive failure model consists of two indi-

vidual constituents: A model of the system response and a criterion for failure itself. The

model of system response describes the behavior of the system/structure as a reaction

to applied loads. The response can be characterized by e.g. the displacements and defor-

mation of the system or the

internal stresses within

the structure. The failure

criterion describes the

critical state of the system

or structure using quanti-

ties describing the sys-

tem´s response.
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However, complexity of the model of system response must be well chosen and it must

match the appropriately chosen failure criterion. The combination of the model of system

response and the failure criterion lead to a prediction that must be checked against reality

and observations. If this does not show appropriate accuracy both parts of the failure

model must be re-evaluated. A typical remedy for bad predictions is to increase the com-

plexity of the model of system response often preserving the simple failure criterion. In

our work we will present a failure model based on an improved model of system response

of the snowpack with weak layer as well as a state-of-the-art failure criterion for crack

nucleation.

Mechanical model of the snowpack

To model the snowpack on a

weak layer loaded by its own

weight and an external loading

by e.g. a skier, we make use of

the classical elements of me-

chanical analysis. By studying

the slab as a shear-deformable

beam resting on an elastic foun-

dation representing shear and

normal deformation of the weak

layer, we obtain a mechanical

model of the snowpack. This

mechanical model provides a

system of differential equations

that can be solved with common

mathematical methods.

In order to assess the quality of

this model of system response,

we conduct a comparison to a

detailed numerical reference so-

lution (finite element analysis =

FEA).

This diagram shows the shear

and normal stress in the weak

layer in comparison to the nu-

merical reference solution. It

can be seen, that the proposed

model has a very good agree-

ment. The stresses in the weak

layer peak below the skier and

decay with distance. However,
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they do not decrease to zero as

the weight load of the slab above

the weak layer also creates nor-

mal stresses and in the case of

inclined terrain also shear

stresses in the weak layer.

A known effect caused by the

stratigraphy of snowpacks is the

so-called bridging effect. Bridg-

ing describes the effect that a

thicker slab will distribute the

local load of the skier on a wider

area of the weak layer below

him. The effect originates from

an increasing bending stiffness

of the slab with its thickness. The present model recovers this effect in very good agree-

ment with the numerical reference solution. We can see, that the thicker slab will distrib-

ute the load of the skier on the weak layer on a wider area. But as the weight load of the

slab also increases with its thickness, the overall stress level is increases while stress

peaks below the skier decrease.

Nucleation and propagation of weak layer anticracks is known to play a crucial role in

the process of slab avalanche release. In order to investigate the likelihood of cracks to

propagate within the weak layer, field tests such as the so-called propagation saw test

(PST) were developed. In this test, a rectangular column of the snowpack is isolated. Then,

an artificial crack is introduced in the weak layer. The introduced crack will propagate at

a certain critical cut length.

Typically, the critical cut length is used directly to judge the likelihood of crack to propa-

gate in the examined snowpack. However, because the test closely resembles fracture

mechanics lab experiments, much more information can be deduced. According to frac-

ture mechanics, crack propagation consumes a certain amount of energy. Hence, the ar-

tificially introduced crack becomes unstable once this energy limit is reached. Two

conditions increase the amount of energy available for crack growth: the loading and the
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length of the existing crack. The former is rather intuitive. Larger loads cause stronger

structural deformations and introduce more strain energy. Crack growth under increased

loads therefore causes stronger deformation changes which implies larger energetic

changes as well. The latter is not as obvious but still pretty clear. Introducing a crack into

a structure causes certain deformations, e.g., bending of the slab where weak layer sup-

port was removed. These deformations become larger as the crack becomes longer.

Hence, the energetic change within the structure becomes stronger and stronger as the

crack length increases. This energetic change is called energy release rate and can be cal-

culated using the present model. In PST experiments it depends on the cut length because

loading (i.e., the slab weight) remains constant.

The image on the right-hand

side shows this energy release

rate as a function of the cut

length in comparison to the nu-

merical reference model (FEA)

and the original anticrack model

by Heierli (2008). Thicker, i.e.,

softer weak layers show a larger

energy release rate. This is be-

cause they allow for stronger

deformation changes as the

crack grows. The present model

captures this effect and is in

good agreement with the nu-

merical reference. The original

anticrack model by Heierli

(2008) considers the weak layer

as rigid and accounts only for deformations of the slab. Hence, it cannot capture effects

of weak layer thickness or change in weak layer stiffness. In fact, it represents the limit

case of an indefinitely thin weak layer which then is virtually rigid.

From experiments we know the critical cut length at which introduced cracks become

unstable. Fracture mechanics explains that a critical energy release rate is required for

unstable crack growth. Hence, using the present model to determine the energy release

rate corresponding to the critical cut length, we obtain a very crucial material property

of the weak layer: its critical energy release rate, also known as fracture toughness.

We used the critical cut lengths of 93 PST field experiments to calculate the corresponding

values of the fracture toughness. We used the numerical reference model (FEA), the pres-

ent model and the original anticrack model by Heierli (2008) for our calculations. The

figure on the left-hand side shows the correlation of both models (ordinate) with the FEA

reference (abscissa). The present model provides very good predictions of the energy re-

lease rate and, thus, fracture toughness for the entire comprehensive set of real-world

data. Again, the Heierli model does not account for weak layer deformations. Therefore,
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it provides similar fracture

toughness values for all experi-

ments. This example demon-

strates the importance of weak

layer deformations in the ava-

lanche release process.

Both examples of stresses as

well as the energy release rates

showed that the model correctly

captures physical effects and

shows good agreement with the

reference solution.

Failure criterion for slab avalanche release

As discussed above, slab avalanche release comprises different stages. In different stages,

similar but different physical mechanisms play a role. The present model is capable of

describing the mechanical behavior of the snowpack in all stages of the fracture process 

prior to slab sliding. The comprehensive information it provides now enables capturing

the entire fracture processes using a unified failure criterion applicable through all stages.

Ultimately, the criterion provides the critical snowpack loading and the size of snow slabs

which may slide. 

In order to predict under which conditions a crack will nucleate in a certain material, two

independent physical mechanisms must be considered: strength-of-materials and frac-

ture mechanics. The former compares stresses within the material to a critical value
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called strength. Stresses express the internal force

within a material. They have the physical unit of

force per unit area. We distinguish tensile, compres-

sive and shear stresses. The critical stress a material

can sustain is called strength. Strength in pure ten-

sion, pure compression and pure shear are typically

not equal and failure is often cause by mixed load-

ing. For instance, the depicted cornice is loaded in

compression where it rests on a foundation, bend-

ing causes tensile stresses on the topside and a skier

would introduce shear stresses beside him. Failure

is now determined by the complex interaction of all

stress components and their corresponding

strengths. In engineering many stress interaction

models are available to analyze this interactions and

the resulting failure conditions.

The concept of strength-of-materials applies only when materials are loaded without

local stress concentrations. For instance, it breaks down when cracks are present. At crack

tips, stresses are concentrated and become theoretically infinite. Infinite stresses exceed

a finite material strength at any given loading. However, cracks do not grow uncondition-

ally. This is because crack growth requires a certain amount of energy. The change of

stored energy due to crack growth is called energy release rate. It determines the stability

of existing cracks. If the energy release rate exceeds a critical value, the fracture tough-

ness, cracks become unstable. Hence, fracture mechanics is basically the question if a

crack requires more or less energy for the fracture process than is released by the growth

of the crack. It is the energy balance of growing cracks. Energy can be released through

different mechanisms called crack opening modes. Mode I corresponds to crack opening

or collapse, i.e., a motion of crack faces away from each other. Modes II and III are shear

modes. They correspond to crack

faces sliding in-plane or out-of-

plane, respectively. As for strengths,

a material generally possesses dif-

ferent fracture toughnesses in dif-

ferent crack modes and, again,

crack growth is often caused by

mixed loading. For instance, a skier

on an inclined slope causes weak

layer compression (mode I) and

weak layer shear loading (mode II)

simultaneously.

The importance of fracture me-

chanics is evident in the following

example. During World War II, the
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U.S. mass-produced 2710 low-

cost naval cargo ships of the

Liberty class between 1941

and 1945. The ships were de-

signed considering strength-

of-materials concepts only and

passed basic tests. However,

colder temperatures led to em-

brittlement of the used metal

and allowed for brittle fracture.

Because the possibility of crack

growth was not considered in

the design stage no counter

measures were manufactured.

Deck and hull cracks could

propagate through the entire

hull. 1200 ships showed signs of fracture and over 200 ships were lost. The depicted ex-

ample shows the SS Schenechtady. She was moored at the bay when suddenly with a loud

audible sound she fractured and broke in half. This case strongly increased the attention

to fracture mechanics and led to further development of this approach. Today no ship is

built without the use of fracture mechanics.

It is important to recognize that strength and toughness are independent material prop-

erties. When cracks are present, stresses are infinite and the fracture toughness governs

the problem. When stresses are homogeneous (no stress concentrations), the importance

of the energy release rate vanishes and strength governs. However, anytime a structure

has stress concentration but no existing cracks, both concepts, strength-of-materials and

fracture mechanics are involved. Hence, in order to predict crack nucleation, both

strength and toughness must be considered simultaneously. This is done assuming brutal

crack increments. 

Fracture mechanics and liberty ships in world war II.
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That is, we presume that a material

does not fail because of infinitesimal

crack growth originating from a

stress concentration but instead that

a crack of finite size fill form

abruptly at critical loading. The con-

cept is known as finite fracture me-

chanics. It uses the so-called coupled

stress and energy criterion.

The coupled criterion requires two

conditions to be satisfied simultane-

ously to allow for the formation of a

finite sized crack. On the one hand,

the material must be overloaded in

terms of stress, i.e., stresses must ex-

ceed the materials strength in a cer-

tain domain. On the other hand, the

energy release of the finite crack

must exceed the materials fracture

toughness. Stresses are concen-

trated in a small domain around

stress concentrations. Hence, the

stress conditions only permits

cracks of a certain maximum length

within this small zone. Then again,

the energy release rate increases

with increasing crack length. That is,

only cracks of a certain minimum

length release enough energy to ex-

ceed the fracture toughness. When

the maximum length permitted by

the stress condition agrees with the

minimum length required by the energy condition, a finite crack of precisely this length

will initiate. Hence, the coupled criterion provides both the critical load and the size of

this initiating crack as outputs. It requires only the fundamental material properties

strength and toughness as inputs. Importantly, it does not make assumptions about initial

defects.

Let us illustrate the coupled criterion considering two different skiers. One is lightweight

and skinning uphill while the other one is a heavier skier. The figures below illustrate the

respective weak layer loadings and energy release rates. As discussed above, the energy

release rate (red) increases with increasing length of the potential new crack. Stresses

(blue) are concentrated under the skier. Despite the left skier overloads the weak layer

in terms of stress, the energy condition does not allow a crack to nucleate. The weak layer
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stays intact despite being locally

overloaded. This illustrates a very

crucial and basic principle of na-

ture, which always tries to find the

energetically most optimal config-

uration. The skier on the right-

hand side is heavier and therefore

overloads the weak layer on a

larger area. This area is big enough

that when it collapses it releases

enough energy to meet the frac-

ture toughness. Hence, the skier

on the right would trigger a weak

layer anticrack of the indicated

size. The mechanical model pre-

sented in the first section provides all quantities required to evaluate the coupled crite-

rion, i.e., stresses and energy release rates. Because of its closed-form analytical

mathematical nature, it is very efficient and allows for quick assessments and large para-

metric studies.

The coupled stress and energy criterion provides a physical explanation for crack nucle-

ation and therefore captures various physical effects, such as the effect of slab thickness

or slope inclination. Very thin slabs are easily deformed by skiers and transfer concen-

trated loads directly into the weak layer. Hence, their critical loads are small. As the slab

becomes thicker, their increased bending stiffness and the bridging effect discussed above

transfer skier loads over a wider area allowing for larger critical loads. However, the when

the slab becomes thicker, its own weight dominates and reduces sustained skier loads.

Very thick slabs are heavy enough to cause natural avalanche release. Hence, here no ad-

ditional skier loading is possible.

Intuitively, steeper slopes are eas-

ier to trigger. Their critical addi-

tional loading is smaller. In the

given example, a 40° inclined slope

carries only one quarter of the ad-

ditional skier load sustained by the

same snowpack in flat terrain. This

is because the effective shear

strength of weak layers is smaller

than their compressive strength.

However, the finite length of the

initiating crack increases with

slope angle. This is because the en-

ergy release rate due to shearing

(mode II) is smaller than the one
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due to collapse (mode I). This indicates that cracks nucleated in inclined slopes can prop-

agate more easily. 

Model chain

For this transfer and the provision of hazard maps, certain snowpack and terrain prop-

erties are required. Data on slope inclination, aspect and expected snow cover thickness

can be deduced from maps or digital elevation models. The snowpack stratigraphy and

thus relevant material properties can be obtained from local assessments, i.e., snow pro-

files, or computational models such as SNOWPACK provided by the Swiss Institute for

Snow and Avalanche Research (SLF). The presented mechanical model then computes

quantities required to evaluate the coupled stress and energy criterion and finally provide

a risk assessment in a terrain map.

We have done this using

basic open-source data

such as freely available

NASA radar scans to create

a hazard map. This exam-

ple shows that the pro-

posed approach allows for

the efficient creation of

basic terrain assessment.
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Conclusion

In the present work we have shown a model for the nucleation of anticracks within weak

layers that can propagate and lead to the release of a slab avalanche. The whumpf-sounds

as well as the possibility of remote-triggering are well explained by this model.

It is shown that accounting for weak layer deformations is crucial in order to provide an

accurate mechanical model of the snowpack. The coupled stress and energy criterion

provides a physical explanation for crack nucleation. It represents a unified criterion for

weak layer crack nucleation, crack propagation and slab failure. Because the present so-

lution is closed-form analytical, it is very efficient and can be evaluated in real time. The

model shows the well-known effects of bridging and the effect of slope angle as known

from observation and experiments.

Modern approaches to assessment of dry slab avalanche release need to be based on

physically sound models and state of the art failure criteria. The present approach is the

central part of a model required to create hazard maps based on snowpack and geo data.

Vision

Our vision is to expand the current model further and make full use of the capabilities of

this physical model. The model allows for the interpretation of measurements and ex-

periments. This is important to make comparable measurements and studies of snow-

pack and weak layer properties.

Because of its physical background and its efficiency, it can help providing hazard maps

for areas with sparse data availability. Here, the few available data points can be aug-

mented with results from the modeling framework. Basic hazard mapping can be pro-

vided even with geo and snowpack data with low resolution.

Even when data availability is not an issue, the model can assist experience-based non-

formal decision making. It could be used for training of novices and for improving the

decision-making of experts by

improving their physical under-

standing. The present model

may also help to reduce risk of

field experiments because ma-

terial properties determined in

flat terrain can be transferred to

any inclined slope with similar

conditions.
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Summary

Professor Jože Duhovnik, PhD, introduced the technology of using drones to the audience

and presented it as a tool that can assist military decision makers. Technology can be

used in a wide range such as reconnaissance, logistics as well as in triggering avalanches

without the need to send persons in the dangerous zone. In his presentation, Professor

Duhovnik, PhD, gave technological insights on how the technology works, which are the

crucial points and how it can help military decision makers in risk reduction by triggering

avalanches in order to make an area usable for military movements or manoeuvers.

Drone specification:

The drone has a netto weight up to 5 kg; tare weight up to 1 kg. The additional equipment

is 2,5 kg: the total weight is 8,5 kg.

As a security rule, the drone capacity

should be 1,8–2,0 times higher than the

total weight is performed. The ways of

driving drones is important; additional

software is needed. There are special re-

quirements for the final drone position

and there must be stability of the drone in

different directions of wind. 

The operators must have several hours of

drill exercises (technically talented sol-

Prof Jože Duhovnik, PhD (SVN)

Engineer

Professor at University of Ljubljana

Developer of Drone Technology for triggering
avalanches
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diers between 8–16 hours of training with

certain operations to control accuracy and

calmness). 

The system needs a take-off table and the

ampoula with the explosives inside have

to be fixed. This preparation needs ap-

prox. 20–30 min.  

Physics phenomena:

In the development of the system of triggering avalanches with drone technic the follow-

ing physical phenomena must be considered:

- The optimal amount of explosives for triggering an avalanche is 3–5 kg. 

- The explosion should be made 3–5 m above the snow. 

- The speed of propagation of impact air wave should be more than 30 m/s (106 km/h)

- The vertical speed by positioning should be less than 1 m/s.

- The drone returns completely automatic with maximal speed.

- The distance between the point of the device and the point of explosion (coupled to

an air resistor): 1 kg – 215 m; 2 kg – 270 m; 3 kg – 310 m; 4 kg – 340 m; 5 kg – 367 m.

For more information: info@dr-duh.si; www.dr-duh.si
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Summary

The lecture drew the holistic picture of an organized rescue operation in winter condi-

tions. Based on the experience of real-life rescue operations, the author highlighted the

sequence of the different steps. He also emphasized the importance of acting according

to the protocol in order to keep the overview in such a demanding operation.

Saving lives in an avalanche accident is a race against time! Such interventions usually

occur in bad weather, in unfavourable safety conditions and require participation of many

people. Safety of the rescuers should be the first and the main issue in all types of rescue

operations! The task list and schedule are also a very important part of the rescue inter-

vention (operation), just like in any other activity that requires a fast, accurate and reli-

able implementation. We can also call it the protocol. The protocol itself does not mean

the know-how, but the knowledge of how the planned actions will take place. The protocol

is usually created over a longer period, and it is based on knowledge, experience and

practical tests. A non-negligible factor when creating the protocol is also whether it will

be intended for a professional or a volunteer rescue unit.

Moreover, it is very important that all participants in the intervention know the protocol

exactly, whether they are the intervention leader, the commanders of individual work

groups, or a group of rescuers who perform individual tasks.

A good protocol is designed to consider a wide range of possible events and tasks on the

field, it involves a high level of safety for participants, it minimizes possibility of errors

to the maximum degree, and at the same time allows quick adaptations to specific rescue

case.

Klemen Volontar (SVN)

Avalanche Rescue Expert 
(incl. working with avalanche dogs)

Chief of Commission for Avalanche Rescuing 

UIMLA Mountain Leader

Former head of district mountain rescue service
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The protocol, or the rescue plan

is for everyone, either profes-

sional or voluntary rescue units.

However, there is a significant

difference between these two

types of rescue units.

As for professional units, we al-

ways know the number of res-

cuers available for an operation,

how qualified they are, and how

many of them are on standby at

that moment. Rescuers know

each other well. Their responsi-

bilities and specialties are known in advance. Training, practice sessions, introduction of

changes and improvements are included in their regular service (work routine) and are

uniform for all. All rescuers are in top physical condition.

When invoking an intervention for volunteer units, we never know exactly how many of

them will be at the assembly site at the right time. It can even happen that we cannot or-

ganize a sufficiently qualified rescue unit from the assembled volunteers. We never know

the psycho-physical condition of the volunteer rescuers. In case of a large-scale interven-

tion, it may happen that the rescuers do not know each other at all, or they have even

never acted as a team, never worked together in an operation. The protocol is of para-

mount importance in such cases.

In avalanche rescue, rescuers often encounter serious injuries or even the deaths of res-

cued people. That is why this is a stressful work and can leave more or less perceptible,

short-term or long-term consequences on the rescuers. Hence, the protocol needs to fore-

see the possibility of such events as well.

In sum, the protocol is a common thread of everything happening before, during and after

the rescue operation.

Hereinafter, I will briefly present one of the protocols used in avalanche rescue. I will in-

troduce the main actors of organization and management of such intervention, which

tasks need to be performed and their sequence, and what kind of problems may occur

during such an intervention.

The Facts

- As a rule, an accident usually occurs in adverse weather conditions.

- Access (to the avalanche surface) is long and can be dangerous.

- Rescue requires excellent logistics and long-term prediction.

- Many people are involved – there may even be several different  rescue services. 
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- Rescuing takes a lot of time and can be exhausting – it can take several days.

- Outcome of the rescue is usually unfavourable.

The Rescue services/units

Professional units are available 24/7. 

Number of rescuers is known in advance. Their training takes place when on duty. Groups

for various purposes are formed beforehand. Rescue doctrine / procedures are uniform

and mandatory for each rescuer. Physical preparedness is excellent. The risk level is de-

termined when they leave for intervention.

Voluntary units are available occasionally. Number of rescuers cannot be predicted in ad-

vance. They train in their free time. Groups for various purposes cannot be formed be-

forehand. Rescue doctrine / procedures are uniform. Rescuers´ levels of knowledge can

be quite different. Physical preparedness/ fitness is up to the individual. The decision on

still acceptable risk level depends on the intervention manager.

The  Rescue plan

Rescue plan / protocol before you can be used sensibly also when some of the “tasks”

(point or paragraph of the procedure) can not be fulfilled. A reasoned cause for abandon-

ing one of the proposed procedures does not delay the execution of the rescue unless it

worsens the safety conditions for the injured, the rescuers and other participants.

It´s a race against time when it comes to the avalanche rescue. 

Avalanche rescue should NOT be led by motivation and power, but by knowledge, good
planning and common sense.
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Factor communication

Communication must be clear! Frequencies, or channels used for communication between
groups, must be set in advance.

Headquarters (if established) – communicates with the intervention leader + with exter-

nal services (police, Civil Protection, etc.). 

Base (intervention leader) – the base has to receive all the channels used in intervention.

The main communication is with the leader at the avalanche area - accident site (if the

headquarters is not established the same communication applies to the intervention

leader).

Avalanche area leader communicates with the base (intervention leader) and all the

leaders of the separate sites + observer + helicopter.

Rescuers within separate groups can have the same or different channels for internal

communication!

Attention:
All rescuers at the avalanche area must have one, unified frequency for communication, if
that´s the agreed method of avalanche warning (risk of another avalanche).
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Immediate help

Friends or people who happen to be near (immediate assistance) are the only ones who

can count on being successful, as long as their actions are correct! 

Basic rules:
- Never go alone to the mountains.

- Take all of the avalanche rescue equipment with you and know (how to) use it.

- Consider the avalanche forecast (laic assessment of avalanche hazard).

At least one of the rules above was not fulfilled at every avalanche accident! For that pur-

pose I have prepared a quick reference guide for companions and passers-by for each

phase of "rescuing".

Collecting data (112)

Where? A person reporting an accident should always state the location first!

What happened?
What kind of injuries, how manny? 
Who is calling? 
What´s the weather like?

Regarding location, terrain, number of casualties, risk assessment – the needed forces

are alerted:

- Rescuers (There is never enough rescuers! Only fully equipped rescuers can be on the

team. Teams are formed from members of diverse qualifications and training levels.)

- Doghandlers

- Doctor

Leader might lose control over the accident site if he performs  one or more of the delegated
tasks himself!
The main concern of all leaders is the safety of the team!
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- Helicopter

- Neighbouring MRS (Moun-

tain Rescue Services)

- Firefighters

- Civil Protection

- Police

Vanguard

Formed with 5–7 rescuers. Mandatory of D&D (Dog & Doc) and 3–5 experienced rescuers

who master avalanche safety, know the local terrain and are extremely well physically

prepared. Waiting for a doctor does not withhold the departure of the vanguard. Waiting

for doghandlers (team with rescue dogs) does withhold the departure of the vanguard!!!

Vanguard leader (members have to be entered on a list and with that the record book is

"opened").

Equipment of the vanguard: personal equipment of rescuer (transceiver, probe, shovel)

+ warm beverages. – Purpose of the vanguard is to find the accident site as quickly as

possible.   Risk assessment along the way and onsite.   Onsite assessment of the casualties,

the equipment needed etc. Quick inspection of the avalanche deposit, priority spots, av-

alanche transceiver, detection, excavation, first aid. 

- Non-stop communication with the “intervention leader”.

- Assistance of a helicopter is the most effective, of course. Transportation to the acci-

dent  site, search with the external transceiver on a helicopter, excavation and trans-

portation.

Main group

The main group is formed of all the other rescuers who gathered at the meeting point.

Rescuers that arrive later to the meeting point are formed into groups to replace the col-

leagues on the field. They can be divided into individual working groups already before

departure towards the site. Names of participants are put on a list of rescuers (record

book). All the rules on safe movement must be followed.

Leader of the main group (communication with the vanguard and the “intervention

leader”). Equipment of the main group: personal equipment of rescuer (transceiver,

probe, shovel) +  searching equipment (additional probes, RECCO),
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- Marking equipment (flags, tapes, spray).

- Equipment for excavation.

- Equipment for the EMA.

- Transportation equipment.

- Communication equipment (signal repeater).

The task: systematic search for casualties (transceiver, rescue dogs, probing, RECCO)

(everything on rescue procedures on www.mountainsafety.info).

Logistics

The logistics group is formed from the various profiles (transportation, food, special com-

munication, energetics, etc.). 

- Logistics manager (communication with the “intervention leader” or headquarters).

- Transportation (van, snow groomer, snowmobile,etc.).

Communication equipment (signal repeater),   power supply equipment (generator, light-

ing, chargers for radio transceivers), equipment for preparation of food and beverages

(food for dogs), equipment for resting (tents, beds, sleeping bags), toilet facilities.

The task: delivering supplies to the rescuers on the field.

Headquarters

Representatives of all services

Press

Headquarters is established when several different services participate in an intervention!

It consists of the representatives of all services – communication. Headquarters coordi-

nates all services. It delegates

individual tasks that exceed the

decisions of the individual lead-

ers (termination of interven-

tion, helicopter recall, etc.).

Headquarters also has a “press”

center, whose task is to keep the

journalists from “obstructing”

the rescuers.   It provides infor-

mation for correct reporting

about the situation on the field.
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Base

Regardless of whether there is

a headquarter, the base is es-

tablished near the avalanche

area, it might be near the moun-

tain hut, at the foot of the

mountain/hill, on a parking lot.

The base is the center of the in-

tervention management. Here

is the intervention leader who

decides and coordinates the

work of all groups on the avalanche area.  There is usually also a record-keeper and a

person responsible for communication.

The base is the place of gathering for the “off-duty” rescuers, it is also a handy storage

room for the equipment, etc. A record-keeper must be independent in keeping the record
book and write down regularly everything (timeline, contents) that is going on at the in-

tervention. Communications operator follows the developments on all the frequencies

of every service involved closely. He forwards the important information to the interven-

tion leader immediately, and in the opposite way (from the leader to the field).

Avalanche field leader

The most important operational functions are the avalanche area leader and the observer!

The avalanche area leader (calm, resourceful, experienced) coordinates the work between

individual groups and decides about operational tasks. One has to think at least two steps

ahead, so that the work on the field is never interrupted. Avalanche area leader is fully

responsible for the intervention as well as for the safety of the rescuers!

Observer

The observer is probably the most demanding task on the intervention. One has to con-

stantly watch the terrain above the avalanche area and trigger an alarm in case of  danger.

It is essential to have a continuous communication with the observer, who needs to be

replaced frequently. In case of a minor intervention a record-keeper can also be present

onsite, besides the avalanche area leader.

Equipment for the avalanche rescue should be prepared beforehand!

- Equipment for the vanguard.

- Equipment for the main group.

- Equipment for the EMA.

- Additional equipment.
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The rescue equipment set should contain ALL of the equipment and the checklist of What

the set contains. Only after receiving information from the field, the leader decides

whether a piece of equipment might be excluded from the set!?

Psychological help (relieving conversation)

Psychological help for rescuers or relatives of victims who have difficulty in encountering

serious injury or death.

The intervention is physically completed with the conclusion of the record, when all res-

cuers are in the valley. The stressful situations may also affect the rescuer after the inter-

vention has been completed. The same applies to the relatives of victims. To this end, the

rescue units have the so-called "confidants or trustees", who for this purpose, as volun-

teers, perform several days training in the RS Protection and Rescue Center. They respond

first and confidently talking with colleagues.

How many people participate in an intervention?

- the lowest possible number to ensure everything necessary

vanguard – 5
main group – 12 (avalanche area leader)
intervention leader – 1 
helicopter crew – 5 (3 + helicopter rescuer + policeman)

∑ = 23 (duration ≤1 day)

- the most extensive intervention in the SLO  (1995)

vanguard – 23 (doghandlers - 3 + helicopter)
main group (max) – 200 + 30 doghandlers
logistics –  0 (drivers of snow groomers, food, …)

∑ = 276 (duration 7 days)
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Conclusion

During the entire intervention, all the leaders, especially the avalanche area leader, must

know precisely where and how many rescuers are on the field. Regular checking of the

situation is, therefore, necessary.

Working on the site is exhausting for everyone, so do not forget to properly care for all

those involved, to have and make sufficient number of exchanges and backup rescuers.

Intervention may be interrupted or terminated due to various causes (the safety situation

may deteriorate considerably, the event has occurred some time ago and the rescue op-

eration is already long, the survival chances are null, etc.).

At the end of the intervention a list of all participants must be checked, as well as if every-

one confirmed their presence at the meeting point with their signature. 

Record book is concluded (sketch).

Intervention is concluded only after every rescuer comes off the mountain!
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Summary

The presenters from the NATO MWCOE demonstrated a probing system that works, in

case of need, with soldiers or persons from a variety of Nations, possessing different skills

and speaking different languages. They emphasized that the crucial point of this system

is a skilled leader who is able to bring this system to work with every kind of people avail-

able.

Introduction

Knowing that there is no such thing as 100% safety for military activities in the moun-

tains, and that a certain residual mountainous risk will add to the tactical hazards, re-

quires an approach of handling the risk and coined the modern term of risk management.

Risk management implies a structured approach involving hazard identification, risk as-

sessment, handling the risk and control the risk. Thus handling complex situations in

such a way that the residual risk stays within manageable limits. In principle, risk can be

dealt within four different ways.

1/ Risk prevention

2/ Risk transfer (e. g. shift risk to others)

3/ Risk acceptance (deliberate acceptance of risk)

4/ Risk reduction (minimization of risk by taking action)

Risks during operations in mountainous terrain are not entirely avoidable, but can be

minimized through various measures. When managing risks in regard to the mountainous

objective danger of avalanches in a military operation, risk management is ultimately re-

SSG Miha Rakar (SVN, NATO MWCOE) 

Instructor at MWCOE 

Mountain Rescuer

Staff Assistant
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duced to risk reduction only. This means fields that can be controlled by us are maximized

and those that we cannot influence are minimized. Risk reduction is achieved, firstly, by

diminishing the probability of occurrence and, secondly, by reducing the extent of any

damage. While the extent of the damage incurred by an avalanche can be reduced for in-

stance through effective comrade rescue measures, the likelihood of an avalanche occur-

ring is decreased by applying decision-making strategies. The likelihood of occurrence,

for example, can be minimized through selective movement and manoeuvre planning to

avoid hazardous slopes or through pre-emptive measures such as relieving the slopes of

their load by way of triggering an avalanche.

Failed Risk Management and the shift to Crisis Management

In case of failed Risk Management in a NATO-led mission and an accident happened that

makes an organized avalanche rescue operation necessary there must be a system that

works under worst case conditions with the available resources and man-power.  

Organized avalanche rescue – A military system in missions

The longer the rescue operation takes, the more will the organizational structure at the

scene of the accident grow; it can reach considerable dimensions. Therefore, a strict or-

ganization is crucial. To avoid, for example, complicating the work of the avalanche dogs,

no additional odour (urine, cigarettes, food leftovers) should be created in the avalanche

runout zone. All facilities needed for the organizational structure should be set up on the

downwind/leeward side and never directly on top of the avalanche. Usually, the dog han-

dler (if available) together with the operator of the avalanche transceiver begins the

search for persons buried by the avalanche. Only when the avalanche dog indicates a per-

son, will the spot be marked and the probe team summoned by the dog handler.

Division into phases

Figure 1 – Possible procedure
after alert (example as 

guidance)
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Ideally, the procedural steps of an organized avalanche rescue in a mission are based on

the five phases within the framework of a JPR1 operation, namely report, locate, support,

recover and reintegrate. Organized avalanche rescue operations are particular because

they tie down a lot of manpower. Organized avalanche rescue can be part of JPR. A pos-

sible approach of organized avalanche rescue as part of JPR is shown in the pictures.

In case of alert in a mission it is necessary to transport suitable and/or available person-

nel to the site of the accident when required, in order to relieve the rescue forces/oper-

ational forces employed there. As a guidance what has to organized inside the camp,

figure 2 gives a rough overview. Every rescuer must be registered and the transceiver

check of rescuers is crucial. 

1 JPR = JOINT PERSONNEL RECOVERY

Figure 2 – Organization when
starting an organized avalanche
rescue operation (example as
guidance)

Figure 3 – Organization at the
accident spot
(example as guidance)
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In some circumstances, the operation must be aborted prematurely – particularly if moun-

tainous risks, e. g. secondary avalanches, pose too high a risk for the operational forces. At

any time during the operation, the safety of everybody involved has top priority. As is the

case with all other operations, a debriefing in the form of “lessons learned” and “lessons

identified” takes place. On the accident stop, there must be a clear organization and as well

clear task distributions.

Distribution of tasks for organized avalanche rescue as part of JPR
On-Scene Commander (OSC)

- Self-aid/buddy aid at the site of the accident.

- Permanent contact with JPRC.

- Determines initial measures at the site of the accident.

- All measures in coordination with force protection.

- Transmits first situation report.

- Instigates initial visual and auditory search as well as search with avalanche trans-

ceiver.

- Ensures initial triage of uninvolved avalanche victims.

- Has the helicopter landing site prepared.

- First division of organizational structure at the site of the accident.

- Briefing of RMC and operational forces upon arrival.

Recovery Mission Commander (RMC)

Tasks of the RMC on base:

- Initial assessment of the situation.

- Planning of organizational structures and procedures.

- Has the necessary material and equipment prepared.

- All measures in coordination with force protection and JPRC.

- Ensures radio and telecommunication links.

- Details rescue forces/operational forces.

- Maintains overview and coordinates accordingly.

- Decides when to deploy to the site of the accident.

Tasks of the RMC at the site of the accident:

- Precise assessment of the situation.

- Ensuring the safety of all rescue forces involved.

- Close cooperation with force protection.

- Continuous contact to base via radio or SATCOM.

- Determines the search strategy and subsequent steps.

- Ensures that all events are recorded by the minute taker.

- Determines organizational structures and procedures at the site of the accident.

- Details rescue forces/operational forces.
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- Distributes and assigns tasks to individual teams (dog handlers, probe and shovel

teams, operators of avalanche transceivers and RECCO).

- Ensures the relief of employed rescue forces/operational forces.

- Ensures further medical care.

- Requests more material via the base (lighting, food).

- Determines the length and abortion of the rescue operation.

Joint Personnel Recovery Centre (JPRC)

Ensures all additional measures in the form of personnel and material. This includes ex-

ternal safety as well as additional measures for the execution and coordination of the op-

eration.

The Military Raster Probe Pole Search System

If the search with avalanche transceivers, RECCO and avalanche dogs is unsuccessful, in-

dividual probe teams must search the entire runout zone. This is extremely monotonous

and time-consuming for the forces employed. It must, therefore, be ensured that the

forces are replaced after certain intervals of time. A probe team usually consists of 8 to

15 persons with the Raster-Probe-System it is possible to probe with a team of more than

that (rule of thumb ~ 30+/-). This team is organized by a designated leader who must

ensure that the persons using the probe stand shoulder to shoulder at all times and in a

probe line. In order to provide a grid for the forces, it is recommended to use markings

applied to cords or short lengths of rope. This method has the advantage that the person

handling the probe can concentrate fully on the probe thrust. 

For this “Raster-Probe-System” a cord is marked, i.e. by a knot, every 60 cm. This cord is

stretched in front of the probe-team by one soldier at each end. Additionally two strings,

which are as well marked by a knot every 60cm, are stretched and fixed (e.g. by ski poles)

on the sides from bottom to top of the designated probing area as shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 4 – Prepared cords for
“Raster-Probing”
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Thus even unexperienced but available soldiers from different Nations with different lan-

guages can be included in a probe-team, or any group of international soldiers can form

a probe team.

The command is held very easy by the generally understandable words “in” and “out”.

With the command “in” every person probes exactly downwards at the knot (mark). This

way, it can be ensured that the avalanche area concerned is searched completely by a big

number of available soldiers in an international mission. Normally, the area is probed

from bottom to top. Depending on the situation, however, this may vary. It is important

to mark the search strip that has already been probed. 

In accordance with international ICAR2 standards, the following rule applies to the marking:

- Yellow flags: edge of the runout zone.

- Red flags: area that has already been probed.

- Blue flags: items found.

- Crossed flags: entrance lane or point of disappearance

2 ICAR= International Commission for Alpine Rescue

Figure 5 – Probing exactly at the
knot (mark) in the stretched cord”

Figure 6 – System of flags
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To avoid any gaps, the search strip of the following probe team overlaps with the previ-

ously searched strip. Coarse probing as well as fine probing are described in detail in the

following.

Coarse probing

During coarse probing, 20 persons can search an area of 50 m2/min with a probability of

detection of approx. 80 %. On command “Step”, the entire probe line standing shoulder

to shoulder takes one step forward. On command “In”, the probe is inserted vertically into

the snow at the marked spot e.g.knot as deep as possible. If everybody has done this with-

out a positive result then the commanding “OUT” follows. At that point, the group waits

until everybody has removed their probe from the snow and the leader gives the com-

mand “Step forward to the next line. Based on the specified grid which is carried along

in parallel to the probing line, a grid of 60 cm by 60 cm is achieved.

Fine probing

Fine probing follows the same pattern, the only difference is that after every step the

probe is inserted three times from left to right or the other way round at the prepared

knots in the cords.  Therefore a rope and two strings must be prepared with marks (e.g.

knots) every 30 cm. This may be accompanied by the commands “Left – Centre – Right”.

The stride length is significantly shorter than with coarse probing and amounts to 30cm

length. In contrast to coarse probing, this ensures that a grid of 30 cm by 30 cm is

achieved. During fine probing, 20 persons can search an area of 10 m2 with a probability

of detection of approx. 95 %.

The Excavation System

The shovel teams, equipped with shovel and probe, are directly behind a probe line. If an

item is detected, the probe remains in this spot. The member of the shovel team will hand

over his probe to the rescuer in the probe line and will start digging from the side towards

Figure 7 – System of Raster-
Probing (coarse probing)
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the subject that has presumably been found. If the digging is unsuccessful, the person

with the shovel resumes his spot behind the probe line and remains ready for action. To

avoid wasting time, coarse probing is usually carried out first, followed by fine probing.

Systems of Shoveling

Figure 8 – Fixing the segments,
by shovel length

System shoveling from the side The conveyer belt system 
(System shoveling from the top)

Start digging from the side to direction of the
probe where the victim is probed. In this case you
start digging as a rule of thumb so far away from
the probe as deep the probe is inside the snow.

Start digging from up to down, so to say the first
man in row starts directly at the probe to dig down
along the probe. The comrades shovel the snow
like a conveyer belt in a  paddling motion to the
back. In this case the shovel team lines up in a
row, takes as a rule of thumb one shovel lengths
as the length of a sector and start digging in the
segments like shown on the system-picture below.

Once the victim is located, begin careful excava-
tion toward the head to clear an airway.

Once the victim is located, begin careful excava-
tion toward the head to clear an airway, then dig
with two persons shoulder to shoulder.
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Length of the shovel = Size of a segment. The Lead shoveller starts to dig down along the

probe. With this system he shovels ~80 % down and only 20 % to the back. The shoveller

in the next segment shovels ~60 % down and 40 % to the back, while the third in row

shovels ~ 40 % down and 60 % to the back and so on. If the lead shoveller is fatigued (ca

2–4 minutes), everyone rotates one position, that means the leads shoveller is then the

last in row. This rotations system must be ordered by the leader.

The snow transport must be permanently from one segment to the other (conveyer belt)

but additionally to that everybody has to “DIG DOWN”. If the snow is too hard for digging

cut blocks in a half moon. 

Figure 9 – Conveyer - belt 
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Summary

The presenter demonstrated the currently most popular systems to assess the avalanche

risk on the spot and make suitable decisions.

Introduction

During the precipitation period as well as after its deposition on the ground, snowflakes

appear in various forms as a result of different atmospheric conditions. Therefore, the

structure of layers in a snowpack can differ much by the size and shape of snow grains,

the amount of water vapour within a single snow layer, density as well as many other

properties. Most of these characteristics can be measured and observed directly and very

precisely, yet some properties cannot be assessed without executing tests until the col-

lapse or break point. The results that are obtained through different testing methods or

stability tests which can be more or less precise and accurate, mostly depending on a cer-

tain quality of snow layers in a snowpack. Not all tests are appropriate for all kinds of

snow in the mountains worldwide1. Sometimes a combination of various tests is needed

to gain information on an actual avalanche situation. In this article the author discusses

past and recently developed stability testing methods.

Snow profile 

In order for specialists or mountaineers to have an enhanced overview of all weather

conditions that occurred in a particular winter period, a Snow Profile can be prepared –

1 Avalanches & Observations Reference (AIARE 2012)

SFC Rafael Kolbl (SVN, NATO MWCOE) 
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Instructor 

Mountain Rescuer
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and read as an illustrative book providing rel-

evant information. No proper or professional

avalanche risk assessment can be done with-

out strenuous digging into a snowpack. The

majority of snowpack stability tests are exe-

cuted immediately after a snow profile is

studied, and weak layers are defined. It is also

paramount to select a safe and representative

site on a slope which is to be examined for the

stability of a snowpack. On steep slopes, par-

ticular attention has to be paid to the trigger-

ing of spontaneous avalanches.

A snow profile is made by digging a vertical

cross section in the snowpack all the way

down to the ground or to a maximum of 1,5

to 2 meters deep. To identify the different snow layers, the bare hand/fingers is/are

moved down the snow-pit wall. When detecting different layers, these have to be marked

with a small horizontal cut.

At that point, all the required measurements of every single layer can be conducted, namely: 

- Thickness (height).

- Hardness.

- Type and size of snow grains/crystals.

- Amount of water (specific density).

- Temperature.

- Snow Profile – Layers check. 

Snow layers with major differences in their properties (hardness especially), present poten-

tial weak spot, which we focus on more by using the following stability testing methods:

- Ski pole (hand) test.

- Compression test (CT).

- Extended Column test (ECT).

- Propagation saw test (PST).

- A shovel tilt test and Deep tap test (DT). 

- Small “Rutschblock”.

- “Norwegian method”/shovel shear test.

- Swiss “Rutschblock” (RB).

Snowpack probing with a ski pole or hand

After gaining basic knowledge on the snowpack in the area, a mountaineer can use the

simplest means of testing the snowpack by pushing a ski pole through the snow surface,
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while walking across the snow-covered

slope. Similarly, this test can also be

performed by using one´s hand. This

testing method is the quickest one, and

can be used often and at any time.

However, the problem is that the data

obtained through this method are

fairly limited or uncomplete. By doing

this, one can feel the density and the

composition of a few centimeters of

the surface layers of a snowpack. This

method can be employed only when

there is a layer of soft or powdery

snow on top. 

A hard and icy crust which cannot be penetrated is limiting tests/assessments of deeper

layers of a snowpack. For this reason, it is recommended to carry out a complete stability

test first to get a better assessment of the current avalanche situation, and later to recheck

the conditions with a ski pole to confirm the initial situation or notice possible changes.

The method does not provide scientific data, but just a rough estimation of the quality of

most upper layers of a snowpack.

Compression Test – CT

Compression Test (CT) is a more complex testing method, which was developed by Cana-

dian experts and services in the 1970´s to provide mountaineers a tool for the safe, quick

and accurate assessment of a snowpack stability. The method is used in snow that is four-

finger or harder and in observing layers which are 100 cm–120 cm deep. To carry out

this test, it is necessary to isolate a 30 cm x 30 cm snow column on a representative lo-

cation. We place a shovel blade on top of the column and start tapping progressively on

it: 10 times by articulating from the wrist, 10 times from the elbow and 10 times from

the shoulder, attentively observing if fractures or failures appear on the smooth walls of

the column.2 The less taps are needed to initiate a fracture, the weaker is the bonding in

a weak layer, and the higher is the instability in a snowpack.

Interesting and revealing studies were made in Canada back in 1995–96, consisting of a

variety of experimental objectives3:  

- Effect of different operators.

- Effect of slope inclination.

2 Fracture Character does not necessarily replace Shear Quality — or the “Q scale.” It compliments it, and can even
provide a bit more information about the relationship of the weak layer and the overlying slab. It breaks fracture
type into 2 main categories — sudden fractures and non-sudden fractures. (http://cbavalanchecenter.org/tech-tip-
did-your-compression-test-just-pop-or-drop/) 25 FEB 2019.

3 B. Jamieson and C. Johnston: The Compression Test for Snow Stability

Snowpack probing with ski pole. Illustration: Kraus
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- Effect of varying cross-sectional area of the column.

- Effect of shovel size and shape.

- Effect of shovel facing up or down.

- Correlation with Rutschblock scores.

- Correlation with skier-triggering.

The results presented in the article confirm the testing method as a method unaffected

by different testers or tools, but with various testing results depending on the size of a

column, inclination, depth of a weak layer or upper/lower part of testing area.

Extended Column Test – ECT and Propagation Saw Test (PST)

The Extended Column Test (ECT) is similar to the CT. A 30 cm x 90 cm isolated column

needs to be tapped on one side (same as CT) and observed for fracture initiation and

propagation across the column, and how reactive a fracture in a weak layer is. 

The ECT is a research tool which is meant to zoom in mostly on the propagation propen-

sity of triggering a slab avalanche. Also, in accordance with some researches, in the ECT,

there is a lack of intermediate rates, as the results only discriminate between rather stable

or rather unstable conditions.4

Another test in a series of tests which deal with fracture propagation propensity is the Prop-

agation Saw Test (PST). It does not apply entirely to fracture initiation through surface load-

ing by a tester or a skier, and is therefore not a stability test. It provides a better insight into

how wide slab avalanches can get, and is a useful tool in combination with other basic tests.

Similarly, the PST is involving an isolated snow block with a cross-slope width of 30 cm

and an upslope length of a meter. If the vertical slab is larger than a meter, the upslope

length of the column should be equal or larger. A snow saw is inserted into a weak layer

and drawn upslope. At some point, a weak layer fracture will propagate rapidly ahead of

the saw. One of following three things will occur:

4 K. Winkler & J. Schweizer. (2008)

Compression Test and 
Extended Column Test. 
Image: R. Kolbl
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- The fracture will run all the way up the column to the upslope end and the slab will

be completely detached.

- The fracture will propagate a short distance and stop when the slab fractures (like a

crown).

- The fracture will propagate a short distance and seem to stop for no good reason.

It is significant to identify at what point the propagation starts; if less than half of the col-

umn has been cut and the propagation shots up in front of the saw all across the column

– than the slab avalanche will most likely be triggered. Conversely, if more than half of a

test column has been cut when the propagation started (or propagation was arrested for

whatever reason before reaching the end) – than the propagation was unlikely when trig-

gered.

A Shovel Tilt Test and Deep Tap Test 

When the upper 40 cm of snow is soft (four-fingers or softer), the Shovel Tilt Test should

be used preferably. Other tests such as the CT or ECT cannot show an accurate picture,

as soft snow will just be squeezed out at the sides of the shovel. To perform this test, a

shovel-sized block of snow has to be tapped from the bottom, while fractures or any other

destructions need to be observed.

It may occur that a weak layer which needs to be checked lays deeper in a snowpack. The

CT would just disintegrate the soft upper and insignificant layer, without providing in-

formation on the bonding of layers at a critical point. All except approximately 15 cm

above the critical layer needs to be removed carefully, and then is tapped on (same as

CT) to perform testing.

Small Blocktest

For two decades, a modification of the Swiss Rutschblock is being developed in Bavaria

as a part of the “Systematic Snowpack Diagnosis” (Kronthaler and Zenke 2006). The Small

Rutschblock allows to identify a critical weak layer and physical properties of a fractured

surface.

A 40 cm by 40 cm snow block has to be fully isolated, depending on the quality of the

layers above the critical weak layer, and at a maximum of one meter deep. The column

is tapped from aside in order to separate a slab from a weak layer and inspect the frac-

tured surface. If it is smooth and planar, the bonding is weak and unstable (see left fig-

ure); if it is nonplanar or broken on several places, it is stable and relatively safe (see

right figure). 

The most important outcome of this testing method is the confirmation of any weak lay-

ers in a snowpack, as well as how stable (bonded) they are. Another big benefit of this 
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test is that it can be done on safe and even terrain with the same results as on inclined

and less safe slope.

Norwegian method/ Shovel Shear Test

This method is no longer widely used as it was replaced by the CT, ECT and other meth-

ods. To test the stability of a snowpack, a shovel-sized cut in the form of a trapezoid has

to be made. Then, a shovel needs to be placed on the upper top and pulled downwards

until sliding in order to establish the force needed to trigger the tested layer. Some shovels

at that time were designed to fold the blade by 90 degrees and equipped with a spring-

supported wrist-loop to identify the pulling force. When the upper layer of a snow cover

is too soft or much deeper than the size of a shovel blade, then it has to be removed.

Small Rutschblock. 
Image: G. Soyer, DAV Panorama
1/2014

Norwegian method.
Illustration: Kraus
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Similar to this is the shovel shear test, which is “especially hard to quantify and is gener-

ally not used in the recording of formal data except as a note on the edge of a profile”5 ,

and gives us basically an overview of the layers all the way down the snowpack (very

similar to a Small Rutschblock). It helps us to identify a weak layer, its properties, poten-

tial weakness and its depth, which can be further examined and confirmed by other tests

(CT, ECT, PST, Rutschblock).

Rutschblock

The Rutschblock Test is a method originally developed in the 1970s´ and 80s´, which pro-

vides the best evaluation of snow stability and human triggering, especially when the

findings are combined with one or two additional ECTs. Executing the Rutschblock is cer-

tainly time consuming when there is a deep snow cover to dig. It also presents a signifi-

cant degree of danger (self-triggering), when testing is conducted in highly unstable

conditions, such as on an inclined slope (< 25˚)

To prepare a Rutschblok, a square of 2 m

by 1,5 m and a maximum of 1,5 m deep

has to be dug out and separated from the

surrounding snow cover on all four sides.

Loading is then made in five steps: first by

a skier stepping on it and later also by one

and two persons jumping without skis. All

kinds of deformation in the block should

be observed carefully in order to deter-

mine the characteristics and the level of

potential avalanche danger.

Conclusion

Every winter some new test, and we should know and use them all? Well, not really! Uni-

versities, institutes and academic scientists, mountain guides and volunteers from all

over the world dedicate their lives to better understand, interpret and predict the phe-

nomenon of snow avalanche danger. By the number of developed testing methods de-

scribed in this article, it is obvious how complex and unpredictable this science is. A tiny,

lightweight snowflake, swirling through the air, becomes a part of vast mass waiting

silently on the mountain slope, until it slides down and causes a disaster. To manage and

avoid this risk, it is in our interest to become part of the community dealing with this

issue by using available knowledge widely and wisely.

5 J. Frankenfield, Shovel Shear Test Variations

Rutschblock. Image: R. Kolbl
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Summary

The lecture highlighted the personal responsibility and the duty of care in the basic and

advanced training of soldiers – taking into particular consideration the assessment of av-

alanche risks. 

Introduction

In the event of an accident caused by negligent manslaughter or bodily harm, the first

legal examination should pursue the question of self-responsibility. According to German

criminal law, this signifies that no responsibility is placed on soldiers, leaders or superiors

in cases of self-endangerment resulting from one´s personal responsibility. An important

issue to be considered by military leaders and superiors is the question of whether there

is, in the military training of soldiers, a clear and workable legal line between self-respon-

sibility, which is not culpable, and negligence, which is culpable. If self-responsibility as

defined by criminal law cannot be substantiated, the second legal examination is to reveal

whether the duty of care has been violated. This refers to the question concerning the

military standard for the duty of care, even in the assessment of avalanche risks. The cor-

responding initial questions posed by a person dealing with legal matters (public prose-

cutor, judge, disciplinary superior) when incidents involving members of the military

have occurred will be: 

1/ Are there service regulations? 

2/ How (concretely) are the service regulations worded? 

Personal responsibility and the duty of care in the basic and
advanced training of soldiers, taking into particular 
consideration the assessment of avalanche risks

Klaus Burger, PhD

Local Court Director

Judge

Former Prosecutor
Head of a regional mountain rescue service

Mountain rescuer and air rescuer

Reserve officer
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Law and Risk Management: an overview 

In military practice, the truly difficult questions refer to the degree of liabilities of service

regulations: are they (strict) orders, are they guidelines, open for legal interpretation, or

are they merely recommendations with a legal flexibility of actions and options. In the

military sector, law determines the limits of Risk Management and risk tolerance. Risk

Management without legal background is non-professional, therefore, it is paramount

for leaders and superiors not only to know the legal acts or codes, but also to know the

application of the law, especially the criminal law with legal implications for the discipli-

nary law, as well as to know the legal opinions of the responsible public prosecutor and

the actual court decisions.  This in turn, requires a constant professional exchange, a con-

stant legal exchange, a regular updated database on alpine accidents, and a database and

analysis of legal decisions.

The law is subdivided into different legal units, such as the criminal law including military

penalty law, civil law, dealing with the rights of civil subjects, and at last the public law,

defining the legal relations between citizens and public subjects, including soldier law

and soldier disciplinary law. 

If the criminal law is considered in terms of accidents resulting from negligent

manslaughter or bodily harm, we must learn to distinguish whether, first, we have to ask

for the preconditions for self-responsibility, which implies no criminal prosecution. If the

legal conditions are not fulfilled, the issue of the duty of care has to be considered. In case

that the duty of care is violated, this will result in criminal punishment or reaction. Very

significant insofar is the status of service regulations, as there is no specific alpine law or

specific alpine soldier law. 

Public Law

Legal Status of Military 
Personnel Act

Military Disciplinary Code

Criminal Law
Criminal Code

Military Panel Code

Personal Responsibility

Duty of Care
Service Publications

Law

Figure 1 – Sectors of Law

Civil Law
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Civil law means first and foremost the right of compensation, thus the duty of compen-

sating. But civil law is not really a problem for soldiers, leaders or superiors, I assume,

since they are well secured. 

Public law encompasses the military act, the soldier law and in particular the disciplinary

law, which in many ways relies on the criminal evaluation.

The Criminal Law is to be considered in different contexts as shown in figure 2.

The envisaged result of the comparison in European Law is as follows: different assess-

ments of alpine duties of care on a professional level, and different assessment of alpine

accidents on a legal level. So the result of an international conference of alpine and legal

experts in Chamonix about legal practice concerning the professional guides responsi-

bility towards his client in the year 2009, too. On a meeting of legal experts in Chamonix

(2009) dealing with the responsibility of professional guides towards their clients it was

noted that the interpretations of self-responsibility and alpine duties of care differed sub-

stantially in the European countries, that is different legal views on alpine matters.  So

the conclusion was: We need an European professional exchange, we need an European

legal exchange – which would serve in the interest of all responsible persons.

No personal responsibility

Guarantor position

Military service 
employment!

Omission is also relevant!

Violation of the duty 
of care?

Duty of care?

Personal Responsibility

No preferment of
charges

Criminal Law
Death / Injury

Figure 2 – Contexts of criminal law

Or acquittal after 
a charge
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Risk Management can only develop within a legal framework! A comparison of European

Law shows: 

1/ Different assessments of alpine duties of care on a professional level.

2/ Different assessment of alpine accidents on a legal level.

Legal self-responsibility

The case law allows conclusions on how to create a guideline and how to handle Risk

Management. This article intends to give the reader an overview and providea flexible

assistance, with reference to current special court decisions in Germany. It shows under

which circumstances the self-responsibility self-endangerment of the comrade or the

guest arisen in one´s personal responsibility, precludes a criminal liability. The court de-

cisions are also based on the German Constitution. Everybody has the right of suicide,

and consequently, an attempt of suicide is not a criminal act. 

Self-endangerment in one´s personal responsibility: from approximately 25 years ago,

there was a transfer of the principles of personal responsibility especially from the nar-

cotic and psychotropic law to the alpine accident occurrence.

Currently, the case law concerning self-responsibility serves as a basis for modern risk

management in the alpine training of associations such as the German Alpine Club (DAV)

and the mountain rescue service, and with restrictions also in alpine guided tours. As

much as the military sector is concerned: the case law to of self-responsibility allows im-

portant conclusions, how to create a guideline, in addition it is essential for risk manage-

ment in the alpine basic training and refresher courses for professionals.

The preconditions for personal responsibility:

- Full and timely knowledge of the victim´s risks; no mistake regarding the decision for

the endangerment.

- Sufficient specialist knowledge of the victim, no superior specialist knowledge of the

third party.

- Authority to take action and decision-making powers (central authority of action re-

garding the “if” and “how”).

- Capacity to act and decision-making ability.

- (Capacity of discernment, of judgment, and of exerting self-control). 

- Possibility for action and decision-making in fact.

Some relevant cases

Case 1: Bavaria, Zugspitze, trail run on 13 July 2008: The conditions were adverse! The

charge was as follows: 2 cases of negligent manslaughter and 9 cases of bodily harm

caused by negligence. The decision made by the Garmisch-Partenkirchen local court on

1 December 2009 was: acquittal of the organizer, in particular as the athletes were fully
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aware of the risks. Some of them ignored warnings as well, and thus endangered them-

selves in their self-responsibility.

Case 2: Galenstock/Urner: There was a guided tour against payment by a certified moun-

tain and skiing guide. They went rope free. The accident involved a fatal fall. The criminal

proceedings were dismissed by the prosecution because of self-endangerment in self-re-

sponsibility. The reasons:

- Several mountain climbing tours in high mountain areas were done together prior to

this accident. 

- It was agreed to move without ropes.

- The client performed a numerous climbs in grade III, also rope-free.

- The client had an adequate knowledge of the danger situation.

- The client had the experience of weighing up the risks.

- The client was able to physically and mentally master the difficulties (“in good shape”).

The Rope-free movement, psychologically and communicatively supported, is acknowl-

edged as a leadership technique – no fundamental breach of the alpine duty of care of a

mountain guide.

Case 3: Watzmann East Face, Berchtesgadener Alps, 13 September 1994. The Police spe-

cial operations unit did a special exercise to prepare for operations.  It was a specific

mountain training. A Fatal fall occurred when leading the climb. The Public Prosecutorʹs

Office decided: No criminal liability. The Evaluation of the reasons for the decision were:

- Training tour to prepare for operations (in this case: police/special operations unit).

- Established tour prerequisites implemented and observed.

- Information about risks. 

- Specialist knowledge. 

- Experience.

- Ability to climb.

- Physical fitness.

- Voluntary participation.

- Presence of mountain guide in each group.

Self-endangerment of the comrade or the guest arisen in one´s personal responsibility precludes

a criminal liability because of negligent manslaughter or bodily harm caused by negligence.

Examples: Rope-free access, grand courses, rope-free descent, tours in higher risk area,

training for advanced climbers etc.

Personal responsibility depends on the conditions of the individual case and differenti-

ations will have to be made regarding the location, time, and situation in the assessment.

It is a decision in an individual case which particularly focuses on the knowledge, the ca-

pabilities, and the freedom of action of the guided person.
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Can the results of these decisions be transferred into alpine tours of soldiers? A self-re-

sponsibility in the alpine sector is based on the following factors as shown in figure 3:

Rule of thumb in the alpine military sector: Regularly, no full responsibility but in the

best case only situational personal responsibility could be possible!

- Superior assumes a protective function as regards public service law.

- Regularly, the leader has superior knowledge of risks, superior specialist knowledge,

and professional authority to act and take decisions.

Figure 3 – Possible facts concerning personal responsibility

Mutual descision 
(if and how) Tour report

Preparatory tours with
instructor(s) or guide(s)

Mutual descision-making
process with

instructor(s) or guide(s)

Information
about risks

Avilable know-how,
abilities and maximum-
resilience/stress+coping

ability were known

Selection of tours ac-
cording to know-how,
abilities and maximum
resilience/sess-coping

ability

Self-endangerment in one´s personal responsibility – 
Conclusions for the military sector:

- Regularly, the person “entrusted” to the military leader has a lack of risk awareness and 
specialist knowledge, and thus does not act on personal responsibility in the sense of criminal law!
- A soldier is subject to orders and/or service publications, meaning that, regularly, he or she is

not master of the “ifs” and “hows” of the situation.
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- Regularly, the soldier has no power over the “ifs” and “hows” of a situation because of

being subject to instructions.

Is personal responsibility excluded in military mountain training? Personal responsibility

in the military sector:

Explanation: Green color means that basically self-responsibility is possible; yellow in-

dicates legal risk, red means: No self-responsibility possible.

The duty of care in the training of soldiers

- If personal responsibility as defined by criminal law cannot be substantiated, the ques-

tion arises whether a violation of the duty of care has taken place.

- This is the question about the standard for the duty of care.

- The first question asked by a person dealing with legal matters (public prosecutor,

judge, disciplinary superior) when incidents involving members of the military have

occurred is: Are there service regulations/manuals? How (concretely) are the service

regulations/manuals worded?

Bodily harm caused by negligence, Section 229 German Criminal Code
“Whosoever by negligence causes bodily harm to another shall be liable to imprisonment

not exceeding three years, or a fine.”

There is no definition of negligence in German criminal law.

Negligent manslaughter, Section 222 German Criminal Code
“Whosoever through negligence causes the death of a person shall be liable to imprison-

ment not exceeding five years, or a fine.”

Negligence – according to precedents and in simplified terms – is the causative disregard,

in breach of duty, of ordinary care.

- Mandatory order (general, individual) (-)
- Training (-)
- Advanced training (-) (-) (+)
- Exercise under field conditions (-) (-) (+)
- Mission-oriented C2 (-) (+)

(within scope of evaluation)
- Tour with guide (business, private) (-) (-) (-) (+)
- Intentional, deliberate, and independent training “among experts” (+)

Crucial: Specific situation (regarding location, time and situation)
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The international legal situation: No harmonization of national criminal law systems to date

- France: Nouveau Code Penal (1992/94): Section 121-3 (Due care and attention, taking

into consideration missions, fonctions, competences, pouvoir, moyens).

- Italy: Codice Penale Section 42 (2) (constituent facts of an offence: Negligenza, impru-

denza, imperizia or non-observance of laws, regulations or unwritten regulations of

public order – ordine o disciplina).

- Poland: Section 9 (2) Polish Criminal Code (Violation of the duty of caution).

- Switzerland: Section 12 (3) Swiss Criminal Code (Individualised standard for the duty

of care).

- Austria: Section 6 Austrian Criminal Code: Generally follows German dogma but without

acknowledging the institution of self-endangerment in one´s personal responsibility.

- Great Britain: Case Law … Recklessness (Caldwell 1981); now supposedly “gross neg-

ligence“(Adomako 1994). Law Commission – result open.

- Italy (South Tyrol): Criminal liability for negligently causing an avalanche (Section 426,

449 Codice penale). Cf. Bolzano Regional Court, decision no. 4274 dt. 9 November 2010.

- Austria: Section 89 Criminal Code (Specific endangerment of public security). Also:

Increases of penalty for negligent manslaughter under particularly dangerous condi-

tions, Section 81 Criminal Code. Cf. Supreme Court, decision 14 Os 53/09i –Rifflsee

dt. 23 June 2009.

- Switzerland: Obstruction of public traffic, Section 237 of Swiss Criminal Code.

From which sources do standards for the duty of care arise?  Order of examination 

- The law. There is no alpine law in Germany!

- Service regulations (e.g. Army regulations), indicative (cf. BGHSt [‘Decisions in crim-

inal matters by the German Federal Supreme Court of Justice’] 20, 315 ff. – Use of

weapons in the Bundeswehr).

- Operating manuals und operating instructions.

- Regulations of the relevant public, indicative.

- EN standards (e.g. production of bolts, ropes course).

- Provisions on accident prevention (cf. Karlsruhe Higher Regional Court, NStZ-RR 2000,141)

- FIS rules.

- Specialized standards (generally acknowledged mountaineering principles, regula-

tions specific of this sport).

- Not: doctrines, non-binding codes of conduct.

- Not generally: textbooks, teaching programs.

- “Person of normative scale” (conduct of a prudent, knowledgeable and, within rea-

sonable limits, careful (sensible) person). Prudent and experienced soldier under

command with (restricted) special knowledge.

Service regulations 
- Author of service regulations is no legislator! Service regulations may not contradict laws.

- A service regulation is thus no compulsory legal standard but only an indicative stan-

dard for the duty of care (a significant clue).
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- Extensive service instructions are defined in manuals in many areas (cf. Air Traffic

Control, Medical Guidelines).

- A contravention of service regulations indicates evidence that a success was pre-

dictable provided that the regulation was intended to prevent this specific success. 

- The predictability of dangers which already arises from other circumstances can in

no way be restricted but only ever extended by service regulations (Supreme Court 9

Os 128/70, dt. 15 March 1971). 

- The complete assessment of the specific individual case remains crucial. 

A lacking knowledge of service regulations does not free from guilt

- Federal Court of Justice, NJW (weekly legal publication) 1966, 673: Non-observance

of service regulations during live firing. Constitutes a negligent breach of duty even if

the service regulations were not known. Duties are identifiable, consequences in case

of breach of duty are predictable.

- In extraordinary hazard situations, there are increased demands on the duties of care

posed to prevent danger to body and life (Karlsruhe Higher Regional Court, BeckRS

2007, 10864).

Muss, ist, soll, sollte, soll nicht, darf, darf nicht, kann, wird empfohlen … (roughly translates as
“must, is, shall, should, shall not, may, must not, can, is recommended,...)

These word – elements made it difficult to determine the legally binding nature!

In my perception: The binding nature in terms of the language used in service regulations,

guidelines, policies, recommendations, etc. is barely standardized in Germany.

In the English-speaking world, the terms “must”, “should”, and “may” are sometimes sug-

gested as appropriate phraseology to distinguish between three different grades of the

intensity of a recommendation. 

Recommendation

Order
Guideline stc.

Service regulations
Degree of liabilities?

Figure 4 – Degree of liability
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The question for leaders: Does the service regulation constitute an order?

- An order may generally be given by way of service regulations. It must be decided in

the specific case if a service regulation issued by the FMoD constitutes an order (Ger-

man Federal Administrative Court, decision 2 WD 31/04 dt. 13 September 2005).

- It is conditional for an order that the regulation requires a specific behaviour. The

“subordinate” has to be able to understand without reasonable doubt from the regu-

lation in question, due to its explanatory content, which conduct (s)he shall display.

Service regulation: Order or guideline?

- If the conduct prescribed in the service regulation for a situation or condition is such

that the assessment or evaluation of that situation or condition is left to the subordi-

nate, this would constitute a guideline rather than an order. 

- The claim to obedience of the subordinate regarding the conduct required of him/her

must be clearly discernible. Particularly with regard to the possible criminal prose-

cution in case of a soldier´s insubordination (Sections 19 ff. Military Penal Code), the

subordinate must not be kept in the dark about which specific action or specific omis-

sion is required of him/her.

- If, in a certain situation, the conduct required is such that the assessment or evaluation

of that situation is left to the subordinate, this merely constitutes a guideline (e.g. sub-

ject-specific assessment elements, prioritizations, weighting up of decision-making

parameters, military mission) – (cf. Federal Administrative Court, decision 2 WD

31/04 dt. 13 September 2005).

Conclusion

The qualification as a guideline allows for more room for assessment and evaluation.

Service regulations present a legal diversity of factors regarding the qualification as an

order and as a duty of care.

Therefore: The way that a service regulation is worded is highly important in a legal con-

text. If necessary, the degree of the binding authority of service regulations as well as

their content shall be interpreted.

Member States, have – in a legal framework – a legal flexibility to define their standards

How to interpret service regulations? Let us have a look at the interpretation of laws:

- Laws can be interpreted if the wording is not clear. There are five methods in particular

to interpret laws: 
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- Grammatical interpretation (close to the text/sense of the words).

- Historical interpretation (objective of the original legislator in history).

- Systematic interpretation (connection of meaning between relevant standards -

principle of consistent legal system).

- Teleological interpretation (sense and purpose of the standard).

- Interpretation corresponding to the constitution and union law.

- This methodology can, in principle, also be applied when interpreting service regula-

tions. 

Service regulations: Gradual obligations

Theories:

- The more concrete a service regulation is to be qualified as an order the higher the

probability that its violation also constitutes a criminal violation of the duty of care.

- If a service regulation is worded as a “guideline”, i.e. it leaves a scope for evaluation and

consideration, the indicative effect of a violation of the duty of care is less inevitable.

- However: If the circumstances require protective measures going visibly beyond the

guidelines, these measures shall be taken (Cologne Higher Regional Court, NJW 1986,

1947 – Teachers´ duties during a class trip).

Some Cases

First Case: Accident at Jungfrau Mountain, 2007. The accident occurred on 12 July 2007

and resulted in six fatalities, four of them were recruits. What happened: On 12 July 2007,

24 members of the Swiss 1st Mountain Division stayed overnight in the Mönchsjoch hut

- Laws
- (is, must, will, shall, measures are to be taken...)
- Orders (instructions)
- Provisions through European Standards (ENs)
- cnecialised standard, mountaineering rule
- "Standards" (normative?)
- Programme of alpine instructions (German Alpine Club, Association of German Mountain

Guides, South Tyrol Alpine Club)
- Service regulations (renders possible..., depends on situation and mission...)
- Provisions by the International Climbing and Mountaineering Federation (UIAA)
- Doctrine
- Recommendations, codes of conduct
- Service regulations (can, could, ...) 
- Advisories
- Hints, etc.
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in the Bernese Oberland region. As much as 15 of them ascended the Jungfrau Mountain,

with one of them turning back at the saddle. At 10 am, 6 soldiers (two teams of three per-

sons) of the 14 fell from the southwestern escarpment of the Jungfrau into the Rottal val-

ley from a height of 3,800 metres. All of the 6 soldiers died. The remaining eight

mountaineers were rescued unharmed. 

On 20 November 2009, the court decided an acquittal for the Armed Forces mountain guide.

End of March 2010, the appeal was reversed.  The Court stated that the ascent was wrong

objectively but did not constitute a violation of service regulations. It was stated that rec-

ommendations for dealing with avalanches are not an obligatory standard for the duty of

care. The authorized alpine court expert (assessor of court) reported a moderate yet no

significant danger of avalanches. The defense stated: When considering “in dubio pro reo”,

one must assume, on the one hand, that the danger of avalanches was moderate but, on the

other hand, that an accident of being dragged along in an avalanche was possible.

However, the court decision was considerably disputed. Hence, the lawyer Jürg Nef, stated

for the Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 16 July 2010: It was a misjudgment, taking into consider-

ation the required and customary conduct of the mountain guides at the Jungfrau and

the relevant alpine literature. The expert opinion by the Swiss Institute for Snow and Av-

alanche Research revealed that the danger of avalanches was substantial, taking into ac-

count that the mountain side has slope of 40 to 45 degrees, which implies a red risk area!

The situation was severed by very cold temperatures, strong winds, and 60 cm of fresh

snow (past 3 days) which fell on a layer of 30 cm accumulated snow. A direct ascent was

not to be recommended in the summer according to mountain guide literature. Normal

route with safety rails! This is the best safety measure against avalanches and fatal falls.

The possibility of an alternative fall of a member of the foremost rope party cannot be

excluded. However, the following questions occur: Was the decision correct in terms of

leadership? Clifftop belay or fixed ropes above 40 degrees? 45 degrees steep and ex-

posed? Too steep for a short rope ascent? The court decision lacks compliant findings. In

addition, the lack of supervision and lack of instructions by the mountain guides should

be noted: No staggered ascent! Above all, the back-rope party was dragged along by the

front-rope party.

Second Case: Kander Court Proceedings, 12 June 2008 The case involved five casualties.

The persons charged were found guilty and were sentenced with 18 months of condi-

tional imprisonment prison and the exclusion from the Armed Forces. The reasons were:

violation of service regulations, insufficient preparation, navigation on the hydraulics

negligent.

Third Case: Bad Reichenhall, mountain infantry training, 12 July 1989. The accident oc-

curred during the crossing of a river, and involved 1 fatality and 1 injured person. The

charge was violations of the Joint Service Regulations 10/5 and 3/11! The court gave the

verdict of guilty by reason of multiple violation of service regulations, stating other rea-

sons as well, namely: rope guide and rope use, equipment, water temperature too low,

permissible water depth exceeded, flow velocity too high.
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Fourth Case: Death due to Snow Cornice Failure. 24 March 1995. A Bundeswehr unit from

Berchtesgaden went on a skiing tour on the Reiteralpe mountain range to the Schottmal-

horn mountain, which is 2,045 m high. They reached the peak at noon. Snow cornices

had formed towards the eastern side of the peak area. The cornice area was, thus, closed

off with crossed ski poles. The soldiers sat down for a break on the peak. The cornice

suddenly broke off and a soldier fell 600 m from the peak.

Reasons for the public prosecution´s decision for terminating the proceedings were

undisputed: The fracture line was misjudged. The military service regulation at that time

no. 454 (2) points out. “A cornice does not usually collapse at the overhanging part only

but usually further in, above or behind the ridge´s substructure. Cracks within the cor-

nice´s edge are warning signs.” 

Summarized in legal terms this would signify: no personal responsibility of the accident

victim was involved. A violation of the guide´s duty of care could not be substantiated

subjectively. There is no specific regulation dealing with leadership conduct in the service

regulation. The following questions occurred; was it recognizable that the danger area

marking was too far removed? The overhang of the cornice could not be seen from the

peak. Assessment from the side was possible only by climbing the dangerous corniced

foothills of a ridge; omission of the climb was not reprehensible. The expert advisor (court

assessor) stated that after seeing photographs, he would have marked out the danger

line in a similar way – winter cornice, no permanent cornice. The determination on loca-

tion with the same conditions as on the day of the accident was no longer possible. As a

result, a fault relevant under criminal law could not be established, and the proceedings

were terminated the by public prosecution office (no charge). 

Avalanche Risk Management from the legal point of view

In the current State-of-the-Art there exist strategic lessons, analytical lessons, mixed les-

sons and others (simplifications, etc.). A rough (not complete) overview is given by the

schedule underneath. Currently, most of them are strategic (probabilistic) evaluation

methods or strategic and analytical (evaluative) approach or analytical tests and exami-

nations of snow covers. For a layperson, the methods on the market are not yet under-

standable and every year a new lesson appears (remark of the author).  

Strategic (probabilistic) 
evaluation methods

Strategic and analytical 
(evaluative) approach

Analytical test and 
examinations of snow cover

- 3 x 3 method (Munter) 

- “SnowCard” (German Alpine
Association) 

- “Graphical Reduction Method”
(Swiss Institute for Snow and
Avalanche Research)

- “Stop or Go” (Larcher - Aus-
trian Alpine Association) 

- “Factor Check” (Engler - Ger-
man Alpine Association)

- “Avalanche Mantra” (German
Alpine Association)

- “Norweger-Methode” 
(‘Norwegian method´ - Faar-
lund/Kellermann) 

- “Large Rutschblock test”
(Föhn)

- “Small block test” (Kronthaler)
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Current developments in German and Austrian court rulings regarding violations of the
duty of care in avalanche accidents:

- Previously the tendency in case of accidents was: From 35 degrees and avalanche

warning level 3 – violation of the duty of care indicated.

- Currently in the majority: Strategic, analytical or mixed avalanche awareness have not

reached the quality of a specialised standard so that the incorrect or omitted applica-

tion of the guidelines does not automatically indicate a violation of the duty of care

or that the application of the guidelines does not automatically lead to a criminal ex-

oneration (cf. the difficulty with old snow).

- Traunstein District Court, decision 3 Ns 110 Js 15289/08 dt. 7 October 2011 – Roßkopf.

- Supreme Court 14Os53/09i dt. 23 June 2009 – Rifflsee.

- The specific situation at the concrete individual slope at the time of the accident is

decisive – ultimately: 

Standard for the duty of care: "Person of normative scale”

Conduct of a prudent, knowledgeable and, within reasonable limits, careful (sensible)

off-piste skier or snowshoer from the leader´s relevant circle of persons.

Requires an overall consideration of all circumstances of the specific individual case!

Unless: A clear service instruction is present. Example: In case of avalanche warning level

3, no area with a steepness higher than 35 degrees is entered!

Strategic (probabilistic) 
evaluation methods

Strategic and analytical 
(evaluative) approach

Analytical test and 
examinations of snow cover

- “Avaluator” (Canada Ava-
lanche Center) 

- “ATES” (Avalanche Terrain Ex-
posure Scale; USA) 

- “4 types of avalanches (Swiss
Institute for Snow and Ava-
lanche Research) 

- “Who goes where at what
time? - W3” (“Naturfreunde
Österreich” – ´Austrian Nature
Lovers’)

- etc.

- “Achtung Lawinen” (‘Attention,
Avalanches´ leaflet, edition on
Switzerland without tests of
the snow cover)

- etc.

- “Nietentest” (‘Failure test´ -
Schweizer)

- “Extended Column Test (ECT)“

- “Systematic snow cover diag-
nosis in order to assess the
danger of avalanches” (Bavar-
ian avalanche warning service)

- “Systematic snow cover diag-
nosis (in order to assess the
danger of avalanches at indi-
vidual slopes)” – Association
of Army Mountain Guides, As-
sociation of Police Mountain
Guides, among others
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Conclusion

- Different assessments of alpine duties of care on a professional level.

- Different assessment of alpine accidents on a legal level.

Recommendation: 

- Professional exchange is required. 

- Database on alpine accidents (COE) is required!

- Legal exchange is required.

- Database and analysis of legal decisions are required!

- Standardized European criminal law and military penal law is no option for the

medium term (no competence).

- Standardized service regulations for basic and advanced training are required (control

of the security of action and of legal security) – cf. Allied Training Publication 6

- And optionally: We need a collection and analysis of near accidents (incidents).

Have a look at “Just Culture“: Article 2 (12) Regulation (EU) No. 376/2014 

- A culture in which front-line operators or other persons are not punished for actions,

omissions or decisions taken by them that are commensurate with their experience

and training but in which gross negligence, willful violations and destructive acts are

not tolerated.

- “Honest mistake“

- Protection of safety information!

- Incident reports are essential to safety. Accidents are usually preceded by many inci-

dents.

- Need to ensure flow of information.

“Just culture” in military basic and advanced training? A comparable regulations proposal
for disciplinary law:

- A culture in which leaders or soldiers are not disciplined for actions, omissions or de-

cisions taken by them that are commensurate with their experience and training but

in which gross negligence, willful violations and destructive acts are not tolerated.

- “Honest mistake“

- Protection of safety information!
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Summary

In her lecture, Ms Evi Parthol presented the characteristics, pointed out the peculiarities

of accidents in mountainous terrain. Since 2009 (there were no statistics for the time be-

fore) she has taken part in one hundred and eighty-three hotline missions and one hun-

dred and twenty-seven crisis intervention missions on voluntary basis. Based on this

real-life experience, she highlighted the education and work of such a team and its pur-

pose in case of serious injury or in the worst case scenario of death. Concerning the risk

and crisis management in mountain warfare, it is warmly recommended to every military

leader and/or decision maker to be aware that in case of failed Risk Management there

is not only the need of physical help but also a need of morale help. The Crisis Intervention

Team is, in this case a very suitable tool and should be part of military emergency plans.

Introduction

In the German Mountain Rescue Organisation (Bergwacht), it was established that the

special features of rescue in mountainous terrain also require psychological first aid on

the spot and with 24/7 availability. According to this needs, the Crisis Intervention Team

was established in particular forparticipating in mountainous rescue operations (referred

to as the KID1 Berg). 

The care of the persons involved in the accident and their relatives should help them to

cope with their impressions and to regain their own ability to act, or to support emotionally.

This is made possible by a continuous accompaniment, unobtrusive presence of staff and

1 KID = Abbreviation for „Krisen Interventions Dienst„ which means Crisis Intervention Service as a holistic Term.

Ms Evi Parthol (GER)

Medic Expert

Mountain Rescuer

Member in Crisis Intervention Team 
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openness to conversation. As a result people could have the impression that dramatic/trau-

matic experiences and unbearable suffering can be endured by human beings.

The training and education of the Crisis Intervention Team are tightly linked to the national

federal state rules of Psychosocial First Aid and conducted in close cooperation with the

traumatology department at the Ludwig Maximillians University in Munich. Training as

well as the applied methodology for and in the operations is based on psycho traumatology. 

The Crisis Intervention Team (KIT) takes care of dependents, hiking partners and wit-

nesses of accidents and in the event of missing persons. Thus, the KIT also contributes to

the support and relief of the rescue teams. 

A further task is stress management following demanding operations (SbE2) for the teams

involved in mountain rescue. After such missions, it is crucial to support and supervise

our fellow mountain companions.

The Mountain Crisis Intervention Team is operating exclusively in mountain-specific in-

cidents. The team members´  alpine expertise brings them closer to the client in care,

hence, immediately allowing for certain proximity, increased mutual understanding and

thus barrier-free support is immediately possible. A 24/7/365 hotline ensures the back-

ground service for the KID team and is available to the operating teams of the Bavarian

Mountain Rescue in an advisory capacity in the event of an emergency. It also serves as

the point of contact for possible further measures, which is available to those affected

after a KID operation. This hotline organizes everything associated with a mission. The

on-site emergency forces can thus provide “all-round” support for the dependents (in-

cluding guests from other federal states or other countries; night quarters, farewells, de-

livery of the death notice with other KIT organizations in the background etc.). 

The Task Profile

The Crisis Intervention Team will be tasked in following cases of crisis and emergency:

- Reanimation or case of death/Polytrauma.

2 SbE = Abbreviation for „Stressbearbeitung nach belastenden Einsätzen“ which means helping rescue forces to deal
with stress after a strained mission.

General public: i.e., hiking partners,
survivos, dependants of missing/
deceased persons), first respons

Own rescue teams

KID Mountain
Crisis intervention services

SbE Mountain
Support after demanding operations
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- Mountain or climbing accident.

- Avalanches.

- Search for missing persons.

- Cableway or lift accidents.

- Severe traffic or work accidents (mountains).

- Suicide and suicide attempts (mountains & bridges).

- Death of kids and juveniles.

- Delivery of death notices to dependents. 

The Alert Process 

The Alert Process to bring the Crisis Intervention Team to the spot is shown in following

figure:

Some rules of acting with first responders:

“Nothing is as it was” – the occurrence of traumatic incidents:

Traumatic incidents will occur when fundamental assumptions of the persons involved

are destroyed. These fundamental assumptions of mountaineers, athletes, hikers, tourists,

First responders:

- Do not overlook/ignore
- Show appreciation
- If applicable, include in further actions
- If applicable, renew/replace bandages etc.
- Create opportunity to take deep breath
- Thank for help and support

Groups and single persons:

- Try to keep them as a group/do not separate
- Recognize individual needs
- Assure safe travel, escort, if necessary
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rescue team members or even sol-

diers are as follows:

- „My environment is a safe place!”

- „Things are always fair!“

- „I´m capable of doing necessary

actions on my own!”

If these assumptions are destroyed by

an accident the persons involved  are

facing an entirely new situation,

which can be summed up as follows:

- Current plans are terminated.

- Sudden and unexpected.

- No opportunity to anticipate or prepare for the event.

- Total breakdown of structures.

As a result, then an “acute-stress-response”3 appears which is expressed in the charac-

teristics and symptoms such as:

- Anxiety, despair.

- Depressive mood, feelings of guilt, suicidal tendencies.

- Increased arousal.

- Nervousness, jumpiness.

- Faulty actions (potential self-endangerment).

- In severe cases dizziness.

- Mis-estimation of situation.

- Feeling surreal.

- Loss of memory, confusion.

The acute stress response in normal cases has a duration from several days up to four weeks.

The core tasks of the Crisis Intervention Team in these cases are:

- Support of persons/group on site.

- Guidance towards a social network.

- Delivery of death notices to dependents.

- Support in personal farewell.

Crisis intervention is help for self-help and it is optional. It is guiding towards social net-

works, a self-enabling and  a dissemination of coping strategies. It is the goal to guide

and help by moderating, by asking the right questions, by giving a structure, a supervision

and as well explaining administrative and legal steps.

3 Acute-stress- Response Definition: An acute stress response is the reaction of a
- healthy human being to
- exceptional
- physical or mental
strain. An acute stress response is not a disease or pathology.
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The Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome (PTSD)

In more serious cases the PTSD, which is a disease, may occur. This can be recognized by

characteristics and symptoms like:

- Depressions, feelings of guilt, suicidal tendencies.

- Flashbacks (re-experiencing the crisis situation).

- Nervousness, jumpiness. 

- Emotional blunting.

- Sleep disorders, nightmares, loss of focus.

- Loss of interests.

- Social withdrawal, partnership issues.

- Avoidance of situation that remind of the trauma.

- Alcohol and drug abuse.

- Feeling externally controlled (“by a remote control”).

- Hypo – or hyper-arousal (“frozen” or “boiling”).

- Apathy, loss of interests.

- Feelings of guilt.

- Aggression.

- Idiopathic physical complaints.

- Caution: Risk of misestimations and fault actions.

The PTDS has a massive impairment of private and work life and it is a disease! 

Adverse effects of strain

There are some crucial problems concerning strain.

- Strain cannot be immediately diagnosed/observed

- … can emerge even after fully successful operations

- … can inhibit established coping strategies

Dealing with your strain the following recommendations can be given:

- Accept your own reactions and emotions as a result of your work, not as weaknesses.

- Consciously scheduling time for recovery and gain of inner distance.

- Taking time to process through conversations, taking notes/writing diaries, and sports.

- Seeking and accepting support of friends and family.

- Keeping routines of everyday life.

Dealing with medias:

- Protection of affected persons.

- No disclosure of personal data.

- Refer to head of operations or press agent.

- No statements concerning: liability, causes, eventualities.

- In case of emergency: present assured, identifiable facts in an unspecific way.
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KID mountain does not…

- Long-term support.

- Psychotherapy.

- Public relations.

- Post-hoc analyses of operations

/accidents.

- Critical review of operations.

Training and education for becoming a member of the Crisis Intervention Team:

Mountain rescue basic training & time as  aspirant
Duration approx. 2-3 years, final exam in summer and winter

Minimum of 2 years of experience in KID operations
SbE training: 40 sessions in 2 months

Certificate: Peer

Requirements PSNV:
Minimum age of 25 years, stable social environment,

Minimum 5 years of experience in mounatain rescues operations
KID training: 80 sessions in 3 modules and 12 month of internship at regional mountains rescue

groups
Certificate: Consultant in crisis intervention
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Summary

The speaker explained the role of military chaplains within the armed forces. Conse-

quences of failed Risk Management involve dead, wounded and/or seriously injured sol-

diers. However, at the same time, the first responders are very vulnerable as well. In

events such as these, military chaplains provide support to service members by caring

for mind and soul. They offer comfort, forgiveness, restoration and guidance for the way

forward, and provide support to survivors and keep them from further harm.

Death of a unit member

In the event that a unit member has died, the following consequences may occur:

- Disbelief – ”This can´t be true.” 

- Questioning the reasons/justifications for the death. 

- Anger at being deprived by the death. 

- Guilt/blame. 

- Helplessness. 

- Sleep difficulty. 

- Nightmares. 

- Difficulty with concentration. 

- Numbness and detachment. 

- Depression. 

- Anxiety.

Violeta Mesarič (SVN)

Military Chaplain
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Recommendations concerning family support

- Consult with the chaplain who is assigned to the family.

- Enlist the assistance of a family member they trust.

- Approach the family member and express concern.

- Encourage the family member to seek help. 

- Call a local hospital or county community mental health clinic and inquire about local

resources for emergency care.

- When communicating with officials, be sure to maintain confidentiality.

- Ensure the member is accompanied to the emergency care facility.

- Keep the commander informed.

Role of Leadership

- Announce the details for the memorial and funeral arrangements.

- Reach out to family members.

- Make personal contact to express condolences.

- Attend the funeral service.

- Visit the bereaved family when appropriate.

- Hold a memorial service for unit members who are unable to attend the funeral.  Offer

unit members closest to the deceased key roles in planning and carrying out the me-

morial service.

- Check in periodically with unit members who were closest to the victim.

- Work with Public Affairs and the Integrated Delivery System community to best deter-

mine what to say and what not to say in public statements.

“There are no atheist in foxholes”!?

No matter what the military member´s religious affiliation is, the overwhelming majority of people won´t
turn down prayer … we, your chaplains let you know, we´re praying for you regularly. 
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Summary 

The article gives an overview about the facts, figures and shows some impressions of the

2nd MW Congress.

The NATO MW COE organized the 2nd Mountain Warfare (MW) Congress dedicated to

Risk Management between 9th and 12th April 2019 in Poljče, Slovenia.

The 2nd MW Congress was set as continuation of an annual event organized under the

auspices of the NATO MW COE with the topics related to mountain warfare in 2018. En-

couraged by the success of the 1st Congress and positive feedback from the community

of interest, the NATO MW COE continued with the activities. 

The 2nd Mountain Warfare Congress was titled as Risk Management. It provided a deeper

understanding of particular issues related to mountain warfare with a scientific, experi-

ence-oriented and real-life approach. Basic ambition was to develop knowledge and cre-

ate impulses in dealing with Risk Management issues and transferring the insights into

mountain warfare. 

Congress also provided some points for action when Risk Management has failed and a

crisis situation appeared. The handling of crisis situations is a constant demand in moun-

tain-specific business. Congress attendees received valuable tips and first-hand informa-

tion in the areas of risk theory, nature factors, risk avoidance and risk mitigation in winter

conditions, scheduled mountain rescue, and crisis management. Best practices were

shown from the military and the civilian point of view.

LTC Aleš Centa (SVN, NATO MWCOE) 

Staff Officer 
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Participants

Representatives from 14 countries (Austria, Canada, Croatia, France, Germany, Italy, Nor-

way, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United

States of America)  participated in the congress representing different commands and

units, MW training & educational institutions, mountaineering organizations and soci-

eties as well as students from two universities. 

During the Congress, the activities were conducted by 13 speakers, 29 performers and

30 representatives of companies participating in the Industry Day that was part of the

Congress. As a total, 98 international participants attended the Congress.

Participants were from 14 respective countries
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MW Congress speakers and performers

The audience had an excellent opportunity to listen to speakers who are the top-level in

their specific fields of expertise. In this regard, the NATO MW COE would like to express

its sincere gratitude for their response to and participation in the Congress. The knowl-

edge and experience which the speakers shared with the attendees are and will continue

to be of great value. 

The speakers, who participated in the Congress were:

The practical part of the Congress activities at the Vogel ski resort were performed by:

Franz Fischer, PhD, AUT

Philipp Weißgraeber, PhD, DEU

Claus Burger, PhD, DEU 

Benjamin Zweifel, PhD, CHE

Phillip Reiter, DEU

Wolfgang Behr, DEU

Klemen Volontar, SVN

Jože Duhovnik, PhD, SVN

Miha Rakar, SVN & 21 members of
132nd Mountain Regiment, SVN
Armed forces & NATO MWCOE 
Instructors 

Rafael Kolbl, SVN

Aanon Clausen, NOR

Jacque Oliver Chevallier, FRA

Karl Slingerland, USA

Evi Partholl, DEU

Violeta Mesarič, SVN

Reinhold Ramesberger, DEU
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Industry day 

On the second day, the Industry Day was organized as part of the Congress, involving 10

international companies that presented their achievements and products related to ac-

tivities in mountains. The companies are listed in random order as follows: 

ELAN. A word with a strong meaning. Eagerness. En-

thusiasm. Drive. Tradition. Hard work. Ups and downs.

Innovations. Emotions. Victories. Elan is one of the

world´s leading producers and providers of products

and services for sports and leisure. The company boasts over 70 years of presence in the

international sports markets and today markets its products and services in more than

50 countries worldwide.

Elan is a household name for world-famous skis and snowboards, powerful sailing and

motor yachts, as well as first-rate equipment for indoor and outdoor sports venues. When

we talk about sports facilities, we talk about Elan Inventa.

Elan Inventa provides consulting, design and engineering, manufacture to European stan-

dards, and assembly and installation, and after-sales service.

As an independent family company, SKYLOTEC is a

worldwide leader in all areas, in which safety at

heights is important. We supply innovative and excep-

tional products and services, which are a clear reflection of the strengths of our brand.

SKYLOTEC offers an extensive range of Personal Fall Protection Equipment (PPE) and

products for permanent fall protection: harnesses, ropes, carabiners, abseiling equipment

and rescue equipment, fall arresters, horizontal anchor systems, climbing protection lad-

ders, anchor points, protective clothing and much more besides. High-performance and

innovative products “Made in Germany”!

MVM TEL d.o.o. is a leading provider of innovative tele-

com-market solutions for telcos and public safety or-

ganizations (mission-critical). Our team is capitalizing

on almost 30 years of experience in R&D and very

close cooperation with end users. Our expertise lie in xDSL, G.fast technologies, fiber op-

tics, remote power feeding, etc. Our systems are carefully designed for ultra-low power

consumption and can therefore be powered remotely or via batteries, solar panels, etc. 

In the world of telecommunications everything changes, and it changes fast. We were not

only silent observers of migration from old circuit-switching world to new generation

networks. We participated with many solutions that made the transition easier for our

customers. Now we are focusing on solutions for delivery premium Triple Play services

over hybrid fiber/copper access network on one hand and dedicated wireline solutions

for public safety networks on the other.
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We are dedicated to providing the best Quality, Value and Service to meet our customers´

needs and make their business cases positive, never leaving them in the lurch. 

Revision Military adheres to its singular purpose: “We are pas-

sionately committed to providing leading-edge soldier sys-

tems solutions and equipment for mission critical military

and tactical use worldwide.”

Revision is a solutions provider specializing in protective equipment – primarily protective

eyewear, armor, and head systems – along with newer innovations in power management

and integrated systems. With robust design and development expertise, extensive experi-

ence, significant investment in efficient, high-volume manufacturing, and vertical integra-

tion, Revision is driven by a fundamental and powerful idea: delivering protective solutions

that save lives. This ethos is embraced by employees at every level and across every de-

partment within the Company. Revision´s mission is built into every Company effort, activ-

ity, and product line. It fuels Revision´s product development, design, and R&D efforts. 

Anthron is a small company, run by family Lorbek since its

foundation in year 1989. “ANTHRON” is the Greek name

for cave and actually our first products were destined for

speleologists. The thread of our activity, however, is rescu-

ing – both in the field of sports (speleology, mountaineering, free climbing ...) and in the

field of selected industries (fall protection and rescue equipment). And what was the mo-

tive for embarking on this rather specialized activity? The very impulse goes back to the

year 1977; at that time our family resided in a twelve-storey building. Suddenly the earth

began to shake, the first earth-quake was followed by several subsequent ones, and the

tenants, panic-stricken, began in mass leave their flats, jostling down the narrow flight

of stairs towards the exit. Among them, carrying his two little daughters, was also Joze

Lorbek, a young mechanical engineer. Since then he never stopped pondering on how to

make in the case of elementary disasters the evacu-ation of people from such high build-

ings easier, safer and more effective. And thus an idea occured to him which was a few

months later followed by prototype of a self-rescuing device ST-777, his first innovation.

Ski&Sea d.o.o. is a general importer and servicer of

BRP (Bombardier Recreational Products) recreational

vehicles and accessories. For many years the company

has been engaged in both the sale and renting of BRP´s

top brands such as Ski-Doo and Lynx snowmobiles,

ATV Can-Am and Can-Am Side-by-Side vehicles, Sea-Doo watercrafts Evinrude outboard

engines and Spyder Roadster vehicles for Slovenia as well as other countries (Croatia,

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Kosovo and Albania). In 2013,

Ski&Sea d.o.o. in its sales program also included top-quality inflatable boats ZODIAC MA-

RINE and in 2017 BWA top-quality inflatable boats. The story does not end here, as the

company in its sales program also includes SEABOB vessels, SEASCOOTER vessels, SEA-

DOO TUBES, ... and JETLOADER trailers, ATV trailers and plows. 
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When Taiga was founded in 1982, the company´s am-

bition was to create the market´s best work clothing

for people who are required to work outdoors regard-

less of the weather, environment or other risk factors.

Since then, we have been a pioneer in developing clothing systems for challenging work

environments. 

Today, we develop our clothing in collaboration with various test laboratories, polar re-

searchers, work environment experts and – of course – users of Taiga clothing. There´s a

whole science to dressing right – literally. And it involves much more than just materials

and functions. For example, the base layer you wear determines what type of jacket works

best. Your job determines the protection you need and how warm your clothes should be. 

Various factors determine the correct choice of clothing. For this reason, you should not

regard your work clothes as a combination of individual garments, but as a complete in-

tegrated system. We summarize this concept as Taiga Climate Protection Systems™. Our

aim is to make sure you can do your job – whatever it is. 

45 years of knowledge in development and production of beacons. Un-

conditional, hands-on reliability! To live up to this challenge, the PIEPS
SAFETY SYSTEM enables maximum support in various fields of applica-

tion. All products assure in practical use with state-of-the-art technology,

quality and reliability.This know-how and more than 40 years of expe-

rience in developing and producing avalanche beacons guarantee the

quality of our PREMIUM ALPINE PERFORMANCE products.

Mawashi is affiliated to numerous organizations work-

ing in the Defense and Human Factors domains. No-

tably, Mawashi is a member of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization (NATO), the Canadian Association

of Defence and Security Industries (CADSI), and is a core member of the Canadian Secu-

rity Materials Technologies Roadmap initiative (SMTRM).

Mawashi has mastered the art of New Product Development (NPD) and creates out-of-

the-box and human-centered concepts and products through a combination of Multidis-

ciplinary Engineering, Industrial Design, Human Factors and Biomimicry. Mawashi´s

Patented Tactical Exoskeleton Technology, developed for Special Operations Forces (SOF),

is a mechanical system that redirects the load carried by the soldier to the ground. 

Today Kong´s core business is safety and rescue. Mountaineering tech-

niques have been been adopted in construction, where, in order to ob-

serve accident prevention regulations, workers use suitably-modified

equipment, originating from the world of mountaineering. The range

of products has been adapted to the standards required for work at

height. In the 2000s an area of the factory area was equipped to provide
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professional training; no longer just a product, but also pre and post sales support and

training. 

In 2014 Kong s.p.a. became enrolled in the regional register for accredited subjects due

to its professional training and education services. 

In 2016 it was accredited as an IRATA training company (Industrial Rope Access Trade

Association), member n°5058/T.

The purpose and basic activity of the Mountain Rescue Association
of Slovenia (GRZS) is to voluntarily help people in mountain accidents

and on hard-to-reach terrain. Our work is also prevention and edu-

cation of members and other visitors to the mountains. 

The Mountain Rescue Association of Slovenia is organized as a fed-

eration of independent, voluntary, non-profit mountain clubs and

mountain societies with registered mountain bearing activities (stations) that carry out

humanitarian tasks of public importance: protection, rescue and assistance in the moun-

tains and in the event of natural and other disasters endangered safety, health and human

life. These tasks are performed by the basic units of GRZS – the Society and the Mountain

Rescue Service (GRS) station. They are independent and have geographically defined

areas of operation. They carry out rescue, preventive and other actions and activities de-

fined by the GRZS rules and with their own rules.
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